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Stop the UN's New
World Order:
Hitler in Blue Helmets.

United States, and targets over

DID YOU KNOW:

written, American dollars

•

of roughly

that the population control

movement is nothing but a
whitewashed version of the
Nazi eugenics policy, which
was developed in Britain and
the United States, then export
ed to Hitler's Germany ?
•

that the United Nations has

set up a series of conferences,
beginning with the September

1994 International Conference

on Population and

Development, in Cairo, Egypt,
whose purpose is to reduce
world population by more
than two billion people and
institute a utopian world dicta
torship?
•

that Nationaf'Security Study

Memorandum

200, written

under the direction of Henry
Kissinger and Brent Scowcroft

1974, defines population
growth as the enemy of the

in

a dozen Third World countries
on its "population enemies
list"?
•

200 was

that since NSSM

have paid for the sterilization

half of Brazil's

women of childbearing age?
This report, revised and
expanded from the

1992

Special Report "The genocidal
roots of Bush's 'New World
Order,'" is intended to help
catalyze a fight for national
sovereignty, the family, and
human life in the face of the
Malthusian onslaught of the
United Nations and its one
world imperial supporters.
The new sections include
texts of maj or statements
'
against the Cairo population
conference by the Schiller
Institute, Vatican, and others,
and self-indicting extracts
from the planning documents
drafted by the United Nations
bureaucrats.
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From the Associate Editor
O ur first issue of the New Year presents an air-tight proof of

Lyndon LaRouche's diagnosis, that the current financial and mone

tary system is bankrupt beyond repair. There is no way that the
world's governments can prolong the life of this system; in fact, the
measures that are currently being proposed to stave off collapse
such as the Republican Party's fanatical drive to balance the bud
get-will only hasten the system's demise.
Study the graph on the cover, which is analyzed in detail in
LaRouche's speech to a conference of the Schiller Institute. It shows
the

hyperbolic rate of growth of financial and monetary aggregates,

and the corresponding downward plunge of physical economic pro
duction. This hyperbolic function represents a

phase shift,

an abso

lute limit at which a collapse will occur. If you increase monetary
circulation or financial subsidies, in an attempt to keep the system
afloat, you will only shift the function to a higher
rate of curvature,
.

bringing on the collapse that much sooner.
In the

Special Report,

our color section, you will find the facts

and figures to flesh out what LaRouche presents in his conceptual
overview. Using the U.S. "market basket" of consumers' and pro
ducers' goods, with 1967 as a benchmark year, EIR's economics
staff has produced a concise and powerful picture of what has hap

pened to the physical economy. This package is designed for political
organizers, to help you convince your neighbor who still insists that
the recovery is "just around the comer. "
As LaRouche emphasizes, we are not making a prediction that
the collapse will occur on any particular date. We are presenting a

diagnosis of an economy which has an illness that cannot be cured.

The world has indeed reached the end of an epoch, but that is not

a reason for despair. This system cannot be saved, but it can and
must be replaced. LaRouche compares our situation to that of the
engineers who were trying to invent airplanes that could fly faster
than the speed of sound. The "experts" said it couldn't be done. But
Bernhard Riemann had written a paper in 1858, which showed how a

phase shift occurs, in what we would call today a transsonic function.

Once you understand how that works, the breakthrough to supersonic
flight is no problem at all.
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We are at the end
of an epoch
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

The following was delivered as the keynote speech to a con
ference sponsored by the International Caucus of Labor
Committees and the Schiller Institute, in Eltville, Germany
on Dec . 2-3, 1995 .
What I'm going to do today , will be something of a tour de
force . Some of the points may not always be clear to you ,
in particular because some of them are fairly complex and
important points . However, we are backing up what I'm
saying today, with a number of other reports .
My function is to put together a number of different ele
ments to show exactly what it is that humanity faces during
the coming weeks and months . That is, during the coming
weeks and months, this planet will go through the most pro
found crisis in about 500 years . The crisis in which we are
now presently living , already , even though many people pre
tend it isn't happening , is worse in its implications , than the
crisis which immediately preceded either of the two world
wars of this century .
There is a threat of more warfare , more deaths , more
famine , more epidemics , higher death rates, greater de
creases in longevity and life-expectancy , and a general de
population far greater than was experienced during either of
the two world wars , or their aftermath . That is all presently
a process in progress . It is not a series of isolated events ,
any more than a bubonic plague epidemic is a collection of
individual cases , each with a separate cause .
Globally , the culture of this planet is disintegrating . We
are coming to a point of discontinuity in the process of disin
tegration . Beyond that point , the present cultural arrange
ment, the present governmental structures, especially the
present financial , monetary , and economic structures of this
planet, will cease to exist in the form they have existed over
4
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the preceding decades . And , that is all happening now .
There are two problems here . First of all , I imagine that
when the Titanic was sinking , there were certain passengers
who rushed to take some of the better staterooms . And, there
are people today who simply are engaged in what is called ,
in psychology , "denial , " a refusal to face the reality of what's
happening: something so terrifying to them , or so confusing ,
that they refuse to admit that it' s happening . The ship is
sinking . It will soon be under water. It's all over. I can name
governments around the world , most of them , in fact, which
deny this reality .
For example, the present government of France , is in a
state of denial . The government of Jacques Chirac , the new
President, with the first government of Alain Juppe in France ,
came in with a great deal of hoopla , a few weeks of popularity
and authority . And , now the government of France is disin
tegrating . It is imposing upon the people of France an austeri
ty which it would not have imposed, if it had learned the
lesson of Newt Gingrich' s downfall in the United States, that
fascism is not popular on this planet, with this people .
Seventy percent to eighty percent of the people of the
United States reject fascism in the form of Gingrich and what
he represents . We have a similar process; we have Gingriches
in France . We saw a man , Juppe , transform himself into a
Gingrich, before the astonished eyes of the French popula
tion . We saw a Chirac government, or a Chirac regime ,
disintegrate in its authority over the French people . And even
when it became clear to the government, that the people of
France had rejected this austerity program, the government
stubbornly said , "No , we 're sticking to it . " And they ' re stick
ing to it like a famous variety of grain called buckwheat,
which, when faced with a windstorm, rather than bending ,
breaks .
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Lyndon LaRouche and
Helga Zepp LaRouche at
the Schiller Institute's
conference in Eltville,
Germany.

We have, in Germany, a similar situation. The govern

controlled, by the way, from London-to take over various

ment of Germany lives in a world of unreality. We see the

states in Germany, and thus have veto-power to take over

return of the Socialist Unity Party (SED) [otherwise known

Germany as a whole. And the Kohl government is doing

as the communist party of East Germany], in the form of a

everything to tum Germany over to that new power, by its

unification of [Social Democratic Party (SPD) leader Oskar]

stubborn refusal to face reality. [Finance Minister Theo]

Lafontaine and [former East German leader Gregor] Gysi.

Waigel's refusal to accept the reality of derivatives. The fact

We see the discrediting of all the anti-communist govern

that the German banking system, which, up until 1 990, was

ments which came up in eastern Europe during the post- 1 989

one of the most stable in the world, the banking system of

period, beginning with Poland. Why are they discredited?

the famous Hermann Abs, the Abs who had a rule for all

B ecause they believed in the policies of Margaret Thatcher

bankers: "Keine Kasinogesellschaft!" ["No casino soci

and George Bush. They believed in what is called "the re

ety!"]. That's exactly what these new bankers did; they

form" ; and, the reform has turned out to be fascism, and

turned the German banking sy stem into a casino, a gambling

they don't like it any more. The parties which had tolerated,

casino. And the German banking system is doomed, just as

embraced, defended what is called "democracy" and "the

the Japanese banking system is less doomed, but also

market," in the name of reform, those parties today, through

doomed. Just as the entire banking and financ ial system of

out eastern Europe, are discredited, including that part of

France is doomed.

eastern Europe which is now known as Germany.

So, that's the situation around the world: denial. They

Germany betrayed the people of East Germany in the

talk about growth. For reasons I'll indicate to you, generally

reunification, under B ritish pressure, and the people of East

speaking and overall, there has been no economic growth on

Germany have turned, hatefully, against what has happened

this planet, since the end of the 1960s. None ; if you measure

to them under the Treuhand agreement [the Treuhand is re

in the right magnitudes.

sponsible for reorganizing East German state firms]. And

If you measure in magnitudes per capita of labor force,

now the people of East Germany are saying, "Well, you

per household, per square kilometer of used land area: If

dumped us in the West. All we know is how to take power.

you measure in those terms, the physical product which is

There ' s no more communism, we agree ; but we can still

consumed either by households, consumed by productive

take power." And they're moving to take an old asset of the

industry, or consumed in the form of maintaining infrastruc

G.D.R. [East Germany], Lafontaine, to take over the S PD,

ture or improving it, those components, and you measure

combine the Greenies and the SPD, and themselves-all

them in these per-capita, per-household, per-square-kilome-
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ter terms, you then find, as in the case of the United States,
for example , in those terms , in comparing a market basket of
consumption for households , for agriculture and industry ,
for infrastructure in the last years of the 1 960s with the same
market basket standard in the 1 99Os , the American people
produce half as much as they did 25 years ago , and consume
about half as much , for various reasons .
That is a pattern around the world. There has been a
secular tendency toward a 2 to 3% annual contraction in
economy around the world, with some variations in that ,
over the past quarter-century . The system is collapsing .

A functional view of global collapse
We have here Figure 1 (we ' ll come back to this figure
again) . Now , the bottom line is not an actual mathematical
calculation . This figure is a summary of three curves which
are characteristic of the process of monetary and financial
disintegration of the world economy . And a great part of
what I ' ll say today , focusses upon this problem , to make this
problem clear.
The bottom of the three lines represents the decline in
productivity , in physical terms: that is , physical product . It
also includes things which are essential , as services , to physi
cal productivity .
Obviously , education . Those aspects of education which
are essential to maintain the cultural level and productivity
of the population . It' s a physical value , even though it' s
intangible , intangible i n the sense o f being a service .
Then , we have health care . The demographic characteris
tics of a population , the sickness rates, the mortality rates ,
the birth rates , the longevity . These characteristics are deter
mined by health , which consist of sanitation , as well as health
6
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care . That's essential .
We could not maintain the present population of any part
of this world, without a continuation of investment in capital
intensive , power-intensive forms of scientific and technolog
ical progress . It is actually , in point of fact, the introduction
of the Green Revolution (the bad one , that is) , in 1 964 , the
so-called Greenie movement , that has done more than any
single factor in policy , to destroy the world ' s economy.
There is no greater enemy of human life , than environmen
talism . And , I ' ll indicate that , and we can discuss it if some
people want to get into the details .
But, without an increasing investment in scientific and
technological progress , without increasing power per capita
in production and in life , without increasing capital-intensity,
without the educational process and so forth to manage this,
you cannot maintain any existing population on this planet.
Without improving that investment in productivity and tech
nology , without advances in technology, you cannot main
tain the population of this planet.
As a matter of fact , if we do what Prince Philip of
England , the Duke of Edinburgh , and his World Wildlife
Fund and his Gaia Foundation and so forth wish to do , within
the coming generation and a half, the population of this planet
will collapse through famine , epidemic , and related causes ,
from the present 5-plus billion , to Middle-Ages levels around
this planet, of several hundred million: the greatest holocaust
in the known history and prehistory of mankind .
If we don 't get rid of the greenie revolution , there is no
hope for anything on this planet; and , belief and opinion are
not worth anything on that question . Either you get rid of it,
or you don ' t survive . Either you get off the sinking ship , or
you drown.
So, partly as a result of that post-industrial utopianism,
the so-called "information society ," these kinds of insanity
and outright lunacy, we have this curve: decline . There are
other causes which I ' ll address .
Now the second of the three curves , although the per
capita output, physical output, and consumption around the
world have declined over the period of the past 25 years,
especially the past 25 years , there has been an increase in per
capita monetary turnover, monetary emission . The money
supply has been growing while the physical output and con
sumption per capita in all the categories-production , infra
structure , and households-have been declining .
At the same time , a new process has entered in , which is
the growth of financial turnover relative to monetary turn
over. That is, central banks and similar institutions emit mon
ey which is put into circulation through lending in the form
of loans emitted by banks cooperating with central banks.
Central banks incur an implicit or actual debt obligation , as
a result of the emission of that money under present terms.
That's the largest part of the debt that governments incur,
especially the government of the United States.
The debt is incurred not by government spending . The
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deficit growth is largely incurred as a result of a collapse in
the tax revenue base , as a result of a collapse in the economy,
and also an increase of debt to cause money to grow , to cause
the money supply to grow faster than production . Thus , while
production is declining , the money supply is growing . That' s
your main , primary driver, at that level , o f monetary infla
tion . It' s not that there ' s too much money in circulation;
there' s not enough of it being invested in production . And ,
therefore , your money supply is inflationary .
But , the worst part is the financial one (the top-most of
the three curves) . If we include the best estimates on the
off-balance-sheet portion of financial turnover, the financial
turnover of this planet per day , now , is probably around $3
trillion a day . We 're getting toward $6()()-700 trillion a year
now , in terms of financial turnover. If we were to continue
this system for another year or so, on the present trend , we
would be going to about $1 quadrillion value of financial

So, the question is , will society continue past the death
of the International Monetary Fund? Because the IMF is
finished . It is dead . It cannot be saved . It is the Titanic, the
"unsinkable Titanic, " which is still booking passengers in
many countries , when the ship is sinking . That ' s typical
business these days: Try to get the last passenger on board
before the ship actually sinks . B ut the question is: Do the
people and countries have to go down the drain with the IMF,
that is , the system which has these two characteristics: the
international monetary system, which is a composite of the
monetary systems of various countries ; the international fi
nancial system , which is the sicknes s , the cancer of the IMF
system?
Can nations exist beyond that point? Yes , they can . No
reason they can ' t . Get rid of the 1MF system, get rid of the

turnover per year.

monetary system, and also get rid of the characteristics of
policy-making which allowed us to get into this mess 25-30
years ago . Under those conditions , the world can survive ,

Now , financial turnover also incurs financial obligations ,
which translates into various forms o f indebtedness . Howev
er, in order to pay debt , you must pay it , ultimately , out of
physical production . You must resolve the debt , finally , in
physical production . Both the monetary debt or the debt relat
ed to monetary circulation , and the debt related to financial
circulation .
Now , what you're seeing here , in the peculiar shape of
this curve , and in the ratio of the financial curve to the mone
tary curve, are accurate representations of what the process
looks like . Here , in the relationship between curves for mon
etary and for physical output, you get a tendency , in the past
three years , toward a hyperbolic rate of growth of monetary
emission to physical output. You get a more pronounced
hyperbolic growth of financial obligations from the relation
ship between financial turnover and that of monetary aggre
gates .
That is, you pay financial debt in money terms . There ' s
a ratio o f financial obligations being generated to money
being generated . You settle monetary debt in real terms , as
by taxation of firms and persons and so forth . Therefore , the
rate at which wealth is being generated , in respect to the rate
at which money is generated , is another crucial value . The
two values which are crucial: financial debt to the monetary
debt, these two ratios here depicted, are the crux of the crisis .
And , as I shall indicate , whenever a process such as this , this
three-phase process , goes into a hyperbolic ascent , which is
what's happening on the financial side now , in any kind of
process , what you would have to say is we are entering a
phase shift. We are entering a discontinuity .
The very fact that these ratios are changing the way they
are , individually , and with respect to one another, indicates
that the whole system has now reached the edge of the cliff.
It is going to end. That does not mean that it' s going to fall
off the cliff. It could fall off the cliff, if we don 't do the right
thing .

the nations can survive . But unless we do that, civilization is
doomed .
Now , this is not an unusual problem in history; it' s just
bigger than usual . The record of human history is mostly a
record of failures . Most civilizations have failed. They are
the subject of the archaeologists , who go out there trying to
find traces of former civilizations in the dust . Most civiliza
tions , whatever their achievements were , died as tragedies .
Virtually every culture which has existed o n this planet , prior
to the present European culture , hasfailed--contrary to what
the cultural anthropologists try to tell you .
You know , the "good little old cultures . " Like the Aztecs .
There are some people who admire the Aztec s . Now , if
there ' s one thing worse than slavery , it' s cannibalism . And
the Aztecs were cannibal s . Millions of subject people , sub
ject to the Aztecs , were taken in tens and hundreds of thou
sands over short periods of time , and had their hearts cut out
in mass rituals of thousands of people , in order to conduct a
religious celebration in the area of what ' s called Mexico City
today .
Also , there was mass cannibalism throughout the entire
area. That is , prior to the so-called evangelization and coloni
zation of that portion of the Americas , you had some of the
worst and most degenerate and evil forms of culture that
ever existed . And , the gift of European civilization to the
Americas , was the greatest gift those Indian populations ever
received .
Most cultures are failures. We ' ll get into that, in a
moment .
The point is, that the failure of our culture , or the threat
ened failure of our world-culture , is not a surprising phenom
enon if we understand world history , both archaeological
prehistory , and known history . Mesopotamia was a source
of nothing butfailures . Every culture generated in Mesopota
mia to this time has been a failure. Egyptian culture failed;
but, it was a successful culture for part of this period. The
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culture of South Asia was afailure at the time the British and
Dutch and French found it. It had failed . Yet it had a high
point earlier, in Central Asia , and the time it first went in to
South Asia . While the people of Mesopotamia were still
trying to learn what a pot was , in Central Asia the Indo
Europeans , as they ' re called , had already developed the solar
astronomical calendars of considerable sophistication; a very
advanced culture . But that, too , failed .
Now , there are two aspects from which to look at the
cultural history of mankind . One , is you have failures which
are not exactly failures . You have failures in which the ex
isting system fails , but which , out of the same nations or the
same groups of people , there emerges simultaneously a new ,
better system , which carries mankind to a higher level .
There ' s also the benefit which cultures which were more
successful transmitted to those which had been less success
ful . And thus you had the transmission of culture and knowl
edge across peoples , such that the progress of the human
species has been that cultural development and transmission .
So, thus , we can say we can speak of cultures which were
dead ends , and we can speak of cultures which were like
species , which gave birth to a higher species .
In what is called European civilization , that is , modem
European civilization , as it spread throughout the world, as
a net result both of its successes and its cruelties over the past
500 years , is the highest form of culture which mankind
has ever conceived. And there are certain principles which
underlie that . This is not just an accident. There are certain
principles which are eternal principles , which account for
this success .
But , this culture, too , is the one which is now collapsing .
It' s collapsing in a form which is best represented by Classi
cal tragedy, the Classical tragedies of Aeschylos or Sopho
cles , or the superior form of tragedy which was developed ,
first, by Shakespeare and Marlowe in the Sixteenth Century ,
in England (the case of Hamlet, of course , is the classic
reference) , or by Schiller, later, in Germany .
This culture is suffering a tragedy . Like Hamlet , if it
continues to behave the way it' s behaving , if it continues the
way that Chirac is thinking , the way that Kohl is thinking ,
this entire , global civilization is doomed. It is doomed to go
the way of the most obscure , forgotten relic of culture in any
prehistory of mankind .
But on the other hand , it is the highest form of culture
which has ever existed . It has within it, conceptually , physi
cally , the means to produce new successes beyond anything
that most people could imagine today . So, like Hamlet, the
old culture is finished , the old monetary-financial system,
especially .
The past 25 years ' economic policies , or the changes in
policy , especially the Greenpeace version of that , all has to
go . Get rid of Greenpeace or you have no grandchildren . Or
if you have them , they won 't live very long .
If we get rid of those problems , we have the basis , in a
8
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residue , for creating a new political-economic culture on this
planet , which can lift mankind to the highest level mankind
has ever lived , higher than anyone , perhaps , except a few
today , would imagine .
S o , this is a tragedy . Hamlet said, in his second famous
soliloquy , that the fear of the unknown compelled him to
cling , fatally , terminally , to generally accepted ideas , which
he knew would lead to doom . The essence of tragedy , is
that people , particularly the so-called heroes, the designated
heroes , the people who have power, authority , responsibili
ty , confronted with a crisis of society , become so afraid of
changing the way they think and they behave , that, even
when they know continuing what they ' re doing , like Chirac
in France today , like Kohl in Germany, or the Kohl govern
ment in Germany today , that even though they have the
means to know that the policies they are following , the prac
tices they 're following , lead to extinction of their society ,
they are so afraid of what for them is the unknown, the
unfamiliar, the new , the strange , that they will walk to their
doom rather than embrace a new alternative idea, by which
they might survive .
That ' s the problem we address today . We have to deal
with the harsh realities of human history . So, let ' s go, next,
to a few of the brighter aspects and harsher aspects of the
same thing , these two things in succession , first one, and
then two . We ' ll come back to this later, after we' ve looked
at some of the evidence .

The rise and fall of modern history
This table (on "Development of Human Population" [see
color section , Table 1 , p. A3]) is a representation of what
the consensus is , among the professions of anthropology
and population studies generally: a summation of what they
believe . There are probably a lot of errors in it , but generally ,
this is what people believe , in the relevant professions today,
about human population . The whole history of mankind,
insofar as we know it . Prehistory and history .
You compare this with the apes, which is where we start.
Because , you remember, Prince Philip , the Duke of Edin
burgh , the man who supplied the genetic material for produc
ing the present royal family , insists that he ' s a higher ape .
That may explain some of the monkey business that ' s been
going on with the British royal family .
But , if man were a higher ape , and given the ecological
conditions which existed on this planet during the past 2
million years , approximately , then the human population
could never have exceeded about 2 or 3 million persons . The
life expectancy would have probably been , on the average,
around 10 or 1 2 years of age for surviving infants of that type
of man-ape , the Prince Philip type . Without people to support
him and guide him around , he wouldn' t have lived past his
1 2th birthday , which probably would have been a great boon
to mankind , but that ' s another story .
So, from the most primitive conditions at the beginning,
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that we know , man demonstrates an increase in longevity , an
increase in survival of newborn infants , and so forth and so
on . The so-called demographic characteristics of longevity ,
life expectancy , and health .
Also , mankind increases its ability to use land area. For
example, a man-ape would require about 1 0 square kilome
ters per individual , merely to survive , on average , on this
planet. That would give us a human population , or man-ape
population , in the order of magnitude of 5 , maybe 10 million
individuals . By the time of the Middle Ages , or the time of
the New Dark Age in the middle of the Fourteenth Century
in Europe , the human population was about 300 million ,
about 1 00 times the maximum size of what an ape could have
done . Today , the human population is about 5 . 3 billion ,
estimated. The greatest increase in population in all history ,
the greatest rate of increase .
Now , when we increase population density successfully
in that way , this demonstrates that mankind has increased
man ' s power over nature , that man is able to survive using
less land , that is, to get more out of a unit of land area. This
is necessarily accompanied by an increase in life expectancy ,
lowering of sickness rates for all levels of the population ,
more leisure , the introduction of universal education , which
is one of'the great causes for the growth of productivity in
population in the past 500 years .
This means that each individual is a more powerful indi
vidual , than individuals of a society of a preceding period.
This means that whereas no animal species , such as Prince
Philip , could actually increase the range of potential popula
tion density , we human beings, unlike Prince Philip , have
done it constantly over the known aspects of history and
prehistory of mankind . And the greatest success in increasing
the potential population density of mankind , has occurred ,
radiating out of Europe , during the past 550 years , minus
the last 25 , which have been pretty much a disaster on this
account.
So, a simple record of demographics . Then, in more
recent times, you can make a comparison between industrial
ized countries and non-industrialized countries . You'll find ,
in a country which is chronically poor, chronically desperate
ly poor, there is very little infrastructure , few railroads , very
little in the way of public works . Most things are left to
private initiative , which is the mark of a poor or degenerating
society . Public works have always been in the public sector,
the state sector. Without them, we would never have had
even privately owned railroads .
I t was the governments which made possible private rail
roads. The Constitution of the United States was formed on
the imperative of having public works . Under the Articles of
Confederation between 1 7 8 3 , the period of the Paris Treaty ,
and 1 789, there were virtually no railroads , canals, roads ,
and other things across state lines in the United States . This
was a disaster. The included purpose of the U . S . Federal
Constitution, was to base a modem economy on government
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responsibility for public works . And public works generally
mean infrastructure . It' s water management, both for human
use and industrial use , and also transportation. Railway sys
tems , highway systems , airline systems , warehouse systems ,
power generation and distribution , sanitation in general .
Land reclamation, land habilitation , to take desert land and
make it into fertile land for human habitation and production .
All of these things are things which can be done only by
government, not the so-called private sector.
So, these are the characteristics that separate a developed
country or an industrialized country , a healthy country eco
nomically , before 25 years ago , from a poor country , an
underdeveloped country .
Take the developing sector generally . What did the colo
nialists leave behind in Africa, the colonial powers , with
some exceptions in the case of the French , in the case of the
Brazza policy? In general , the Dutch and the British left
behind disaster. They left behind a few ports , large cities,
which, like Alexandria or Cairo , are vast sewer systems more
than cities.
And why do those cities grow in population? Why is the
rest of Egypt , for example, not developed? Or the same thing
has happened in Indonesia; or the same thing happened in
every country that was colonized in South Asia. The same
thing is characteristic of Africa, generally . You ' ll find a few
cities which were maintained for the convenience and benefit
and comfort and entertainment of the pukka sahibs , the Brit
ish and the Dutch colonists , and their investments . And there ,
a small amount of infrastructure was provided for the conve
nience of the pukka sahibs. But for the mass of people for the
inland? No. You would have a railroad that would go to a
mine . You would have a road that would go to a plantation.
A population ' s native agriculture was destroyed, generally .
Instead , you had plantation agriculture to produce and export
product for the convenience of the colonial masters .
The curse of most areas that were colonized during the
period of the Eighteenth into the Twentieth Century , is that
they are still suffering from colonialism. Not only do they
have the legacy of colonialism in the lack of infrastructural
development, but , they still are controlled from London or
the Netherlands, or, to some degree , France . Their finances
are controlled from London . The puppet-strings of intellectu
al assumption which control the movements of their mind ,
are determined by British education . They 're not free in any
sense . What was called "freedom , " was merely to take the
financial responsibility for the cost of government, to save
the British money . The orders on how to run the economy
were controlled by London . The choicest natural resources
were controlled from London , by direct or indirect means .
The export potential , the marketability of their products , the
availability of credit for development; all controlled from
London and similar places . Colonialism persisted.
You get , in the late 1 960s studies which we did , a clear
indication of the difference between a country like China
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or India, which we used as paradigms , which were non
industrialized countries , and countries which were industrial
ized countries . Where you had non-industrialized countries
like China or India, development was hopeless.
It is hopeless, on paper, to continue the policies that India
had in the 1 960s and China had in the 1 960s or ' 70s, and
expect development. You will not have it . Because a minori
ty of the population lived in the sector where industrialization
was occurring , in the few sectors where infrastructure was
developed, however poorly; but the vast area of the popula
tion lived outside modem society , were looted outside of
society .
If you do not bring political and social equality, in princi
ple , to the Indian peasant, you will never have an Indian
nation. India is not a nation . It' s an intent to have a nation , a
nice intent. Nehru was a nice fellow . Mrs . Gandhi was a very
lovable woman , a great woman . Many patriots of India are
good people . But, although they have the intent of creating a
nation , they have not yet done it . The railroads are a legacy
of British colonialism, and they 're breaking down. The areas
of development are chiefly, with few exceptions , those which
the British colonials left after them. The problems of India,
are those which are left behind by the British colonials.
China , a somewhat similar situation: lack of infrastruc
ture and development. China is two nations . In a sense ,
it' s unthinkable in Europe . Twenty percent of the Chinese
population is one nation , the top . Eighty percent of the Chi
nese population is a second nation , the bottom. The fight in
China, with Mao , in particular, was the question of whether
you were going to allow the peasant to become a member of
modem society . There ' s still a fight to that effect. Are you
going to allow the peasant to become part of modem society ,
or are you going to keep him a traditional "Middle Kingdom"
peasant, who is essentially cattle?
Go back to Russia, say , in the Nineteenth Century , or
Eighteenth Century , under serfdom . Go to Gogol , Dead
Souls. Under feudalism , there was no nation . There were no
nations before the middle of the Fifteenth Century in Europe ,
no nation-states existed . The word "nation" had a different
meaning . There ' s a famous , or it should be famous , book by
a friend of ours , recently deceased , Prof. FreiheIT von der
Heydte , on the hour of birth of the modem sovereign nation
state , which should be consulted .
Politically, legally , there were no nation-states prior to

the middle of the Fifteenth Century, prior to the revolution
which occurred in France under Louis XI. Nation-states
didn' t exist: because of feudalism .
Think of the social relations under feudalism, think of
the problem of China and India today , for a comparable
problem in the developing sector. The peasant was the prop
erty , the political property of the landlord. He was cattle , he
was human cattle . The land area belonged to the landlord.
The landlord belonged to an overlord. The overlords be
longed to an emperor. That ' s the imperial system.
lO
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In Europe , this imperial system was established just be
fore Constantine . It was established , actually , in the Balkans ,
before there was a Croat or a Serb there , at the time that the
Balkans was divided between Serb and Croat, before a single
Serb lived there: when the Emperor Diocletian lived there ,
and drew a line called the Drina River, which separated the
Eastern Empire from the Western Empire .
He set out a code , called the Code of Diocletian, which
was like Prince Philip' s code: zero technological growth.
Every man must follow in his father' s professional footsteps,
his vocation . If you were a slave , he must be a slave . If the
father was a shoemaker, he must be a shoemaker. And so
forth: the Code of Diocletian . Which was why the population
of the Eastern Empire collapsed . Because it was a degenerat
ing system . It did not allow technological and scientific
progress.
In the condition of mankind under feudalism, there were
no nations . There was property , property in the feudal sense .
You had in Russia, like the Vorontsov family , vast estates,
larger than some nations in western Europe . And the people
on them were serfs . They were property , a human form of
cattle . The property was the property of the boyar, not the
people .
And the Chinese peasant, traditionall y , was in a similar
condition , under a different system . The Chinese peasant was
the property of the Middle Kingdom . The Chinese peasant is
put on a rock. He defecates on the rock, and grows food!
"China conquers the world by planting peasants , Chinese
peasants , in every part of the world"; that ' s the conception:
"We must not change the character of the peasant, we must
keep him as a Chinese peasant who can grow food on a barren
rock by defecating on it, and growing a crop . We must not
let him change his nature . It would be a disaster: There would
be no Middle Kingdom . "
I n India, you have racism , a s w e would call i t i n the
United States. It affects the economy . When proposals are
made by patriots in India, to develop the infrastructure of
India in a certain way , the line is drawn, between the upper
castes and the lower castes.
This was the condition of mankind . S o , we made this
great revolution . We created the institution of the modem
nation-state , which was created by methods of the Renais
sance , which broke the bonds of the peasantry , ended the
peasant system, ended the human-cattle system. But, remem
ber, prior to the Fifteenth Century , 95%, approximately, of

the human race in every part of society in every part of this
planet, lived like human cattle . They were slaves or they
were serfs, or they were in conditions of the Indians who
were slaughtered and eaten by the Aztecs , or something of
the sort.
Taught history has been largely a fraud , because most of
the people in history have not been considered people . It is
the top 3-5% of the population which was called the nation,
or which was called the state , which was called the culture.
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"A breakthrough. an
insight. into a valid
principle of discovery. is
often described as a light
going on in the
personality. It's a
distinct emotional
quality and intellectual
quality of experience.
one that leaps chasms.
leaps upward."

Most people didn't have time to be human . They were like
the Chinese peasant . They were part of the under-nation ,
which is the problem that China is trying to deal with today ,
in the fight for internal infrastructural development.
So, this is the nature of man; but , look at the crucial thing
which defined man in this way , through the Renaissance .
What happened?
Certain religious and other orders , like the Brotherhood
of the Corninon Life , began to take orphans and boys from
poor families , and educate them in a form of education in
which the child would relive the experience of discovery
made by an original discoverer. And , of course , the emphasis
was on the Classical Greek of the school of Plato , the Acade
my of Athens .
And , the child, by reliving the act of discovery , of origi
nal discovery (not learning , but reliving the act of discovery) ,
would recognize in his or her own mind , those powers of
creativity which had been responsible for all of the great
discoveries of mankind known to us at that time .
Thus , by this kind of education , particularly at what we 'd
call the secondary level , from the age of about 7 to 1 6 or
1 7 , this form of education , given to a significant number of
orphans or other boys from poor families , as well as other
persons , the so-called Christian humanist form of education
(which is now banned in school systems in Germany , as
elsewhere , as a result of the Brandt reforms) produced an
educated population , a literate population with developed
creative potential among adolescents and post-adolescents
from the ranks of the poor. So the secret of Louis Xl' s success
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in France , was that he was able to draw upon what I call a
national intelligentsia, an urban , national intell igentsia, of
products of this kind of revolution in education , which trans
formed the poor, from a cattle-like condition , into citizens.
Louis XI relied upon this urban intelligentsia, which ad
mittedly came from various strata of society , but also a base
in the poor, or the children of the poor. We had , therefore ,
as a result of the success of France (and it was largely the
military success that impressed people at the time) , an em
phasis on imitating the successes of France , and of other
nations which imitated Louis Xl' s France .
We , thus, had progress toward two things : toward univer
sal education of this type for boys from all kinds of families .
Not the whole society , not really universal , but in that direc
tion . We also had a policy of utilizing the fact that we had
a more skilled , educated , urban population for introducing
scientific and technological progress as a regular part of the
life of nations .
Now let's take Figure 2, on the growth of European
population . And , thus we had this kind of rising population
curve , right after the Middle Ages collapse . You see the
recovery of the European population from Middle Ages con
ditions; and , then , a seemingly quasi-hyperbolic curve of
upward growth of population , until about the middle of the
1 970s . You see what happened on population density: Of
course , that ' s obvious . But , also , more significant , an in
crease in life expectancy .

This is the greatest revolution in the history of mankind,
launched from Italy throughout western Europe and beyond ,
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in the middle of the Fifteenth Century . It was a revolution
which was based on transforming people in society , from
human cattle , into emergence as a body of citizens , citizens
who became citizens through universal education of this hu
manist form . Not learning how to do something , the way you
teach a dog to do tricks , which is what , largely , our education
12
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has become today: But, education through the act of taking a
child and saying , "Now , today , you are going to be Archi
medes . Today you 're going to be Plato . You are going to
relive the experience of discovery of all the greatest discover
ies in the history of mankind . And when you, child , complete
this education , you 're going to have a base in which you have
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relived the mental experience" of great original discoveries
upon which culture depends . Not only will you know these
things, as opposed to merely learning how to do them as
tricks . They will come from your own mind , not because
you've imitated somebody without understanding; but , you
will have recognized that you have in you , as a human being ,
a quality which no form of animal life has: the quality of

creative reason . "
N o animal can change its behavior. Take , for example , a
dog . Many people in Germany have dogs . But generally ,
everybody has dogs. Or everybody knows about dogs . And
we speak of a race of dogs as having certain characteristics.
When you get that kind of dog and you check it for
characteristics , or that kind of horse and check it for charac
teristics , that dog and that horse will behave to the end of its
life in that way: Its behavior is fixed by its genotype , or
variety , as in the race of dog .
People are not dogs . People are not horses . People are
not cattle. People are not subjects of ecology . When you
apply ecology to mankind , you are committing the greatest
crime of all against humanity, because you're denying every
body their humanity . A human being is not subject to what
we call ecology , because a human being does not have a
biologically predetermined behavioral disposition, in the
sense that we can apply the term of type of behavior to dog ,
horse, etc . , or race of dogs . That's what it means when a
society "goes to the dogs ," that they give up their creativity ,
they get subject to the Brandt educational reforms , or some
thing like that. That's known as education going to the dogs .
Through the Renaissance kind of humanist education ,
creativity is not merely something which you gossip about.
It's not a meaningless word which you try to interpret .
Yet , creativity is something which a student has experi
enced again and again and again. There ' s a distinct quality
of mental life which is recognized by anybody who ' s studied
the matter and gone through the experience , where you can
distinguish between those mental states and the emotional
quality of those mental states, which you may call the state
of a valid discovery of principle . This occurs in the physical
sciences , it occurs in Classical art forms such as music . It
occurs in poetry .
And, this experience is recognizable . It' s a distinct quali
ty , a mental act , which has its own emotional quality , which
is associated with the use of agape from the Greek, in the
term or the use of the emotion of love as used by St. Paul in,
say , I Corinthians , as in l Corinthians:1 3 .
This emotion i s distinctive . We speak sometimes in the
vernaCUlar, of a child in the act of discovery of this type ,
this educational experience . Someone will speak of the light
going on in the child's personality . A breakthrough , an in
sight, into a valid principle of discovery , is often described
as a light going on in the personality . It' s a distinct emotional
quality and intellectual quality of experience , one that leaps
chasms , leaps upward, always , chasms .
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Now , a valid emotional act of discovery , is something
that a child can learn , only by reliving discovery.
We have a record of those discoveries by great people,
and some not so great, which were contributed to the stock
of human knowledge at various points in thousands of years
before us . If we include those in education, and ask the child
to relive the conditions , the preconditions , and the experience
of making that discovery over again inside his or her own
mind, that child now learns, again and again , from these
repeated experiences , what kind of a mental state he or she
must call into play in his or her own mind , in order to do
valid problem-solving in this way .
So you have people who are a true intelligentsia in the
sense that they have an understanding of what it is that man
is. This is man . The human species is its creativity.
Creativity has two aspects .
Creativity is what enables man to supersede the higher
ape . It has enabled man to come from a species of a popula
tion potential of several million, at most, to today ' s popula
tion potential; or, if we used technology we had in the 1 960s ,
we could sustain a popUlation of 25 billion on this planet
quite comfortably , at a standard of living comparable to that
of the United States in the 1 970s .
That was made possible by nothing other than this quality
which distinguishes man from the ape . S o , this is not only
the means by which mankind solves its problem of existence,
maintains the race , maintains the human species; but this is
the most natural condition of a human being . Creativity is
the natural state of mind of any human being .
Now this may not be obvious to you , when you limit
yourself to mathematical physics or similar areas . But it
should become more obvious when you look at Classical
poetry , or when you look at Classical music .

Example: ' musical memory '
Let me just reference the idea of musical memory.
We have a dear friend , and I understand some of his tape
is going to be shown here , from the session at Dolna Krupa,
which is the Brunswick estate , now a national music museum
in Slovakia , where Beethoven used to spend summers , where
he did some of his composition, and where he fell in love
with one of the daughters or cousins or something of this
family.
We had a conference down there , at which this friend of
mine , Norbert Brainin , conducted a master class. Norbert is
significant as one of the few people in music , among leading
musicians today , who understands this principle of composi
tion; and he and I converged on it. He had looked at it from
the musical standpoint of Haydn and Mozart originally , and
Beethoven; and I looked at his discovery from a similar posi
tion , but from a different starting point: motivic thorough
composition .
And , those who like Romantic or Modernist music , don't
understand music , because they don' t understand what music
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is . They don 't understand music from a human standpoint;
they may understand it from a dancing-bear standpoint, but
not a human standpoint. It' s true , because: What is music?
Music is a product of Classical strophic poetry.
For example , take the case of the famous Vedic hymns
which have been transmitted from Central Asia. Some of
them are originally as old as , say , 8 ,000 years , or something
of that sort. And these Vedic hymns were transmitted with
what we are able to prove is fidelity ; because , some of the
content, for example , the astronomical content of some of
these hymns, indicates that they were written at a time when
the constellations were in certain configurations . So you can
date the hymn by its internal content .
And the hymns were transmitted by people , chanters ,
who did not know , often , what they were saying . They sim
ply recited these hymns , without knowing what the words
signified . But they had learned to do this faithfully .
Now , the way they did this, is that the ancient Indo
European language , in particular, was not spoken in the way
we speak the language today , but it was freely sung . And
therefore , the musicality which is associated with the enunci
ation of Classical poetry as early as 8 ,000 years ago and
older, obviously , that musicality was a device which is of
some importance for the preservation of these hymns and the
accuracy of their content.
Out of this chanting of strophic forms of poetic composi
tion , came music .
In any great composition of thorough-composition , in
order to perform the composition , you must know the com
plete composition . You cannot sit down with a musical score,
and , in any possible way , play note by note , measure by
measure , and come up with Classical music ; you come up
with something else . In order to perform the first note , and
the second note , on the score of any composition, you must
first know, thoroughly, the composition as a whole. You
must know the completed composition, before you can play
any part.
This is the way Plato described music and memory . You
must know , in a certain sense , the end-result, in order to
know how to deal with the detail . That is , you do not know
things by going by past experience , and letting the past guide
you in your approach to the future . You must know some
thing about the future , in order to live efficiently in the pres
ent . You must know how it is going to tum out, in order to
choose a course of action . Those who say , "You must let
the market decide for you ," obviously don 't know anything
about human beings , or about the way the universe is orga
nized.
We understand the way the universe is organized by prin
ciples which are reflected in the forms called axioms in geom
etry . There are certain principles which we know are charac
teristic of certain results . Therefore , we determine what we
do to change the future, by applying the guidance of axioms
to guide our behavior in the present. And , thus , we shape the
14
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present , by knowing something about the future , just as when
you get the idea of a composition in music as a whole idea.
Or, strophic poetry: You don' t know the concept of a
poem, until you know the last line of a poem . And , the
meaning of the poem is not located in the last line . As a
matter of fact , the meaning of a poem is never stated in a
poem, not a good one . The meaning of a poem is the idea
which it forces upon the creative powers of mind, by creating
paradoxes . And the final paradox of the poem, is the aspect

whichforces the mind, which has gone through the preceding
strophes, to recognize what the joke is . It' s the punch-line of
the joke . And the punch-line is not the joke , it' s the key to
the joke , but not the joke itself.
And so you can ' t tell a joke , unless you know the punch
line , can you? But, just reciting the punch-line , is not the
joke . You have to know how it goes together, to lead the

mind to a certain sense of irony, of paradox, so that the
creative powers of the mind then turn the paradox into recog
nition of an idea .
Remember that every idea that' s discovered , had no
name at the time it' s discovered. S o , you will never find an
idea by deduction . You will never find a new idea in the
dictionary . Grammarians are no good at teaching ideas . Ideas
are things we give names to , after we have discovered them.
The process of discovering an idea, is not a matter of deduc
tion . It' s a matter of metaphor.
And , this is the most normal aspect of human beings:
metaphor. We are not creatures of words . We 're not phono
graph records . We 're not talking machines (though we have
a few politicians who might qualify for that) . We are people
of metaphor. We are people of poetry . We are people of
music . We are people of discovery . We are people of creative
reason .
Creative reason is what enables us to create the state ,
which is an art form; to create scientific discoveries; to go
beyond Earth , to conquer the Moon, to colonize Mars; to
go out in the galaxy and find other places of residence and
conquest for man . It is reason that enables us to do this. It is
metaphor that enables us to do this .
Every scientific principle is a metaphor. The great Rie
mann , in his habilitation dissertation , describes what most
mathematicians can ' t understand . Mathematicians have
problems , you know ; they don' t believe in physical reality .
They go to the blackboard and write formulas , and decide if
the Moon can exist . Or, they have the professor going to the
blackboard , and saying , "I don' t know if human life can
exist . I don't know if life is mathematically possible . "
But, all of the ideas that w e have , come to u s i n the form
of metaphor. So the two aspects , are play: a form of play
which is suitable to us as human beings, which is a form
suitable to creative reason . So, therefore , we have play. We
call it drama. We call it great paintings. We call it poetry .
We call it architecture , in part , which has also a functional
use .
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But, this play is not only an expres
FIGURE 3
sion of our nature as human beings , as
Size of U.S. labor force, 1 947·95
not-animals . It also is a way in which
millions
we develop our mental powers: by play
1 40
ing , as a child plays . Children don 't
develop by playing football. They de
1 20
velop by playing Shakespeare . (Kick
1 00
that one around for a while . ) And , that's
80
how this happened .
We entered into a period of play , in
60
which , in Florence , in the early Fif
40
teenth Century , cantos of the Divine
20
Comedy of Dante Alighieri were read
daily in the streets of Florence, to the
o
population , which is how you got a lit
1 947 1 956 1 960 1 963 1 966 1 967 1 970 1 980 1 990 1 99 1
1 995
erate form of Tuscan Italian . It came
• Productive • Other
from Dante . He created it for you ,
pulling together a lot of good elements
from the work of others: This kind of
play in the population , play in the discovery .
see , the labor force has grown : But, while the labor force has
Look at the case of Leonardo da Vinci, the most serious
grown over this period , the size of the labor force employed
and most playful scientist in history , comparable only to
in productive occupations , has remained approximately con
Leibniz and to Kepler in this fashion . The characteristic fea
stant . And , actually , since about the middle of the 1 970s ,
ture of Leonardo da Vinci, of Johannes Kepler, and Leibniz,
the productivity of that labor force , in physical terms , has
is play . They play all the time ; their play is discovery . Look
decreased , of that productive portion of the labor force .
at any of the notebooks of Leonardo . Read Kepler's jokes;
Therefore , we in the U . S . A . developed a large ration
he can ' t tell a joke without discovering a scientific principle .
of non-productive labor force , which includes unemployed ,
Leibniz is playful . Look at his original : He ' s writing in about
which includes Wall Street secondary brokers who are totally
six or seven languages at any time . In any given sentence ,
useless. It includes whole lots of services which are totally
two or three languages are probably operating . He ' s playing ,
useless , and even parasitical . So, that's what ' s happened to
constantly . And that ' s our nature , this new vitality of
our society .
mankind .
As a result of this and other conditions, we have a devel
Man plays, because it' s his nature . Man' s nature is to
opment in agriculture which is somewhat complex (Figure
create . It is against human nature to have a society which is
4) . But, let's take the first part , up to about 1 970, after 1 967
divided between 20% , one China, and 80% , another. It is
on . In the postwar period , U . S . agriculture boomed . I had a
contrary to human nature . It is necessary to human nature , to
lot of friends in the military service , some of whom were
us all, that we have a society in which everybody plays, on
farmers ; and , these farmers , returning to the United States
the basis of creativity .
after the war, had two advantages over their fathers and
And, that ' s the good part.
grandfathers .
Roosevelt , during the 1 930s , had put into effect what was
How the U . S . economy died
called a rural electrification program . This brought electricity
Now let's skip ahead , beyond this (we ' ll come back to
services to the farmer in rural areas . The bringing of electrici
this at the end) , to what has happened in the United States in
ty to America ' s farms , increased the potential productivity
the recent period .
greatly .
This next series of graphs , is simply an indication of some
Also , Roosevelt had what is called a "subsidy" of agricul
of the things that have happened in the physical economy of
ture . It was not a subsidy . In point of fact, when somebody
the United States over the postwar period . What we did , is:
tells you that the United States has been "subsidizing" agri
We took the physically productive sector of the population
culture , that's not true . It ' s a lie , in fact .
and the rest of the population: just a very simple illustration;
In agriculture , you have a cost , which includes the infra
that is just one division (Figure 3) . The darker part is "pro
structure and land improvement costs (capital costs , for ex
ductive, " the rest is "other. " This means essentially "physi
ample) , which goes into producing a bushel of wheat , or
cally productive ," it means essentially physical goods, infra
anything else . This cost varies with the productivity of the
structure improvements , and things of that sort .
land , the fertility of the land , and other conditions. In the
Actually , this is the numbers in millions of persons . You
U. S . system , we came up with a calculation we call "parity"
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That ' s what happened to the Ameri
can farmer. You ' ll find that the young
farmers in these families don 't exist .
1 0%
Children who were raised to be farmers ,
aren' t farmers , because there ' s no mon
8%.
ey in it, there ' s no future in it.
So, you had two processes .
6%
First of all , you had a change in
the operative percentile , which is the
4%
number of workers in farms , which
decreased , especially relative to popu
2%
lation , because of improvements in
productivity , both technological im
0%
provements , and labor-productivity im
1 956
1 960
1 963
1 966
1 967
1 970
provements , land improvements .
1 98 0
1 990
1 995
Second , however, you had a bad
• Percentage of G ross Domestic P roduct • Percentage of all operatives
part, which is shown in the GDP per
centile (in part) . You had a decline in
the income of farms , because the farm
calculations . That is , given a national security yardstick , that
ers were being paid less than it cost farmers to produce the
is , how much food do we have to produce in the United States
product .
to feed our own people , and food of a given quality? So, we
Now , around the world, you have a worldwide food
say , "How many acres of farming do we require to do this?
shortage , which is largely a result of that kind of mentality ,
How many farmers do we require? How many farms , of
in which we say everybody must compete with the cheapest
whatever size , " because there ' s a certain average size of farm
source of food in supplying food , that we must allow the
that is economic for a certain type of farming? If it' s larger,
market to control food . As a result, we have the worst food
it ' s too big for the farmer to handle; if it ' s smaller, it' s not
shortage in the world, since the end of the war. As a matter
enough to utilize his labor efficiently .
of fact, in many respects , worse than the food shortage in the
So, we came up with what we call "parity" estimates .
middle to late 1 940s , as a result of economic policy, which ,
Now , parity means the price which the farmer must earn per
in the name of the market, is systematically destroying agri
unit of product sold , in order to remain a farmer, not to go
culture and destroying farms , and has thrown whole nations
bankrupt. That's the price the farmer must get , in order to
into a position where a nation ' s national economic security,
stay in business as a productive person .
its very existence is threatened , by the fact that it produces ,
perhaps , between 20% and 40% of its' own food supply . And,
But, what has happened since the 1 967 period , but espe
cially since the middle of the 1 970s , is farmers were getting
if you produce only 20-40% of your food supply , and you 're
a price for their product which is far less than this parity
not exporting something which is indispensable , you don' t
value . You ' ll say , "Why didn 't they go out of business imme
have national sovereignty .
diately?" Well , they did a number of things . First of all ,
Egypt does not have national sovereignty , for example .
they didn 't improve the land any more , or they used up past
Egypt produces about 40% of its required food supply . When
improvements in land . They used up capital investments ,
Egypt tried to increase the percentile of the food supply that
like tractors and machinery and so forth , which were used up
it produced for itself, the United States in 1 982 said , "Don 't
in farming .
do that , or we 'll cut off your food supply . " Henry Kissinger
They would mortgage their land to a banker, and as the
used to delight in doing that to countries . When Sudan said ,
speculative value of land prices increased , the farmer would
"We ' re going to grow our own food so we ' re not food-short , "
get more money for the mortgage . And it was called "mort
the IMF said , "We 're going t o shut you down . "
gaging out . " The farmer was going out of business . And the
So, there ' s a deliberate policy of destroying nations and
farmer would plan , if the farmer was , say , in his 50s , the
national sovereignty by these policies.
farmer would say , "Well, I ' m going to mortgage out , and I ' ll
You see the same kind of situation in manufacturing (Fig
have to sell the place by the time I'm 65 or 70, because we
ure 5) . Look particularly at the collapse of manufacturing
won 't be able to do this anymore . But, by that time , Mother
since about 1 967 , in the United States. This is a reflection of
and I will be retired . So, what we ' ll do , is, as long as we can
the fact, in part, but not the worst part , that the United States
work the farm , we ' ll keep it . Then , when we 're retiring ,
is no longer an industrial economy ; it is aformerly industrial
we ' ll sell off, or what we can , we ' ll take the money, and
economy . We are destroying the economy . We are in a post
we 'll retire , or we 'll die . "
industrial society ; it ' s also called an "information society . "
FIGURE 4

Agriculture investment and employment
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FIGURE 5

Manufacturing investment and employment
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FIGURE 6

M ining i nvestment and employment
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FIGURE 7

Transportatio n i nvestment and employment
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Instead of getting something to eat , you
get the information that you don 't have
anything to eat . That ' s what the graph
reflects .
Go on to mining (Figure 6) . Of
course , this includes petroleum and oth
er things as well , so you have a blip in
the early 1 980 period , which is largely
due to increased petroleum production.
Let ' s go on to transportation (Fig
ure 7): a similar thing here . And again ,
this is destroyed , because the cheapest
method of freight handling is water, wa
terborne freight , as you have in Central
Europe . You have a system which is be
queathed to Europe since the time of
Charlemagne , of inland waterways,
ports , and so forth , about which the
economy of Europe traditionally, even
before modem society , developed in the
use of the rivers like the Rhine , the Elbe ,
and so forth , which were used as internal
waterways , which made possible eco
nomical development of economy . We
saw the Hansa system , for example , was
based on that operation . So, that ' s the
best for bulk freight; and , if you have a
very highly dense population , then you
can use water for a lot of things .
The problem o f water-transport is ,
that it' s slow . I mean , water has charac
teristics : You cannot go running around
with heavy loads in canals , at 60 kilo
meters , 1 00 kilometers per hour. You
will destroy the canal if you do that. So,
therefore , waterborne freight has the
problem of being slow , which means
that something is going to be in the
transportation pipeline for an extended
period of time , and that ' s a cost .
It has the advantage , that if you
have a very low price-per-ton goods,
that it' s very cheap . Therefore , if
you ' re willing to accept slow delivery
on bulk freight , the use of waterborne
inland freight for steel , for grain , for
other bulk commodities of that type , is
actually a basis for the economy .
For one of the problems in eastern
Europe , you look at the map , the map
of railroads . You look east of Berlin:
You find a paucity of development of
inland waterways and rails. And that
itself creates a crisis for all of the econoStrategic Outlook
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opment.
In the United States, we have the
distortion , that we ' ve destroyed the rail
system. Look at our population density .
Compare Japan , which actually has one
of the highest population densities ,
higher than Belgium , if you take into
account the fact that most land in Japan
is not usable for agriculture , for indus
try , or for residence . Japan has a good
railway system .
Take Gennany , which is in be
tween . Gennany still has something of
a railway system . The United States de
stroyed its railways . Look at the density
of our population; compare the cost of
moving a ton of freight by rail , with the
cost less to operate the New York City subway system , if it
cost of moving a ton of freight by automobile , by truck. It
will kill you . Therefore , for long-haul freight of all classes ,
was operated without fares , than it cost with fares . The cost
of handling the fares , alone , was a major part of the cost
rail is the most efficient. Unless you have , for bulk freight,
of the system . S o , it ' s much better to have a free public
waterborne freight. But, rail is indispensable .
transportation system, which encourages people and facili
You should never destroy the rail system in order to
tates their moving freely around a city , rather than forcing
build a highway truck system: It' s insanity , because the cost
them to rely upon automotive transportation , if you built a
differences are enonnous . And that's what part of the prob
city more sanely . But , we haven ' t been building any cities
lem is .
recently , so that ' s part of the problem .
What happened between about 1 924 and 1 926 , is that the
The next graph (Figure 8) shows the 20 to 65 age group ,
United States began to contract its rail system. In part, that
the increase of the labor force. This is another social catastro
was admissible , because certain short hauls were not effi
phe , which goes with the post-industrial society .
cient; but , the contraction was largely the result of the auto
We used to have a name in the United States for a man
mobile , not the result of Henry Ford, but the result of General
who was married and had children, and who was employed.
Motors . The Wall Street interests , which moved on to the
He was called the "good provider. " He was the person who
automobilies and which at the same time had seized control
went out and earned the living on which the family depended.
of the London market over world petroleum production , were
His role as the good provider, in addition to providing an
detennined to make a killing , a financial killing as well , in
income for the family, also enabled us to have a family
the markets , by eliminating rail , or reducing it greatly, in
structure in which there was parental nurture of children.
order to push the automobile , in order to sell gasoline , petro
Now , parental nurture of children is vitally important to
leum , and so forth , and to sell automobiles .
their mental health . Unless the nurturer is Prince Philip , Duke
So, they made the population of the world more automo
of Edinburgh , or somebody like that , which doesn ' t work out
bile-dependent, as a way of looting the world ' s population;
so well. In the United States today , as a result of the increase
and , the result is we have a crippled potential for mass transit
of working women , and of people working two and three
around the world .
jobs , we have the phenomenon of the so-called "latchkey
Look at this in tenns of urban mass transit . Our cities , in
children ," or quasi-abandoned children, who , during the cru
Europe and the United States, are insane . We are using the
cial period of their maturation , have no family nurture . This
automobile for inner-city transportation in a way that is luna
is responsible for some of the major social problems in the
tic . Look at the cost of the automobile transport, in inner-city
United States. It' s also the chief cause of the learning problem
travel , measured in pollution , measured in all the costs of
in education which children have . A child who is agitated
maintaining a highway system and support system, and the
because of his or her emotional insecurity , because their
impact on society . When , if we rebuilt cities in a modem
sense of identity is not developed , has great difficulty in
way , we would build in much more in the way of mass transit .
learning . Some children survive this; but , most do not survive
And , we would make it free transit, a fare-free mass transit .
this without impainnent , some kind of impainnent of the
Actually , in New York City , in the subway system back
personality .
during the 1 960s , a study was done which showed it would
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So, this growth of the labor force as a percentage of adults
of working age , reflects a sickness in the u . s . society .
[Figures 9 and 10 provide further illustrations of the
decline of the productivity of the U . S . labor force since the
mid- 1 970s . Taking as a standard , the market basket of con
sumers' and producers ' goods produced in the United States
in 1 967 , we can see what a small percentage of workers in
the 1 990s is involved in producing the essential goods that
were produced 30 years ago . For more on the market basket
analysis , see article in the color section , p. A5 . ]

Decoupling the U . S . economy
What I ' ll tum to next, is to fill out what I indicated with
the opening chart (Figure 1 ) , on the three curves: just to give
you some figures which correspond roughly to that chart.
In Figure 1 1 , you can see that between 1 956 and 1 966 ,
and into 1 970 , actually , for every dollar of foreign exchange
turnover of the United States , between 60% and 80% , but
generally about 70% , was accounted for by financial transac
tions involving import or export of merchandise. In other
words , physical product.
By 1 976, this had fallen to 23% of the foreign exchange
turnover. After the Volcker measures under President Carter,
it had fallen to 5 % , by 1 982. By 1 992 , under George Bush ,
it had fallen to 2 % . Today , it is less than 0 . 5 % .
Now look at the same thing , not just from the standpoint
of foreign trade , import-export trade ; look at it from the
standpoint of Gross Domestic Product, as calculated official
ly Figure 12. You see a similar process, but this is clearer.
As a result of measures begun in 1 954, actually, begun under
the influence of Arthur Bums , during the Eisenhower admin
istration , there was a de-emphasis on technological progress
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and investment in technological progress , which covered the
period of the 1 957-59 recession , which flattened out and
continued until about 1 96 1 -63 . So, actually there' s a dip in
there which is not reflected in this chart; it' s not quite as
smooth a descent as it might appear to be .
There was a recovery under Kennedy , continuing into
1 966-67 . The greatest contribution to the growth under Ken
nedy , was twofold . One was the space program. For every
penny the United States government spent on aerospace in
vestment , the United States received back, through econom
ic-technological spillovers , an estimated 1 4¢ during the
1 960s . Investment in space technology is the most profitable
investment which exists , known to man on this planet today .
And nations that aren ' t doing it, are being foolish .
But, what ' s happened , as Figure 1 2 shows , is that you 're
getting the impact of a decline under growing monetarist
influence during the 1 950s , as typified by the influence of
monetarists , such as Arthur Bums , on the Eisenhower admin
istration policy. You have it not indicated here because it' s
buried i n the figures: a n upturn which Kennedy ' s program
started , first of all the space program , and , secondly , the
investment tax credit program---o f tax benefits to people who
would invest in creating productive industrial jobs.
But, after that , after 1 966, the United States went into a
full-scale , post-industrial mode . In 1 969-70 , there was intro
duced the so-called "ecological movement , " which utterly
destroyed the U . S . economy and the world economy .
I must say on this , that every benefit in the United States,
every major benefit in improvement of the environment, sani
tation , and so forth , comes from a program which was estab
lished before ecology was popularized . Every major argu
ment in policy made on the basis of an ecologist argument,
Strategic Outlook
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is a fraud . Let me just indicate some of that, because some
don 't know that.
The first major public relations campaign for the environ
mental movement, so-called , came under the influence of
Prince Philip , the Duke of Edinburgh, in his co-founding of
the World Wildlife Fund in 1 96 1 , with a former member of
the Nazi SS called Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands . They
don 't talk about that Nazi past any more , because he married
a monarch and they want to cover that little embarrassment
up . But anyway , this was the outgrowth of something that
started earlier.
The first major publicity stunt done for the ecology move
ment in the United States , was done by a woman called
Rachel Carson , who wrote a book called Silent Spring. The
book is a total fraud. It targetted specifically DDT . Now ,
DDT had saved a lot of lives in the postwar period. It' s a very
good substance . It should be used copiously today . It' s one
of the cheapest and most effective ways of controlling mos
quito-borne diseases, things of that sort, of which we have a
growing epidemic around the world today ; and , particularly ,
when you get into some of the hemorrhagics , they ' re particu
larly nasty . That was a fraud .
But, in 1 970, William Ruckelshaus , a member of the
Nixon administration , held hearings on the proposal to ban
DDT , which was accused of breaking the eggshells of various
kinds of duckhawks and things like that , of killing the birds.
Now , the scientific evidence which was presented at these
hearings , every scientist involved showed that this was a
complete fraud . There was no correlation between any of
these effects and DDT . Ruckelshaus, in making his decision
toward the banning of DDT , said , that although all the scien
tific evidence agreed that there was no problem from DDT , it
20
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was necessary to impose the ban , solely for political reasons .
A few years later, an employee of NAS A , who recently
received the Nobel Prize for fraud, F. Sherwood Rowland,
sat at a computer and developed a mathematical model which
was chemically incompetent. The mathematical model tried
to prove , or. assumed , that the increase in production and
leakage of chlorofluorocarbons-the kinds of things we use
these days for refrigeration and so forth-would go up to the
stratosphere or toward the stratosphere , and that the halogens
which were emitted by the decay of these CFCs (chiefly
chlorine , fluorine , bromine , and so forth) , would eat up the
good little ozone molecules up there , or the ozone radicals ,
and , that this would cause a n increase in cancer.
Well , there are a lot of things wrong with that. First of
all , they don' t go up to the stratosphere , or very few do . Most
of these CFCs go to the ground , and they ' re decomposed in
the ground. Second , the greatest source of halogens in the
upper atmosphere comes from the oceans . The oceans are
generating chlorine which goes into the upper atmosphere
at a great rate . Man ' s production of chlorine is negligible ,
compared to the oceans . It' s a natural phenomenon . Mother
Nature is the one that's doing this.
The second great source of chlorine or halogens into the
upper atmosphere , is volcanoes . And the worst offender of
all these volcanoes , is one in the middle of Antarctica, called
Mt . Erebus , which emits great quantities of this stuff at all
times of the year. So, that was a fraud on that account .
Then, in 1 983-85 , a gentleman from Oxford University
(and you know they lie a lot) claimed to have discovered an
"ozone hole" in the Antarctic . This is a complete fraud .
U p the street , s o t o speak , from Oxford , a t Cambridge , a
short distance away , back in the 1 950s , there was a postwar
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scientist by the name of Gordon Dobson . And Dobson had
been studying changes in the atmosphere as a part of the
postwar activities of that time , the composition of the upper
atmosphere . It became of interest to many people for many
reasons . And , he invented a device for measuring the vari
ability in ozone in the medium-upper atmosphere . This is a
unit where you compare two parts of a spectrum. You com
pare the radiation you 're getting from one part of the spec
trum , with another part, and by comparing these two parts ,
you find out what part of the spectrum is being blocked
out by the presence of a chemical substance in the upper
atmosphere . This is called a Dobson unit , the units of mea
surement , on this scaling .
Then , he measured some of these effects in the Arctic ,
where they occur. The ozone is produced in the summertime ,
mostly. In the wintertime , in the polar regions of the Earth ,
you get less sunlight, and therefore you get less production
of ozone , and , therefore , the ozone concentrations are less,
and , the ozone concentrations are highest near the equator.
Obvious stuff.
He discovered there were certain tendencies to have
pockets of reduced ozone , during the winter months and the
immediate post-winter months , in the Arctic region. And the
idea came: Well , let's go down to Antarctica, and see what it
looks like there , since Antarctica is more interesting, because
except for Greenland and a few islands , the Arctic region is
not a continent: There ' s a limited amount of shelf ice , there ' s
mostly ocean ice , floating ice o n the ocean .
In Antarctica, you 've got an interesting thing . You 've
got shelf ice which is on the sea, but you ' ve also got one of the
greatest glaciers on this planet . So you can have temperature
differences of 50°F a few yards from each other, which means
a great shear effect, which means that Antarctica's sort of a
self-contained area, in terms of its ecology .
So, he , in 1 956-57 , as part of the International Geophysi
cal Year, not only measured the ozone depletion effects dur
ing the wintertime in Antarctica, but he found that because
of the extreme turbulence associated with these shear effects ,
that there were concentrations of this ozone variability in the
upper atmosphere over Antarctica. So, he found a wiggly
little worm, so to speak, in the upper atmosphere , of less
ozone , which you could detect in Dobson units , and this
would change from year to year.
Since this is measured in Dobson units , the argument
from Oxford is interesting. Here ' s a man , Dobson , from
Cambridge University , who in 1 956-57 had measured the
winter ozone depletion in the Antarctic region , and come up
with an ozone phenomenon , a worm in the stratosphere . Very
marginal kind of stuff.
You have a fraud from Cambridge , tacking on to Sher
wood Rowland' s argument, saying , "I've discovered an
ozone hole ! Rowland is right ! I just discovered it ! "
Hey , buddy , what about 1 956 and Dobson? Complete
fraud !
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Also not mentioned , is the fact that in the spring , the
ozone level in Antarctica goes back to normal . So obviously ,
this is not a result of anything emanating from the surface of
the Earth . And to top it off, it has been recently noted that
the radiation associated with the ozone screening has nothing
to do with skin cancer.
The whole thing is a fraud . It' s the use of "virtual reality. "
I cite only these two examples , to indicate that everything

that is said in the name of the ecology movement, as distinct
from what we' ve said about sanitation in the air, water, and
so forth, prior to the 1 970 period, is afraud.
The effect is , as we ' ve noted in this ozone business , that
without CFCs, we 're going to kill a lot of people . We're
going to murder people . That is the main effect of banning
CFCs, the mass murder of people , especially poor people,
especially people in the developing sector. Because without
efficient refrigeration , people are going to die of contami
nated food . Or no food at all . This is population control . This
is mass murder, pure and simple .
But these effects have begun: no technology . The space
program was cut back in 1 967 . Mass layoffs in the space
industry . Our best scientists , in large part, or our best future
scientists , were laid off. By the 1 970s , NASA was becoming
a joke . There were still good people in there , but the NASA
program as a whole was a joke , with people like F . Sherwood
Rowland coming into it. By 1 975-76 , absolute insanity took
over all technology policies in the United States; and, that's
what this reflects .
Let's go to Figure 13: the same phenomenon here . M l
i s the primary money supply , money i n circulation in the
United States. The ratio: In 1 960 , slightly less than 20% of
the financial turnover was accounted for by money supply .
That's more than five times spin on money in circulation.
Now it' s dropping down to less than 1 % , about 0 . 5 % . About
1 00 times spin , 200 times spin of the calculated GDP .
The same thing seen in a different way . Just note what's
happening here (Figures 14-17) . An interesting little curve
keeps coming up , this hyperbolic development . This is about
1 992. This hyperbolic curve , is the relationship between pro
duction and money , and financial turnover which these charts
illustrate , in the United States and worldwide: You can say
that the monetary and financial processes of the planet have
been increasingly decoupled from the economy . What hap
pens in the financial markets , what happens in the money
markets , what happens in the banking system , has no rela

tionship, positive relationship, positive correlation with the
economy.
The argument that the market is the decision-making
place for the economy , is a fraud . Exactly the opposite is the
case . The market has become decoupled from the economy .
The relationship between the economy and these processes
is summed up by the first figure we presented (Figure 1 ) .
Think o f the relationship o f the gap between real-econo
my and monetary curves , and the gap between financial and
Strategic Outlook
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monetary curves , as a decoupling of the
FIGURE 1 4
monetary process , the monetary emis
Dollars of turnover per dollar of M 1
sion and circulation process, as a de
$500
coupling of that from production , the
real economy . Think of this as a decou
400
piing of the financial system from the
monetary process .
This is why banks are going bank
300
rupt; because the banks loan money ,
chiefly into finance . The reason that this
200
is growing , is because central banks are
creating money , as in Germany , not for
1 00
production , but in order to keep the
speculators moving . The speculators
o
require a certain quantity of money
1 956
1 963
1 960
1 966
1 967
1 980
1 970
1 990
1 995
coming into the system of speculation ,
• On-balance sheet • Off-balance sheet
in order to enable them to keep the bubble growing ; and , the banks , like
Deutsche Bank , which has been most
vocal on this subject , have been emit
FIG U RE 1 5
•
ting credit from the German system into
Growth of financial tumover, compared to the physical
the wildest kinds of speculation-and ,
economy
that's what banks generally are doing .
index 1 967=1
So, this two-fold process is a pro
200
cess of decoupling of the monetary and
financial processes, from the real eco
1 50
nomic processes . The one thing the
market has no positive relationship to ,
1 00
is production . The only relationship it
has to production , in effect, is to loot it.
Because , in order to pay off the bills for
50
the banking system , the banking system
generates debt , which is the way it is
o
sues money . The money generally be
1 980
1 970
1 990
1 960
1 963
1 967
1 966
comes a debt which is put on the econo
• On-balance sheet • Off-balance sheet
my . It ' s put largely in the form of taxes
and government debt , as Bundesbankrelated debt here .
to production or economic growth supplied by the financial
These bonds , or these debts are paid for out of tax reve
growth , or by the monetary growth . No net increase . There
nues or other ways , in income which comes from the physical
fore we say : The financial monetary system has become de
economy . So agriculture is looted . Wages are looted; that is ,
coupled from the economy worldwide . And , that is the sys
wage-goods are looted . Capital investment is looted , physi
tem that is going bankrupt.
cal capital investment is looted . Infrastructure , such as rails ,
The characteristic of this system, is the rate of increase ,
is looted , to provide payment of debt service on debt incurred
first of all , in the first approximation , in the . hyperbolic
through monetary expansion . That ' s your inflationary rela
growth , of financial aggregates to monetary aggregates . Be
tionship .
ing hyperbolic , means , that the obligations which are gener
In turn , in order to keep the speculative bubble going ,
ated by financial turnover, are increasing more rapidly , at
which is largely betting , derivatives , which is not investment;
hyperbolic rates of increase , than the means of paying these
that's betting: gambling , Kasinogesellschaft-the monetary
obligations .
system is increasing the debt , its debt , in order to create a
Second , a s a result o f the same process , the obligations
monetary supply which can be leveraged financially to fund
of banking systems or the monetary system imposed upon
the growth of this bubble .
the economy , are increasing more rapidly than the economy
In turn , this means an increase of the debt charged against
could possibly pay for those debts, to pay the debt service .
the income stream of real production . There is no stimulant
22
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curve is the curve that is determining

FIGURE 1 6

the end of the life of the system; or, in

Business fai l u res in the United States

thousands of failures

physical terms, the phase shift in the

70

added life, I shorten its life, because I

system . Therefore, if I give the system

60

bring it closer to its phase shift . And,
that is the fool's way of seeking to pro

50

long the life of the system .

40

So, what do you say of any econo

30

mist who proposes that we must keep
and defend the present system by subsi

20

dizing it? That's the end of the system.

10
o

That's the phase shift .

And, that's

what's happening to u s .

1 955

1 963

1 960

•

1 965

1 966

•

P roductive busi ness

1 970

1 980

1 990

Thus, you come to a point which is
typical in physics, although mathemati

Othe r

cians don't like it very much; you come
to a point at which there is no arithmetic
calculation which can tell you what's
going to happe n . But, if you understand

FIGURE 17

the function, that it's a phase-shift func

Liabil ities of business fai lures

tion, then you understand exactly what

billions $

you're up against . And you can pin-

$70

point exactly what's going to happen .

60

Someone says, "On what day?" I say,
"I can't tel l you what day . But it will

50

be very soon . Maybe next week . More

40

probably, a couple of months . It could

30

be the end of the year. It could be Janu

20

ary . Could be for Christmas . St. Nicho
las could be dropping it on your Christ

10
o

mas

1 955

1 960

•

1 963

Banks

•

1 965

1 966

P roductive business

--

1 970

1 980

1 990

tree .

Or

somebody

else's

Christmas tree . "
You know it's happening . It's like
war . You may not know the date on

Othe r

which you're going to win or lose the
war; but, you know if you're going to
win or lose the war . And when you real-

That is the reason for the austerity programs o f governments .

ize that, certain conclusions have to be drawn . S ame thing

It is not that the economies are out of whack, it's that the

now .

governments are funding the speculators through their debt,
and they have to loot more and more of the citizens, and the
industries and the farms, to pay off the debt they incur, in
order to keep the speculative bubble growing .

There's another example of this in physics, a famous one .
About 1 85 8 , Bernhard Riemann wrote a paper, the

pjlanzung

Fort

paper, "On the Propagation of Plane Air Waves

of Finite Amplitude, " which we call shock waves now . What

Thus, the rate of growth of obligations in the financial

Riemann did, was simply consider the effect of the continu

monetary sy stem, is not only growing hyperbolically with

ous acceleration of a projectile in a confined cylinder of

respect to the monetary and physical baseline; but, any effort

indefinite length . Obviously, what happens in that c ase, is,

to prolong the life of this system, at this stage, has reached

you get to the point that you reach and exceed the speed of

the point that by subsidizing the system, you do not prolong

sound. The question i s : What happens then? What happens,

the life of the system any more . You shorten it .

is something like the hyperbolically upward sweep of curve

That is, by increasing the intensity of the activity, what

shown in Figure I: a phase shift .

you do, in effect, is you shift your scale, shown in Figure I ,

Now, o n the basis o f this kind o f phenomenon, all o f the

toward the right . That is, i f I put more money in, increase the

British-approved physicists such as Helmholtz or Clausius,

money rate, I will shift this curve in this direction . Now , thi s

Maxwell, Rayleigh, and so forth, all said this could never
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happen . You had a famous fellow in the United States who
was actually of Hungarian origin (though the Hungarians , I
don' t think, like to admit that) , Theodor von Karman , who
was an aviator in the Hungarian Air Force in World War I ,
who took over much o f the Air Force development i n the
United States later on , who insisted this couldn ' t happen .
People insisted that planes could not fly faster: Powered air
craft could never fly faster than the so-called speed of sound .
Riemann did not agree . Riemann says, this is a phase
shift; therefore , you're getting into what we would call , to
day , a trans sonic function . We have phase shifts of the same
type in fusion ignition , that is , the ignition of a thermonuclear
explosion , which is an isentropic compression . It' s a phase
shift; that's the way you do it.
So, what we 're at, is not the end of civilization . Just
because it' s going to make some London economists unhap
py , does not mean this is the end of civilization . It ' s a phase
shift in which we have to recognize what's wrong . The decou
pIing of the monetary and financial system from the economy
was wrong; it was a mistake . The Green Revolution was
wrong; it was a mistake . The ecology movement is a fraud
developed by the British monarchy , as part of its geopolitical
operations; it' s a fraud. "Post-industrial society" is a fraud;
"information theory" is a fraud .
Get rid of those frauds , and look at what we used to think
up to 1 963 , what governments considered a sound economic
policy , that is , policy shaping economic development. Then
we could see: "Yes , society could survive , if we got rid of
the ecologists , the Greens , or their influence , and put them
some place where they can ' t do any harm: maybe as public
entertainers in cabarets , or whatever. But , eliminate the
post-industrial-society idea, and go back to the idea of Her
mann Abs , for example: no Kasinogesellschaft; and , things
would function . "
But , there' s a problem there . Okay , now w e get to the real
point I want to get to ; for that, the preceding was necessary .
In dealing today , in various countries , the first argument
you have to address , is , that the system is coming to an end ,
and that the diagnosis is of the death of the system. You have
to say , "Okay , we agree now the system is coming to an end .
We also agree that this is not the apocalypse . This is a phase
shift, which could have apocalyptic effects if we don 't make
the right decision . "
Since it ' s only a phase shift, all we have to do to avoid
the dark age , is to pick the right changes in policy , and
perhaps we 'll have to change a few ministers and Presidents
and people like that, maybe a few political parties . But if you
make those adjustments , the human race can quite nicely
begin to improve . It may be a lot of sacrifice and work, but
people generally don' t mind work on the way up . It' s been a
characteristic of the human race , that people will sacrifice for
the sake of their children' s future and enjoy life in so doing .
And , that ' s been a very good part of our history , of our
culture, especially in the United States .
24
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We had immigrants who would come into the United
States from poorer countries in Europe , they would sacrifice
for one or two generations , doing hard work, in order to
provide for a better opportunity for their children in the fu
ture . It was on that kind of commitment, that much of the
growth of the United States occurred. The same thing oc
curred in Europe .
You had it in postwar Germany , for example . With men
dead or in prisoner-of-war concentration-camps, you had
women with their bare hands , in Frankfurt and elsewhere ,
who were picking up rubble and putting it together with bare ,
bleeding hands to try to start an economic recovery . And it
was on that work of the immediate postwar period into the
middle of the 1 950s , that the recovery in the German econo
my occurred .
People will sacrifice and do hard work, if there is a future
in it. Again , the idea of the future must always control the
present. Not the past.
So, the fact that we would have much hard work, and
much suffering, still, of that kind , to get out of this mess
we ' ve created for ourselves by allowing this to happen , de
spite that fact, the future is in it. The children and the grand
children are defended . The nations can continue to exist .
They can become prosperous again , or become prosperous
where they were not , in other cases .
So, it' s a policy question . It is not something for crystal
ball-gazers or similar kinds of mystics . S imply a matter of
facing the fact, that governments today are insane , and either
have to be given a pill which makes them sane , which we
hope this shock will do , or they will have to be replaced by
people who know how to govern. And if you ' re going to have
to replace them, you' d better get your shadow governments
going pretty fast, because there' s not much time to waste .

What went wrong?
The question you have to ask , is this .
When you go into a firm that ' s bankrupt-that used to be
my profession ; as an economist, I used to make my living as
a consultant . And consultants generally find, you 've got two
kinds of clients: ones who want an outsider to come in and
tell them what they want to hear, and the other one is more
serious , is a bankrupt firm or a firm about to go bankrupt,
which reluctantly calls in an outsider to straighten them out,
because "they realize , " that nobody among them is ever go
ing to solve the problem. If they 're going to survive , they're
going to have to have somebody come in with an idea that
none of them were capable of generating , in order to do this.
The first thing you do when you get in a firm of that
type: You look at it, and you say, "Well , this place is going
bankrupt ," obviously . My most frequent experience , would
be to look at the figures. I used to be fairly good at that. I
could generally tell in about two or three days what was going
on . It was very simple. Whatever the client told you was not
Continued on page 25, following the color section
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The 30-year collapse
of the U. S . economy

by Christopher White

P

resented here is EIR 's relative
ly definitive treatment, and
elaboration of the interrelated
economic, monetary, and financial
processes, which, over the brief span
of the last 30 years, have brought the
U . S . economy, and therefore also
much of the world besides, to the
edge of the precipice.
Whether or not what is thus por
tended comes to pass in 1 996, is not
the point. That it could come to pass
in 1 996, or, as a matter of fact, at any
moment, perhaps over any 4 8 - 7 2
hour period, is.
The documentation assembled
here substantiates the case that inso
far as the U.S. economy is concerned,
the essential conditions for a general
economic and financial breakdown
crisis have been more than satisfied.
The precise timing of that cri s i s ,
more importantly yet, the matter of
whether that accumulated cri s i s
potential is actually unleashed, will
turn out to be a matter of politics, and
informed political will. For, even at
this late hour, remedial measures,
competently conceived, proportionate
to what requires remedy, decisively
implemented, can begin to reverse
what has been under way.
It ought to be clear at the outset
that the case that is documented
below has nothing to do with the
kinds of developments that are usual
ly, and typically, associated in peo
ples' minds with the symptoms of
financial and economic collapse. The
subject here is not the possibility of
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Labor unrest is growing as living standards plummet. Shown here: Striking employees of the
Detroit News shout at a van of workers crossing the picket line, July 1 4, 1 995.

Only by reaffirming the principles that have been responsible
for human existence, can humanity be freed of the parasite of
usury and speculation. How that will be accomplished, is the
key question facing mankind in 1 996.
Special Report

Al

some future stock market crash on the order

of October 1 929, or November 1 987. Nor is
it the potentiality for the eruption of a bank
ing crisis comparable to that which prompt

ed FDR's declaration of a nationwide "bank
holiday," in March 1 933.

N o one in their right mind would exclude

Unique in Creatio n , man reproduces

h i m s e l f b y developing and a s s i m i l ating

ideas which permit the species as a whole to

increase its domination over nature. The his

torical progress of mankind demonstrates
this characteristic.

Table 1 abstracts aspects
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States have done, that a method exists by
which

might b

e producti v i t y of human l abor
willfully increased, such that 3 . 5

million armers who earl ier fed 4 million,
includin

million

themselves, might now feed 250

nd more, then all of mankind can

of the results of this process to exemplify

do that.

much more involved.

chart highlights both the historical increase

Symptoms of

related features of human existence, for

i d e a s fro m w h i c h fl o w e d the G o l d e n
l
Renaissa ce foundation of the nation-state,

such possibilities. B ut, so what? There ' s

certain crucial features of our ascent. The
in human population density, and certain

general ized col lapse
Three s e t s of s y m p t o m s h a v e t o be

simultaneously verified as existent to uphold
the d i a g n o s i s pre sente d here . F i n a n c i a l

example, increasing life expectancy. S uch
development is situated with respect to his

torical and archaeological time to highlight

when and how such human progres s has

aggregates have t o be growing a t a hyper

been organized.

and relative to the collapsing capacity to

mankind as a whole has accomplished more,

which human existence depends.

years, than during any previous period of his

bolic rate relative to money in circulation,

produce the essential goods and services on

Figure 1 presents, in schematic form, a

On that scale, it will readily be seen that

t

That

as proven by the developers of the

based on the beginnings of public education
of the yo ng, in the vernacular.
I

1evelopment and assimilation of

The

s u c h id a s are what make us u n i q u e l y

human, and, therefore the parasite, and its
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voice, no human.
As w

document, the disease, or the par

asite, ha

so weakened the host, that either

in the relatively brief span of the last 500

the host ummons the strength to free itself,

existence. And also, therefore, that the ideas

We a� sembled the arguments for this

which catalyzed the changes of 500 years

or both

ust die.

tions which satisfy the diagnosis. Our report

ago, must also have been of sufficient power

under three principal headings.
l
First, assuming that the standards of con

symptomology through which, as the doc

ed the greate st transformation in human

tors say, the disease diagnosed is displayed.

existence.

perpetu ting a population, qualified and

domain of the economy, what a metastasized

The host and the parasite

from wh 'ch the establishment of this country

form of parasitical growth feeding, and grow

been the body of ideas which, transmitted as

healthy tissue. Like the cancer or parasite, the

in human productivity, which, over the last

function which typifies the threefold condi

assembles , classifies, and documents the

in form, the disease to be treated is, in the

cancer is to the human body, an aggressive

in their transforming effects, to have initiat

The healthy tissue of the economy has

sumptio

of 1 967 were roughly adequate to

capable f reproducing itself, in continuation

7

of the P nciples developed 500 years ago,

flo w s ,

j
f

e show that we are now b arely

capable of producing half that identified
level of onsumption, at productivity levels

ing, through the destruction of previously

culture, has been responsible for the increase

better the disease spreads, the more surely are

500 years, has permitted man to free himself

eration a . o. In the process, we show that the

Here the host is the tissue of economic

ly bestial, chattel-s lave or serf exi stence

an avera e trend rate of around 2% per year.

both host and parasite doomed.

from dependence on nature and the relative

r e l a t i o n s on w h i c h h u m a n e x i s t e n c e

which condemned up to 95% of the human

depends.

population to bare subsistence existence on

the land, and to consider now, how in the
forward m arch of the species , h e might

FIGURE 1

A typical collapse
function

extend his dominion into nearby space and
beyond.

The parasite, typified, in our report, by

one of its modes of reproduction, through

the c o n s e q u e n c e s of the u ntramm e l l e d
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turnover, is the organized form of the politi

cal opposition to the world-history-trans

forming power of the ideas of the fifteenth
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TABLE 1

Development of human population

Australopithecines

1 /1 0 km2 68% die by age 1 4

1 4-1 5

.07-1

B.C. 4,000, 000-1 ,000,000

1 4-1 5

Homo Erectus

1 .7

B .C. 900,000-400,000

Paleolithic ( h u nter-gatherers)

1 8-20+

1 /1 0 km2 55% die by age 1 4 ; average age 23

B.C. 1 00,000-1 5,000

Mesolithic (proto-agricultural)
B.C. 1 5, 000-5 ,000

20-27

Neolithic

4

25

1 /km2

28

1 0/km2

"Ag ricultu ral Revol ution"

10

50% die by age 1 4
Village d ry-farmi n g , Baluchista n , 5000 B . C . : 9 . 6 1 /km2
Development of cities: Sumer, 2000 B . C . : 1 9 . 1 6/km2
Early B ro nze Age: Aegean, 3000 B . C . : 7.5-1 3 . 8/km2
Late B ronze Age: Aegea n , 1 000 B . C . : 1 2 .4-3 1 . 3/km2
Shang Dynasty China, 1 000 B . C . : 5/km2

50

B.C. 1 0 ,000-3 ,000

Bronze Age
B.C. 3000-1 000

28

Iron Age

50

B . C . 1 000-

Mediterranean Classical Period

25-28

1 5+/km2

30+

20+/km2

B.C. 500-A.D. 500

Classical G reece, Peloponnese: 35/km2
Roman E m p i re :
G reece: 1 1 /km2
italy: 24/km2
Asia: 30/km2
E gypt: 1 79/km2
Han Dynasty China, B.C. 200-A . D . 200: 1 9 . 27/km2
Shanxi: 28/km2
Shaanxi: 24/km2
Henan: 97/km2*
Shandong: 1 1 8/km2
*

European Medieval Period
A.D.

800-1 300

Europe, 1 7th Century

32-36

Europe, 1 8th Century

34-38

Massachusetts, 1 840
United Kingdom, 1 86 1
G uatemala, 1 893
European Russia, 1 896
Czechoslovakia, 1 900
Japan, 1 899
U nited States, 1 900
Sweden, 1 903
France, 1 946
India, 1 950
Sweden, 1 960

41
43
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90+/km2

24
32

" I n dustrial Revolution"
Italy, 1 750: 50/km2
Belg i u m , 1 750: 1 08/km2
Life expectancies:
" I n dustrialized," right
"Prei ndustrial ized ," left

220-360
Italy, 1 340: 34/km2
B rabant, 1 374: 35/km2
France , 1 650: 38/km2

545
720

France , 1 750: 44/km2

1 ,200

40
44
48
53
62
41

2,500
73
1 975

1 970
U n ited States
West Germany
Japan
C h i na
India
Belgi um

Irrigated river·valley intensive agriculture

40% die by age 1 4
Italy, 1 200: 24/km2
Tuscany, 1 340: 85/km2
i taly, 1 650: 37/km2
Belgi u m , 1 650: 50/km2

30+/km2

1 00-1 90

71
70
73
59
48

3,900

26/km2
248/km2
297/km2

1 80/km2
1 83/km2

333/km2
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FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5
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the first and second sections of our report.
This meets the criteria of a collapsing
physical economy of Figure 1 's "Typical
Collapse Function."
Second, we show that monetary process
es, for example, the old-fashioned kind of
money-in-circulation money, that fits in a
wallet, and is not made out of plastic with a
magnetic identifying strip, or the volume of
transactions typified by Gross Domestic
Product's netting of sales and purchases,
have become divorced from the economic
processes to which they should properly be
subject. We summarize such demonstration
in Figures 3 and 4.
There is a tenfold increase in the mone
tary value-added equivalent of a market-bas
ket unit, but the ratio of net income to costs
in monetary terms shows the same kind of
collapse we saw in the ratio of physical pro
ductivity in Figure 3 above. The principal
difference between the two being that the
monetary collapse lags that in the economy.
Figure 5, showing rate of change of M 1
a s a percentage o f GNP, summarizes the
point. As payment for, and fmancing of, pro
ductive or necessary transactions have been
separated from the idiotic measure of Gross
Domestic Product which is supposed to rep
resent them, so, too, has the growth in
money supply per se been separated from
the same GDP.
This meets the case of the second, mone
tary part of Figure l 's "Typical Collapse
Function." The documentation is presented
in this report by Marcia Merry Baker and
Richard Freeman.
Third, financial turnover as a whole has
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indeed assumed a hyperbolic growth rate
with respect to both monetary and economic
processes. This is exemplified in Figure 6,
showing $440 of fmancial turnover chasing
each dollar of money in circulation.
No more 'cycles'

Taken separately, someone might be
found to say that none of these phenomena
are new, that each has been seen before, and
even, perhaps, that they will be again, "in
the next cycle." That's the parasite speaking,
again.
There will not be another "cycle" of the
sort such creatures love to fantasize about.
There has been no such conjuncture in human
history as is defined by the triple collapse
function documented here. The reason is
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because e kind of economy that has func
tioned
er the past 500 years has been
unique
human history, even if that econo
my has presented a symbiosis of human
host and arasite. The conjuncture document
ed here i such that the host and the parasite
cannot cpntinue to survive. The parasitical
form is doomed from its own nature. The
human h st can act on its humanity to free
doomed parasite, to save the best
itself of
that hum culture has created. But only by
reaffirmi g on a global basis the principles
that hav been responsible for human exis
tence, c humanity be freed of parasitism.
How that will be accomplished is set to
be the k y question mankind must take up
for solut on in 1 996, and hopefully before
things g right over the edge.
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u.s. market basket shows
50% decline since 1 960s

by Marcia Meny Baker

A

n analysis of U . S . consumers ' and

of essentials that go into market baskets for
the economy.

producers ' market baskets from the

1 960s to 1 990, the market baskets

that measure the U.S. economy's capability

Second, by looking at market basket

parison of workforce requirements to pro

of many necessities, selected from these mar

Third, by looking at productivity rela

ket baskets, have fallen, on a per-household
basis, by 40-50%, and some by even 70-

80% . Far from representing isolated "short

age s , " t h i s tre n d repre s e n t s a c o l l ap s e

throughout the economy.

The percentile of the workforce engaged

The consumers' goods market basket has

needs as a totality, in ways that allow com

to reproduce and grow, shows a process of

collapse. In one generation, production levels

the kinds of things you would expect for the

bill of consumption of the standard house

duce the market baskets.

hold: food, clothing, footwear, home appli
ances, passenger cars, and so forth, includ

tions in the economy, and how they have

ing some measure of provision of housing,

1 . The market basket

machine tools, textile machinery, locomo

schools, hospitals, and shops.

decayed.

The producers' goods market basket has

standard

tives, construction equipment, pumps, etc.

The method for comparison used here, is

in producing the market basket of necessities

to assort selected commodities into standard

Therefore, the net productivity of the work

sumers ' goods, or the kind of intermediate

is now about 50% smaller than in the 1 960s.

force as a whole has declined.

A large per

come; and 1 990 is shown as a recent year

for comparison.

market baskets of producers ' goods, con

The intermediate goods market basket

has ores, industrial chemicals, wood pulp,
etc.

The EIR consumers ' market basket has

28 commodities; the producers' market bas

goods that go into making producers' or

centile of the workforce now is engaged in

consumers' goods, and to compare the val

ket has 46 commodities; and the intermedi

Thus, in net effect, the U.S. population is

the EIR standard market baskets for the

modities, including raw materials and semi

ate goods market basket covers 62 com

marginal or useless activity.

ues over time. The type of items included in

producing per capita about half of what it

United States, for recent decades, are listed

was 25-30 years ago, relative to 1 967 per

household standards.

in

Tables 1 and 2.

units. The EIR database also has consumer

used as a benchmark year, because that was

First, by looking at the tons and numbers

tioned," at least rel ati ve to what was to

a point when the U . S . economy still "func

The v a l u e s for the c o m m o d i t i e s are

shown either in weight, or in numbers of

The 1 96 7 market basket values were

Here we show this process of collapse in

three steps:

finished goods.

market b a s ket m e a s u r e m e n t s in s q u are

meters of school, hospital, residential, and

TABLE 1

Household goods
Production as
percent of
consumption

P

1 04.9%

2,409 . 7 1

P

1 00 . 0%

1 , 866 . 6

96.2%

1 1 8,928.09

99.7%

2 ,429. 64

Passenger cars

u n its

8 , 399.37

Ti res for road vehicles

u n its

1 94,792 .58

CC
CC

Washing mach ines

u n its

4,326.72

C

U nits

Quantity
(OOOs)

Men's and boys' cloth ing

tons

1 ,5 1 2 . 1 1

Women's and gi rls' cloth i n g

tons

1 , 1 86 . 1 3

Shoes and leather goods

u n its

396,757 . 5 1

Textiles

tons

5,562 . 2 1

Paper and paper products

tons

40,830

Radios and televisions

u n its

30,055.43

------ 1 990
Production
or
Quantity
(OOOs)
Consumption

1 967
Production
or
Consumption

------

-----

-----

83.8%

258,000

CC
CC

99.9%

6,428

P

1 00.0%

C

88.7%

68,8 1 0

C

96.3%

27 , 1 9 1 . 9 1

88.5%

9,284.44

Production as
percent of
consumption

C

31 . 1 %

C

83.4%
1 2.9%
99.3%

C

9 1 . 5%

C

62.5%
65.5%
8 1 .7%

Food products

tons

358 , 1 73

P

1 1 8.0%

542,202

P

1 27.0%

Processed foods

tons

68,0 1 9

P

1 00.0%

1 06 , 339

P

90.0%
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TABLE 2

Intermediate goods

Natural sulsalfutr
Common
ChlHydroroinchle oric acid
Bauxite

Calcium phosphates

Synthetic rubber

Sulfuric acid

Zinc (u nwrought)

Quantity
(000s )

tons

1 5 , 503.32

C

tons

36,079

P

ttoonsns
ttoonsns

I S
U O 't

tons

tons

tons

Special Report

--------l,-

------

Quantity
(ODDs)

1 990
Production
or
Co sumption

1 3 . 44%

1 4 ,238.08

C

3.48%

46, 799 . 76

C

99.02%

1 ,493.58

CC

1 34 . 24%

1 , 1 03. 1 6

C

7, 1 27
35,332
1 , 942.55
26, 1 4 1
6,987 . 2 1

commercial floorspace; and producers' market basket measurements In kIlometers of
rail track, etc. (These are not shown in the
figures here.)
Keep in mind that the tonnages or unit
measurements of the EIR market basket
items are not meant to add up to a compre
hensive picture of the economy. Rather, they
are items chosen to provide a representative
index, with which to compare how the econ
omy is functioning over time.
The items selected amount to about a 50
by 50 cell matrix of inputs and outputs.
Also, for each of the commodities, the
EIR database has recorded both a production
level and a consumption level for the United
States for every year for which data can be
obtained. The two levels are not necessarily
the same; exports and imports affect whether
one level is higher than the other. However,
for comparison, the EIR market basket for
1 967 uses whichever of the two levels-pro
duction or consumption-is higher, as a
reflection of the "energy of the system," or
the level of activity appropriate to the func
tioning of the economy in the way it was
organized at that time . In subsequent years,
either annual production, or consumption, of
the item in question, is used as noted,
depending on what kind of comparison is
being made.
When year-by-year measurements (in
weight or other units) for actual quantities of
each type of commodity are assembled in
this market basket way, then calculations are
possible for per-capita, per-household, per
worker, per-unit-area ratios, to characterize
whether the economy is providing the physi
cal basis for reproduction of the popula
tion-as compared to ratios characteristic of
the economy in 1 96 7 , when things
"worked."
What the pattern shows for the late

A6

----
Production as

1 967
Production
or
C onsumptlon

P

1 1 1 .40%

5 , 600.6

P

1 0 1 .77%

40,497 . 9 1

P

1 1 5 . 73%

2 , 390.36

P

1 00 . 03%

39, 1 72 . 1 1

99.7 1 %

1 2 ,070.48

99.02%

2 ,932.62

CC
CC

83. 1 8%

985.07

C

percent of
consumption

1 960s to the 1 990s in the United States, is a
collapse m quantity, and In domestIc produc
tion of the market baskets, per household.
But first, look again at Tables 1 and 2,
and see how production drops overall ,
shown a s a percentage of consumption,
which is given for all the items listed. In
other words, the 1 990 U . S . economy i s
not producing the market basket essentials
for the population in the way it was in
1 967.
The consumers ' market basket : In
Table 1, look at clothing. Men's and boys'
clothing totalled 1 ,5 1 2, 1 1 0 tons in 1 967, and
provided 1 00% of what was consumed that
year; the figure then went up to 2,409,7 1 0
tons consumed i n 1 990, but U . S . production
supplied only 3 1 % of that . In 1 96 7 ,
women's and girls' clothing consumed was
1 , 1 86, 1 30 million tons, with domestic pro
duction supplying 1 00 % ; and in 1 990,
domestic production dropped to 83.4%, at
1 ,866,600 million tons.
Textiles, referring to non-clothing tex
tiles including bed, bath, and kitchen linens,
remains about the same ratio of 99-plus per
cent of annual consumption from domestic
production.
What happened with other types of con
sumers' market basket items from 1 967 to
1 990, is clear from the statistics. For passen
ger cars, domestic production fell from a
level of 8 8 . 5 % of consumption in 1 967,
down to 65 . 5 % in 1 990. Tire production
remained at about 8 1 -83%.
Radios and TV sets fell from a level of
over 96% domestic production of consump
tion in 1 967, down to 62.5% in 1 990.
The most dramatic decline is in shoes
and leather goods. In 1 967, over 96% of
U.S. consumption of footwear and leather
goods came from domestic production; in
1 990, only 1 2- 1 3%. As of 1 995, half of all

Production as
percent of
consumption

66.53%
90.85%

C

88.46%

C

96. 1 0%
97.83%
97. 1 1 %
36.38%

the footv ear imports in the United States
come from China.
Food ommodities appear to remain the
same at 00% domestic production of food
consump . on. This reflects the fact that the
United S ates is a supplier of agricultural
commodi 'es controlled and traded interna
tionally b: the food cartel companies, such
as grains hnd oilseeds. If specific food items
were sho n, the United States would show
increase import dependence for many
foods, fro 1 967 to 1 990.
The roducers ' market basket : In
1 967, a ut 250,000 machine tools of all
types we e produced in the United States,
which e ant that production of these
machines was 404% of consumption for that
year. Th United S tate s was a leading
exporter of machine tools . B y 1 990, the
United tates w a s import-dependent.
Producti
was only 1 3 % of consumption,
which w s about 1 ,090,490 machines, as
listed in t · e table.
The i termediate goods market bas
'
ket: Tabl 2 shows the pattern of decline in
domesti production of items needed for
consume or producer goods.
For eJf ample, bauxite. In 1 967, 1 3 .4% of
U.S. con�umption was met by domestic pro
duction; Ghat dropped to 3.5% in 1 990. For
natural s lfur, production went from 1 1 1 %
of consu ption in 1 967, down to 66.5% in
1 990.

t
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� basket production falls

�

Whe you look at the per-household pro
duction levels from 1 967 to 1 990, for the
market b sket goods, the decline is dramatic.
Table 3 shows this decline for all three
market Skets, for selected items, for 1 967
and 1 99 , and for three years in between.
(These
the type of specific items whose
numbers and weights are combined, and
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TABLE 3

Dec l i ne in production level s for goods in producers' and
consumers' market baskets on a per.household basis

hold. As the table shows, this is 59.8% of
what it was in 1 967. Brick output per house
hold had fallen 40% from the 1 960s to the
I 990s.

(index 1 967=1 .000)

1 967

1 973

1 979

1 982

1 990

Men's trousers

1 . 000

0 . 965

0.594

0.504

0 . 335

Men's shirts

1 . 000

0. 644

0.486

0 . 343

0. 1 65

Women's blouses

1 . 000

1 . 023

1 .5 1 1

1 . 405

0. 684

Women's d resses

1 .000

0 .597

0. 503

0 . 339

0.279

Women's woollens

1 .000

0. 264

0.254

0 . 1 39

0 . 1 66

Refrigerators

1 . 000

1 .247

0 . 935

0. 703

0. 932

Passenger cars

1 . 000

1 . 1 50

0.869

0.484

0. 5 1 2

CONSUMERS' MARKET BASKET

Ti res

1 . 000

1 . 020

0.833

0.666

0. 877

Radios

1 . 000

0.706

0.467

0.31 6

0. 098

Metal-cutting machi n e tools

1 .000

0. 643

0.530

0.289

0. 2 1 2

Metal-forming mach ine tools

1 .000

0. 854

0. 730

0.404

0.406

Bulldozers

1 .000

1 .200

0.71 3

0. 334

0.306

G raders and levellers

1 .000

0.786

0.748

0 . 383

0 . 349

Pumps

1 .000

1 . 1 40

0.541

0.424

0. 506

Steel

1 .000

1 . 029

0 . 82 1

0.41 6

0.487

PRODUCERS' MARKET BASKET

INTERMEDIATE GOODS FOR EITH ER MARKET BASKET

G ravel and crushed stone

1 . 000

1 . 023

0.91 4

0.624

0 . 575

Clay

1 . 000

1 . 022

0.759

0 . 459

0. 544

Bricks

1 .000

0 . 999

0 . 850

0.451

0. 598

Cement

1 . 000

1 .045

0.91 1

0. 632

0 . 689

shown as totals in the other tables.)
A production level for each item for
1 967 was detennined, and then divided by
the number of households in 1 967 . This
yielded a production level on a per-house
hold basis. For example, in 1 967, the United
States had 59,236,000 households and pro
duced 86,0 14 metal-cutting machine tools
(among other types of machine tools). Thus,
there were 0.001452 metal-cutting machine
tools produced per household.
The 1967 index was set equal to 1 , and
all subsequent years' production levels were
compared to it.
By 1 990, the United States produced but
0.000308 metal-cutting machine tools per
household, a level that was only 2 1 .2% of
what it was in 1 967.
During 1 967-90, production levels, on a
per-household basis for major goods con
tained in both the producers' and consumers'
market baskets, fell between 7% and 90%,
with most goods registering a collapse of
40% or more.
Of the total of 60 goods-out of the 74
designated goods comprising the EIR pro
ducers' and consumers' market baskets, for
which enough data was available for the
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period, almost three times as many declined
as increased in value. Of the 60 items, 44
declined and 1 6 rose.
By 1 990, men's shirts were being pro
duced, per household, at 1 6.5% of the rate of
1 967 ; men's trousers at 3 3 . 5 % ; women' s
dresses at 27.9%. Radios were being domes
tically produced, per household, at only 10%
of the 1 967 rate.
Look at intermediate goods. There are
five representative basic construction build
ing materials included in the market baskets:
crushed stone , sand, and gravel ; clay ;
hydraulic cement; and bricks. Of these, four
collapsed.
Take the case of bricks, which are used
in infrastructure and to an even greater
extent in residential housing. In 1 967, the
United States produced 7.57 billion bricks
and consumed 7.55 1 billion bricks. Stated
on a per-household basis, in 1 967, domestic
new brick produciton was 1 28 bricks per
household, and domestic new brick con
sumption was 1 27 bricks per household.
By 1 990, the U.S. production of bricks
fell to 7. 1 16 billion bricks. Stated on a per
household basis, in 1 990, domestic new
brick production was 76 bricks per house-

2. Fal l in production and

consumption per
household
Figures 1 and 2 give a summary view of
the how production and consumption have
declined, per household, in essential market
basket categories of goods, from 1 967-70 to
1 990.
Here the tonnages of annual production
and consumption for dozens of goods from
the market basket lists, are grouped into
totalities, rather than simply added as the
weight totals of the basket assortments that
we considered above. The six categories
shown in Figures 1 and 2, and in following
graphs-food and lumber, minerals, fuels,
non-durables, durables, and final goods
are composed of not only market basket
items, but values for the "ingredient" com
modities that go into the final market basket
items. The relative quantities of input com
modities are based on coefficients of pro
duction that characterized the U.S. economy
in 1 967.
For example, for steel, the 1 967 profile
was used for how much of total annual out
put (carbon, alloy and stainless, in terms of
83,897,000 net tons of shipments) went to
the various uses, among them, 1 5 ,932,000
tons for vehicles ( 1 9%); 4,994,000 tons for
industrial machinery and tools ( 6 % ) ;
7,255,000 tons for ordnance and other mili
tary uses ( 8 .6%) ; and 1 ,090,000 tons for
agricultural machinery and related uses
( 1 .3%).
This method has been chosen, in order to
aggregate statistics in a way that will serve
not only as a measure for production and
consumption, but also for the labor force
involved in producing and consuming. The
relative numbers of workers needed in 1 967
to produce all the different components of
the six categories--everything from steel to
shoes-were used as the coefficients of pro
ductivity for later years' comparisons. While
this does not take into account technological
advances, it does allow for comparison,
which is the object here. The idea is to com
pile a rough idea of what should be pro
duced, before considering how that might
best be produced.
Figures 1 and 2 show production and
consumption in metric tons divided by the
number of households for that year.
Production ratios drop. During the
years 1 966, 1 967, and 1 970, total tonnages
of production per household reached up to
Special Report
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78 tons per year-exceeding the 69-7 1 tons
per year levels of the early 1 960s.

But by 1 980, these tonnages of produc

tion had dropped to 62 tons per household,

and in 1 990, fell fatther to 59 tons a year per
household-a 25% decline .

Much of the shrinkage during 1 970-90

can be seen in the m i neral s , fu e l s , and

durables components of annual production

final goods. What markedly decreased were
minerals and durable goods categories.
Look at this in terms of specifics.

Figures 3 and 4 show production and

consumption per capita over the same time

period, for the six main categories being

compared. Production per capita drops from
24 tons in 1 970, down to 22 tons in 1 990.

Consumption per capita shows an increase

being measured. This decline in actual vol

from 1 967 to 1 990, from 24 tons to 26 tons,

household reflects the economic decline in

items and i nputs i n the "post-industri al,"

umes of essential physical commodities per

the "post-industrial" decades.

O n l y fo o d a n d l u mber s h o w s o m e

increase. This reflects the role o f the United

n u m b e r o f p e o p l e per h o u s e h o l d h a s

dropped over the same 1 967-90 time period,
from 3 . 35 in 1 96 7 , down to 2 . 6 in 1 990.

This is shown in

Figure 5.

So, as of the early 1 990s, even with pro

duction and consumption of market basket

goods going down per household, the
shrinkage of t h e household membership,
along with imports, allowed for an appear

ance of a temporary per-capita i ncrease in

because of imports, and because of rises in

consumption (Figure 4).

n o n - b a s i c - indu stry categories of n o n 

the consumption per household is distributed

durables and final goods.

The apparent rise in per-capita consump

States as a source of agriculture commodi

tion of these tonnages should not mislead

above.

men tati on per capita in the pro v i s i o n of

Look at the shifts in the profile of how

to household member groups over the 30

years from 1 960 to 1 990, shown in

Figure

6. The component going to children shrinks.

anyone into inferring that there is an aug

The component going to non-working adults

Consumption ratios drop. Figure 2

goods in the economy. Look at the number

the home. The same quantity of consump

from 1 967 to 1 990, in terms of tonnages of

is no process of economic i mprovement

relatively more of them today.

son over the 1 960-90 period. From 80 tons

sumption.

1 990, for the part of household consump

dropped to 73 tons per household in 1 990.

Who gets what in the household

production-per-household tonnages shown

households has increased from 59.236 mil

import dependence over the last 25 years.

the same time, the birth rate has fallen, and

were categories of food, non-durables, and

shifts have occurred, so that the average

ties for the international food cartel, as noted

shows that consumption per household fell
items in the six categories used for compari

per household per year in 1 967, the level

Overall, these levels are higher than the

in Figure I , reflecting mostly the shift to
What increased slightly per household

FIGURE 7 '"

and makeup of households to see why there
shown in the apparent per-capita rise in con

Over the last 30 years, the number of

lion to 93.347 million in 1 990. However, at

other demographic, social, and residential

Cons�mption per worker

Production per worker

metric tons

ing, and necessary support functions and

social services ; and there is an increase in

the consumption going to those employed
i n jobs that are non-productive from the

standp o i n t of the overall economy (the

"parasitical" ranks of the media, lawyers,

jobs).

Figure 7 shows the dramatic decline

of goods being compared.

Figure 8 shows

six categories.

dents per worker has dropped from over two

50

in the 1 960s, down to little more than one in

the 1 990s.
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Production and consumption
per unit area
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Figures 10 and 11 show production and

consumption of the same six groupings of
goods, per square kilometer of United States
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ing wasteland, lake surfaces), in the standard
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Figure 9 shows how the ratio of depen
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from 1 966-67 to 1 990, in the tonnages of
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tion goes to retirees, even though there are
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categories set by the United Nations for sta
tistical use.

There is a rise i n both production and

consumption per unit area, simply because

the land area remains the Satne over the 30-

year period. However, the rate of rise in pro
d u c t i o n p e r s q u are k i l ometer marke d l y

slows down over the 20-year period from
1 970 to 1 990, in contrast to the relatively

steep rise in production per unit area over
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the 10-year period from 1 960 to 1 970.
You can see the last 25 years of deterio
ration of the ratio of production per unit
area, in the emergence of the "Rust Belts" in
the once-industrialized Midwest; the urban
collapse zones; the rundown farms across
the American foodbelt; and the decrepit,
dangerous transportation system.
The rising ratio of consumption per
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square kilometer has been maintained only
by imports.
M i l l ions of new jobs needed

A different way to look at the decline in
the U.S. economy over the past 30 years is
by looking at the number of workers that
would additionally be required to produce
1 967-style market baskets of goods for the
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populatiop today.
Figure 12 shows that fewer than 50% of
the work rs are employed, as of 1 990, who
would n ed to be working in the various
economic sectors to produce 1 967- style
market b skets of ratios of goods for today's
populatio . With the masses of job termina
tions sin e 1 990, the picture, as of 1 995, is

FIGURE 1 3

FIGURE 1 2

Employment of
operatives as percentage
of actual requirement

Percentage of actual workforce req i red to produce
1 967.style market basket
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particular to fertil i zation ratios and other

FIGURE 1 4

FIGURE 1 5

Workers employed i n
market basket production

Workers required for
producing 1 967-style
market basket

percent of total workers

farm chemicals .

But i n t h e 1 970s a n d 1 980s, w h i l e the

food and lumber sector continues to show a

decline (reflecting widespread financial ruin

percent of total workers

25%

in the farmbelt), there are sharp declines in

other essential sectors, especially durables,

25%

as well as in fi nal goods.

Figure 15 shows what percentiles of the

workforce should be employed overall and

20%

sector by sector, for the same years, calcu lat

ed on the basis of producing sufficient com
modities to provide market basket consump

tion at 1 967 standards for the other years.

1 5%

In 1 990, there should be at least 1 8 % of

the workforce employed in the categories

shown. The percentile i n food and lumber

1 0%

should be higher than in 1 970 and 1 9 80;

likewise with non-durables. And a solid per

centile of the workforce should remain i n
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durables, and i n the other sectors as shown .
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Not included here are operatives required

in construction, transportation, and similarly
vital, though small, employment groups. On

a 1 967 basis, adding employment in trans

90

portation and construction would bring total

•

such employment in productive sectors to

around 30%. This could be seen as the level

of productive employment which ought to

cover "costs" of production, without consid

ering producing necessary surplus for re

employed in the essential categories shown,

investment.

tors-textiles, steel, shoes, and machinery.

from 1 9% down to I I % in just two decades.

3. Productivity relations

lation, on the 1 967 market basket standard,

sector, as the productively employed per

outputs of the market basket has been under

Figure 13 shows this huge need for pro

ductive employment in four specific sec
To produce requirements for the 1 990 popu
with the 1 967 ratios of domestic product,

followed by steep declines after 1 967, going
Figure 14 also shows the shifts sector by

centile of the workforce declined.

Once the first-level matrix of inputs and

stood, as discussed above, in terms of their

Over the 1 960s, most of the decline is

quantities and the l abor force associ ated

actual 1 990 employment in that sector; a

agri c u l tural sector. Th i s c o rre s p o n d s to

used to characterize the condition of the

increase in shoe trades employment; and a

farm output, due to many improvements, in

of shifts in the inputs and outputs relative to

the n , i n 1 990, there should have been a
500% increase in textile workers over the

300% increase in stee l w orker s ; a 300%
1 00% increase in machinery workers.

Another way to look at how small a per

centile of workers in the 1 990s is involved
in producing the kinds of things we pro

duced 30 years ago, is to look at the percent

accounted for by the drop in workers in the
marked gains i n the 1 960s i n per-hectare

Input-output matrix, showing end-uses for 1 967

percentage of total

I nputs

gories of goods we have been using for mar
ket basket compari son.

Figure 14 shows

economy over time, in terms of the pattern

TABLE 4

age of workers employed in the six cate

this, from 1 960 to 1 990.

with them, then a second-level matrix can be

End use

Final

Outputs

Intermediate

Raw
material

I nfrastructure

Total

First, it is striking how 30 years ago, in

Producers'
goods

2%

1 2%

3%

8%

25%

in the sectors shown, in contrast to 1 990,

Producers'
overhead

4%

4%

1%

6%

1 4%

employed. I n other words, fewer people are

Household
goods

6%

7%

2%

8%

23%

people are doing less useful things, in very

Household
overhead

1 0%

11%

3%

1 4%

38%

Total

23%

33%

8%

36%

1 00%

1 960, 23% of the workforce was employed

when l i t t l e m o re than

1 1%

were s o

producing essentials today. More employed
labor-intensive unskilled or parasitical jobs.

There was a gradual dec line over the

1 960s in the percentile of the workforce
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FIGURE 1 6

Distribution of market
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FIGURE 1 7

Distribution of market
basket i nputs

tons per household
90

end use, and whether the net effect to the
economy tends to be productive or destruc
tive. The idea is to show the set of relations
characteri stic of the economy, to see
whether net productivity is enhanced or
undermined.
Table 4 shows this basic matrix for
1 967. In the column headings in the middle
under "inputs," the different phases of pro
duction are noted, from final goods back
through to intermedia,te, raw materials, and
infrastructure, both hard and soft. The cells
in this section tell what portion of the sum of
the inputs is allocated to what phase of
activity. The column total , on the right,
shows us what percentage share of the total
inputs goes where, as identified in the end
use categories named on the left.
The end-use categories distinguish, in a
more refined way than shown so far,
whether input commodities are going into
essential consumption of producers and
households (consumers), or to "overhead"
connected to each of those two end-user
groups, whether the overhead is necessary
(e.g. , certain clerical work, sales) or unnec
essary and parasitical.
"Overhead," when it refers to house
holds, refers to those households connected
to overhead activity in the economy.
Look at the relations shown in 1 967 in

r
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Distribution of market
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Figures
and 17, showing distribution of
market b sket inputs in tons per capita and
tons per ousehold, over the three decades.
From 1 967 to 1 990, you will see a strik
ing patt rn of the inputs of the economy
going mqre and more to the end-users in the
overhea categories. Less and less goes to
the productive households and producers.
Figu 17 shows a drop of 50% in the
amount f inputs going to producers' goods
end-user from 1 967 to 1 990, in tertns of
tons per usehold.
This op would be even greater, if the
number f people per household had not
declined over the time period from 3.35 to
2.6. Fig re 1 8 shows the distribution of
market �sket inputs per household, based
on the l Yb7 household size.
With the overhead drag increasing so
much, w at capacity is there to reproduce
the econ my? Figure 19 shows how low the
.
reproduc ve potential of the system has fall
en from 1 967 to 1 990, in terms of the
declinin � total amount of inputs available
per hous hold (still with a 1 967 household
size for �omparison), once parasitical over
head has been removed from the calculation.
In this re I resentation, a factor was used keep
overhea at an "acceptable level" of no
more tha 56% of employment in the econo
my, whic was the profile in the mid- 1 950s,
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before the "post-industrial" era took off.
This proftle of the U.S. economy shows
how it has not been producing the level of
market basket inputs to reproduce itself
since 1 967 . The whole assembly has been
collapsed to about 60% of where it was a
generation ago, with the productive portions,
as distinct from the remaining overhead, col
lapsed by more than 60%.
Figure 20 shows this in terms of the
decline in "energy of the system."
In other words, the rate of real profit in
the economy, in terms of the capability for
reproduction, has been falling. This trend,
based on the relationships S'/C+V, is shown
in Figure 2 on p. A2.
The meaning of these symbols is shown
in Figure 21, the diagram of the physical
economic process often used by Lyndon
LaRouche (for a complete explanation, see
LaRouche, So, You Wish to Learn All About
Economics ?

A

Text

on

El ementary

[Washington,
D.C.: EIR News Service, Inc., 1 995]).
The definitions, in brief are:
V: The portion of total physical-goods
output required by households of 100% of
the operatives' segment.
C: Capital goods consumed by produc
tion of physical goods, including costs of
basic economic infrastructure of phsyical-

Agrarian

elder
mature
youth

s

Farm Labor
v
c

Prod uction

Vertical bars represent 1 00% of population and production; internal divisions represent the critical
ratios, or inequalities, that define productivity, capital-intensity, and rate of profit of an economy. New
modes of production, engendered by scientific d iscovery and technological i nnovation, force non
linear transformations of the i nternal composition of the whole.
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goods production.
S: Gross operating profit of the consoli
dated agro-industrial economic enterprise.
D: Total overhead expense, including
consumer goods (of households associated
with overhead expense categories o f
employment o f the labor force), plus capital

goods consumed by categories of overhead
expense.
S': Net operating profit.
This method of economic analysis shows
that the United States is only capable of pro
ducing about half what it was able to a gen
eration ago, and at half the productivities.
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America's physical eco omy
is rapidly disappearing
by Richard Freeman

T

hirty-two years after British intelli
gence ' s Permindex murdered
Pre s ident John F. Kennedy i n
November 1 963, the U.S. physical economy
has deteriorated so badly that one would
need an archaeological dig to find it. The
defining cause of this collapse is the suc
cessful 1 960s move by the British oligarchy
to foist the Malthusian paradigm of the post
industrial society upon the United States.
Since the mid- 1 970s, the U.S. physical
economy has contracted at a yearly rate of
2%. This contrasts starkly with the claim
that in the 1 990s, the U.S. economy, mea
sured in Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
has grown at a rate in excess of 3% per year.
The use of GDP as a measure of the
economy is axiomati c a l l y and fata l l y
flawed: GDP indiscriminately mixes togeth
er productive economic activity, such as
steel and machine tool production, with non
productive, wasteful, and speculative activi
ty. Prior to the mid- 1 960s, when the econo
my at least produced something, GDp, in a
limited way, reflected production and reality.
Today, two-thirds of GDP is comprised of
purely non-productive activity. Moreover,
inflation, triggered by the explosion in
worldwide speculative fmancial aggregates,

has vastly inflated GDP, and other dollar
based measures of the economy, by approxi
mately a factor of 10.
This article examines the U.S. physical
economy's disintegration during the last 30
years: First, the change in productive work
ers as a percentage of the U.S. labor force.
Second, the drop in America's productive
investment in new plant and equipment.
Third, it will look at a category entitled
"value added by the goods-producing sec
tor," which is part of the GDP accounts. This
c ategory allegedly represents , in dollar
terms, the real wealth added to the economy.
By contrasting this "value-added" category
to EIR 's market basket index, a generalized
measure of inflation can be developed.
Applying this measure, one finds that, far
from rising at an explosive rate of growth
(as the Conservative Revolution ' s Newt
Gingrich claims), U.S. budget expenditures,
in physical terms, are actually falling precip
itously. Combined with dropping revenues,
this defines the real reason for the U.S. bud
get debacle.
Post·industrial society

But first, in order to give a thumbnail
sketch of what happened in policymaking to
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cause the hysical economic collapse of the
past three decades, we look at the House of
Windsor' policy called the "post-industrial
society."
Follo ing World War II, the United
States Iiv d off the capital of the war mobi
lization, nd its sequel, the Korean War
mobiliz li on . Under President Dwight
Eisenho er ( 1 952-60), the U.S. economy
headed in 0 a serious recession in 1 957-58.
President ennedy pulled the United States
out of tha economic breakdown. His invest
ment tax redit, and the Apollo space pro
gram, w ch provided a "science driver" for
the econ
y, produced significant rates of
phy s i c al e c o n o m i c gro w t h . B u t after
Kennedy S murder, the British intensified
I
their pro orion of the post-industrial society
policy.
The k y characteristic of the post-indus
trial SOci Y is its emphasis on speculation
over pro ction: Technological progress is
targeted or destruction, and speculation
skyrocket , causing manufacturing and agri
culture to wither. In the 1 960s, speculation
first inten ified in the offshore, unregulated
Eurodoll market. Then, with the disastrous
August 1 7 1 decision to take the United
States of the gold standard, petrodollar
recycling exploded. During 1 973-75, there
was the flj'st oil hoax, which was followed in
1 978-79 �y the second oil hoax. In 1 979,
Federal e serve B o ard Chairman Paul
Volcker ent interest rates up over 20%,
fueling e j n greater speculative madness.
The ter v id speculation sucked the
lifeblood ut of the physical economy.
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1 shows the U.S. labor force from
1 947 thr9ugh 1 99 5 . In 1 947, nearly half
(47.2%) America's labor force of 60.9 mil
lion were rodUCtivelY engaged. In Figure I ,
we includ d essential workers under the pro
ductive w rker category, but the distinction is
important Man exists through the power of
his creati e ideas, which he applies to the sci
entific al eration of nature, to produce the
man to exist, and to alter his
means

Of

1 980

1 990

1 99 1

1 995

fdr
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species self, to create ever higher-order ideas
so that he may live at successively higher cul
tural and material levels of existence. This
not-entropic form of development is repre
sented by a rising rate of relative potential
population density. Productive workers
include those engaged in agriculture, manu
facturing, construction, mining, public utili
ties, transportation, and so forth. They alter
nature ; they produce the physical goods
inputs, in the form of consumer and capital
goods, to reproduce the human species. In a
healthy economy, they are employed in the
most advanced capital-intensive, energy
intensive mode of production.
E s sential w orkers c o n s titute tho s e
engaged i n vital soft infrastructure, such as
doctors, nurses, teachers, scientists. They do
not alter nature directly, but transmit knowl
edge or essential services to those who do.
All other workers , with some important
exceptions, can be classed as overhead.
From 1 947 to 1 99 5 , America's l abor
force more than doubled, with 7 1 .7 million
new entrants, increasing from 60.9 million,
to 1 32.6 million workers. But nearly all of
the 7 1 .7 million workers took jobs repre
senting an overhead expense to the econo
my. Whereas, in 1 947, productive workers
represented 47.2% of the total labor force,
over the years, they represented a progres
sively smaller share: In 1 960, they repre
sented 40.4% of the total l abor force ; in
1 970, 36.4% ; in 1 980, 30.4% ; and today,
25 .9%. Today, only one in four workers is
productively engaged; the other three work
in overhead. Whereas, in 1 947, each produc
tive worker was needed to produce enough
to support two families (his own and the
family of someone engaged in overhead),
today, every productive worker is called
upon to produce enough goods for his fami
ly and the families of 3.0 overhead workers.
With 2.6 persons per American household
on average, the productive worker must pro
duce enough to support 10.4 people. Were
productivity levels rising, because of the
introduction of new technology, that might
be possible, but the post-industrial society
policies forestalled most technological
advance.
Figure 2 shows the picture for manufac
turing starting in 1 956. The right-hand bars
show the percentage that manufacturing
workers represent of the total U . S . labor
force. The left-hand bars represent manufac
turing's new productive investment in plant
and equipment, expressed as a percentage of
GDP. This latter measure-the expenditure
to replace worn-out machinery and to tech
nologically upgrade for the future-is a crit-
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FIGURE 2

Manufacturing i nvestment and employment
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Agriculture i nvestment and employment
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Mining i nvestment and employment
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FIGURE 5

Construction i nvestment and employment
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FIGURE 7

Basic physical infrastructure investment and employment
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ical parameter, indicating what stock manu
facturing puts in its own future and that of
the econ my. As such, it is a measure of
manufac ring's capital intensity.
Manu acturing, of course, produces the
vast majo ity of all intermediate and finished
industrial goods in the economy. (In dealing
with manufacturing as well as mining, con
struction, and transportation and public utili
ties workc rs, we are dealing only with those
whom th Department of Labor classifies as
"non-suP rvisory production workers.") In
1 956, some 20% of the labor force (one out
of five w rkerS) worked in manufacturing.
For that year, that sector's investment in new
plant and equipment, as a monetary amount,
was equal to 3 . 7 % of the U . S . economy's
l
GDP. By 995 , things had changed radically.
Manufac ring workers as a percentage of
the total abor force was halved, falling to
1 0% of e total workforce. New investment
in plant and equipment in manufacturing,
which had held steady or even risen until
about 1 9 0, plunged sharply. By 1 99 5 , it
was one-third lower than the 1 956 level.
Figure 3 documents that from 1 956 to
1 995, thel number of farmers declined from
9% to 2 � of the total labor force. Much of
the dec1i e from the 1 940s through the
1 960s w ¥ a healthy trend, reflecting farm
ers comirig off the land as the increased use
of fertiliz�rs and other farm inputs increased
farm pro uctivity per hectare. But the reduc
tion of thy farm workforce during the 1 9708
and 1 980 , involved looting of the farm sec
tor. Omi ously, the amount of new invest
ment in p ant and equipment in the farm sec
tor, expr"f' sed as a percentage of GDp, fell
from 0. 8 % in 1 956, to 0.2% in 1995-one
quarter 0 its level of 40 years ago.
Figu 4 shows the mining sector, which
produces the 50 minerals and metals out of
which tw -thirds of all manufactured goods
are made In 1 956, mine workers constituted
1 . 1 % of e total U.S. labor force. In 1 995,
they wer 0.3% of the labor force. In 1 980,
sector's investment in new plant
the mini
ent as a percentage of GDp, rose,
and eqUi
reflectin the oil and gas drilling boom of
the early 1 980s. But by 1 995, this percent
age had allen to a level two-thirds below
that of 1 956.
Figu s 5 and exhibit the picture for
construct on and transportation, respectively.
The fig s parallel the downward trajecto
ries of mjUlUfacturing, agriculture, and min
ing.
I
Figure 7 depicts investment and employ
ment in e hard infrastructure sector. The
construc on sector represents workers who
are enga ed primarily in construction of

1 960
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homes and commercial properties. The physi
cal infrastructure sector includes workers
building and tending the essential infrastruc
ture of the country-railroads, waterworks,
mass transit, harbors and river channels,
dams, power plants and distribution, and so
forth. As a percentage of the total U.S. labor
force, the hard infrastructure sector's employ
ment fell from 5% in 1 956, to 3.9% in 1 995.
Even more ominous , the level of capital
intensity of the sector, after rising from 1 956
to 1966, then fell by 45% by 1 995.
Figure 8 looks at soft infrastructure,
which comprises medicine, education, sci
ence, and engineering. It represents what
would appear to be a trend counter to all the
other sectors we have looked at thus far. The
employment in soft infrastructure, as a per
centage of the total labor force, rose from
4.4% in 1 956, to 6.2% in 1995. However,
this is due entirely to the increase in medi
cine and health care employment, which is
shown in Figure 9. From. l950 to 1 992, this
rose as a percentage of the total labor force,
from 0.6%, to 3.3%, which entirely accounts
for the increase in soft infrastructure
employment.
The transformation of the health and
hospital sector says something about the
economy as a whole. Next to retail sales,
this is the fastest growing sector of the econ
omy. On the one hand, there is growth in the
number of doctors and nurses (see Figures
10 and 11), in part because of the increased
number of elderly who are being treated,
especially in nursing homes and care cen
ters. To this must be added employment in
job categories which previously did not
exist; for example, the technicians who
operate the various diagnostic equipment
which has been developed over the past two
decades. However, the biggest part of the
increase in medical employment is not for
skilled medical personnel, but for cheap
labor. In 1 992-93, out of 9.699 million peo
ple working in the health and hospital sector,
3 .9 1 2 million, or 40% , were accountants,
clerks, cooks, maids, laundry workers, etc.
Moreover, it should be kept in mind that,
while the number of doctors is rising, this
does not mean that there is equal access to
doctors. Some areas, especially large cities
such as New York or Chicago, have a dwin
dling number of doctors per 1 0,000 popula
tion for the increasing poor and middle
income layers of the population.

FIGURE 8
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closer to 40% less tax revenues from most
of the 7 l .'7 million workers added to the
economy s'nce 1 948. There is additional lost
tax reven e because of the millions of
unemploy d, and many tens of billions of
dollars m re tax revenue lost because of
closed-do n farms and factories. It is clear
that, relati e to where they would have been
had the p st-industrial society not taken
over, tax evenues have plummeted. The
problem is on the revenue, not the spending
side, of th budget problem.

FIGURE 1 1
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force participation rate, precipitated by the
abrupt fall in wage levels that sent women
into the labor force en masse. In 1 94 8 ,
roughly 62% o f the population i n the 20- to
64-year-old age bracket (which comprises
the majority of the workforce) was in the
labor force. The percentage increased mod
estly through the mid- to late- 1 960s (see
Figure 12), when it began rising sharply.
This is the era when incomes, as measured
in physical purchasing-power terms, started
to collapse. By 1 994, the labor force partici
pation rate was 79%, some 1 7 percentage
points higher than it was in 1 948. This is
entirely due to women entering the labor
force.
If a woman chooses to work, for inde
pendence, the mental challenge, sense of
accomplishment, or whatever, she should be
encouraged to do so. But most women in
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both majo U . S . political parties, the U . S .
Federal Re;;erve System board of governors,
virtually a ll of academia, as well as the
financial nd business media, still talk of
growth in e U.S. economy. They cite fig
ures in G P growth, from a level of $S 1 3 .4
billion in 960, to $7, 1 1 3 billion in 1 995.
They deba e whether between now and the
end of the �ear 2OOS, the GDP-compounded
annual re growth rate will be 2.S%, 3%, or
3.S%.
Worsening the absurdity of the debate
about whe er "the budget can be balanced
,
by year X, depending on the rate of rise of
tax revenu s based on the GDP growth rate,
is that the g overnment fakes its figures.
Thus, e will expose the government's
GDP indi ator on the economy. We will
define a eneralized rate of inflation, or
price defla or, and use this generalized infla
tion indic 0r to show that a major problem
of the U . . budget, alongside falling rev
enues, is ailing expenditures-quite the
opposite f what Gingrich and his coterie
contend. his puts the budget debate in a
new light.
As a s
ing point, we compare the gov
ernment's concept of "value added by the
goods-pro ucing industries," to EIR 's mar
ket baske index. B oth measure the same
process, b t how do the two compare?
The c ncept of "value added by the
goods-pro ucing industries" is a subsection
of the U. . government' s GDP accounts,
which is a1culated by the Department of
Commerc 's Bureau of Economic Analysis.
The co
erce Department attempts to cal
culate the new wealth, expressed in dollar
terms, tha each sector of the economy is
contributi g to the total economy. It does
this for e ery sector, including goods-pro
duction; fi ance, insurance, and real estate;
non-gove nment service s ; and so forth.
Within th goods-producing sector, it calcu
lates valu added by each of the subsec
tors-rna facturing, mining, construction,
etc.
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this period were forced to work, because of
collapsing family incomes. This had a direct
impact on U . S . fertility and birth rates ,
which plunged from 1 970 onward. I f both
husband and wife work, it is very difficult,
on average, for a family to raise more than
one or two children.
The breakdown in the economy was fur
ther exemplified by the 40-S0% fall in the
market basket (see p. AS).
These trends, including the shift out of
productive jobs in manufacturing, construc
tion, agriculture, mining, etc., into non-pro
ductive, non-essential jobs, most of which
are service industry jobs, or dead-end jobs at
McDonalds or K-Mart, had major implica
tions for federal, state, and local budgets.
According to the Department of Labor, these
jobs pay one-third less than manufacturing
jobs. This translates into one-third, actually

�
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The Commerce Department says it wants
to avoid double-counting, so, to determine
the value added, if something is counted as
output in the mining sector, it should not be
counted a second time as value added in the
manufacturing sector, and then counted as
value added a third time in the construction
sector, and so forth. Thus, the department
takes the final total product in a sector,
which is that s e c tor ' s total s h i p m e n t s
expressed i n dollar terms, and subtracts from
it the cost of raw materials inputs for that
sector. The raw material input costs of the
manufacturing sector would be, in large part,
the value added by the mining sector, so
they are subtracted out. Thus, value added is
roughly defined by final shipments minus
the cost of raw materials and supplies.
Another way of describing value added,
is that it is the new value that has been
added by the labor force in a particular sec
tor in the course of working up raw materi
als into a finished good within that sector. In
this way of looking at it, value added equals
a sector's total shipments minus the cost of
raw materials inputs for that sector.
The amount of new value-added wealth
which the Commerce Department says the
goods-producing sector has been adding to
the U . S . economy over the years, is dis
played, for selected years, in Figure 13. In
1 960, the value of all value added by the
goods-producing (or productive) side of the
U.S. economy was $ 1 84 billion. By 1 990,
the Commerce Department says that value
added by the goods-producing side of the
U . S . economy was worth $ 1 ,326 billion.
This represents the goods-producing portion
FIGURE 1 3
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of GDP. Based on these figures, the econo
my has grown by 7.2 times. Even correcting
for inflation, using the government's infla
tion measure, the government would claim
that the goods-producing side of the U . S .
economy, expressed i n constant dollars, has
roughly tripled since 1 960.
EIR 's market basket index, on the other
hand, measures the amount of newly created
physical product, for a particular year, flow
ing through the U.S. economy. This is new
physical product produced and/or consumed
(whichever is higher) expressed on a per
household, per capita, and per hectare basis.
Another way of stating it, is that EIR 's mar
ket basket index measures the physical flow
through of the economy ' s consumer and
capital goods inputs, per household, per
capita, and per hectare. Thus, it, too, mea
sures the productive side of the U.S. econo
my, o n l y unlike the value added of the
Commerce Department, it does so accurate
ly.
The calculations for the various years are
then i n d e x e d to 1 96 7 , when the flo w 
through was highest. S o , the 1 967 market
basket index equals 1 (see article, p. A5, for
a fuller explanation). Looking at critical
years, in 1 960, the EIR market basket index
was 0.873, meaning that the 1 960 flow of
consumer and capital goods, per household,
was 87.3% of the 1 967 level. The index rose
until 1 967, when it equaled 1 , and then start
ed plummeting. By 1 990, the index stood at
0 . 603, meaning that it was 3 9 . 7 % below
1 967 levels, and 3 1 . 1 % below 1 960 levels.
From 1 990 onward, it fell at a 2% annual
rate.
Thu s , w h i l e the v a l u e added of the
goods-producing part of GDP is rising three
fold, in reality, the physical market basket,
measuring the exact same thing, has fallen,
cumulatively, since 1 960, by now more than
40% . The government's fantasy statement
about "goods-producing value added" is
debunked by EIR 's market basket approach.
But this discrepancy allows us to derive
a rough, first approximation measure of
inflation.
Since the two measures-the Commerce
Department's "value added by the goods
producing sector" and EIR 's market basket
index-are measuring the same process, one
can set them equivalent to one another. This
is done by dividing one by the other, in this
c a s e , by d i v i d i n g the Commerce
Department's "value added by the goods
producing sector," by EIR 's market basket
index. Because EIR 's market basket index is
the denominator in this equation, the divi
sion yields what it costs to buy the physical
equivalent of one unit of EIR market basket.

One unit of EIR market basket is the unit of
new physical goods flow-throughs , per
household, for every household in the U.S.
economy, in 1 967. To make this process of
division clearer, if one buys one-third of a
pound of bananas for 10 cents, then the cost
of a full pound is 30 cents-by dividing the
c o s t of the b a n a n a s by the a m o u n t o f
pounds, one finds out the price per pound.
Figure 14 shows the results of the calcu
lations. In 1 960, the division yields a figure
of $2 1 0 billion. In 1 990, the division yields
a figure of $2, 1 98 billion. Since both divi
sion products are equivalent to the same
unit-what it costs to buy the same physical
goods flow-through per household that
existed in 1 967-then this tells us that in
1 990, it cost 10 times more in value-added
dollar terms to buy the same annual flow of
physical goods than it cost in 1 960. This is a
rough, generalized measure of inflation, or a
price deflator. Relative to' 1 960, inflation is
ten times higher.
This means that not only is the dollar
content of value added overstated today by
10 times, but any dollar figure attached to
what can be bought, relative to 1 960, is
overstated by ten times. When politicians or
economists talk of the economy's "growth,"
as this example shows, they are, in reality,
talking about monetary growth, not an
increase in physical output.
What introduced this ten-fold inflation
into the U.S. economy? In part, it was the
structural shift of the economy, from one in
w h i c h rie arly h a l f the w orkforce w a s
engaged in productive work, to an economy
in which o n l y 2 5 % of the w orkforce i s
FIGURE 1 4
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FIGURE 1 5

Financial profit ratio of
the U.S. economy
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engaged in productive work. The spiraling
cost of overhead was, in part, recouped by
companies raising prices. The hyperbolic
growth of speculative fmancial aggregates,
creating a worldwide financial bubble, espe
cially during the last 15 years, was an even
greater influence, importing monetary infla
tion from outside the physical system, into
the physical system. The potential for infla
tion to grow even higher because of the
explosive growth in the speculative bubble,
is very great.
This means that the "official" inflation
rate provided by the U.S. government, is a
fake. (This is not to discount the fact that
various deflationary forces, caused by the
economic depression, are also operating in
the U.S. economy.)
A further indication of the unreliability
of and hidden inflation in the government's
"value added by the goods-producing sec
tor" measure, is that it does not take into
account the cost of the economic process
required to produce this value added, nor
does it take account of the high cost of over
head now associated with the U.S. economy.
Thus, over time, "value added" might seem
to rise, at least in dollar terms, but it does not
reflect what is happening in the physical
economy.
Figure 15 depicts the rate of profit, or
free energy ratio, of the U.S. economy for
the period 1 967 through 1 990, stated in
monetary-dollar terms. The same ratio, but
calculated in physical terms, is shown in
Figure 2 on p. A2. (The two statements of
the free energy ratio, Figures 1 4 and 1 5 ,
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draw from entirely different data bases; one
is based on measurement of physical goods,
the other based on measurement of mone
tary expressions of wages, etc.)
In the monetary statement of the free
energy ratio, one starts with "value added by
the goods producing sector," which repre
sents the new wealth created in the econo
my, during one economic cycle. From it, one
subtracts overhead, called "d," which is
comprised of administrative overhead plus
debt service costs. The denominator of the
expression is the energy of the system, that
is, the input costs required to maintain the
equipotential of the economy, stated in dol
lar terms. Thus, the free energy ratio of the
system represents an economy ' s "output
minus its input," corrected for overhead,
divided by its required inputs. An economy's
durable survival is constrained by the need
of a rising rate of growth for the free energy
ratio.
The U.S. economy's rate of profit, or free
energy ratio , in physical and monetary
terms, show a sharp plunge downward (the
ratio stated in dollar terms shows a time lag
because of the distortion that monetary
terms introduce). "Value added," taken by
itself, does not reflect this, because it does
not represent what is happening in the econ
omy.
Collapsing government
expenditures

The Robespierre of the Conservative
Revolution, House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
claims that the U.S. government budget is
unbalanced because expe nditures are
"exploding out of control" due to "liberal
over-spending." But, contrary to Gingrich's
claims, based on what has been developed
above, one can prove that vital expenditures
are falling, apart from any cuts that have
been imposed. This is disguised because the
government' s figures for inflation are so
understated.
Take such budget-items as education or
health c are . Are they really zooming
upward? The dollar amount in the budget
may be increasing, but the physical product
that the dollar buys is drastically shrinking.
In 1 960, the combined spending of feder
al, state, and local governments for educa
tion was $ 1 35 billion. In 1 990, it was $ 1 ,837
billion. On the face of it, over 30 years, gov
ernment spending for education increased
1 3.5 times. But did the content of education
increase by 1 3 .5 times? If one adjusts this
figure by the rough inflation measure devel
oped above-that inflation has increased
approximately ten times since 1 96O-then

l
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the combi ed government spending for edu
cation in reased by 3 . 5 times from 1 960
through 1 90. But even that may be over
stated, rais' ng the question whether the infla
tion mea ure developed above i s itself
understated.
What OUld the spending for education
go for? Teachers' salaries? According to the
U.S. gove ment inflation index, from 1 960
through l 90, the wages of teachers rose,
but by a railier modest amount.
Perhap , then, the spending was for new
school plant and equipment? Figure 1 6
shows t h physical amount o f new school
floor spac constructed, per household, since
1 960. It i set to an index in which 1 967
equals 1. ts level in 1 990 is 60% below the
level of 1 67, and 56% below the level of
1 960. Ov all, little if anything in education
has increa ed.
The sa e story is repeated for most line
items for SSential hard and soft infrastruc
ture in th budget. The real scandal of the
federal, st te, and local budget situation, is
1
that exp ditures, measured in physical
terms, ar falling. Combined with falling
.
revenues, . s is creating a debacle.
ThiS Oblem cannot be solved by any
short-te
expedient, such as more budget
cutting or orne monetarist monetary reform,
which wo ld allegedly restore the purchas
ing powe of the dollar. Americans must
open their eyes, and recognize that the origin
of the col apse of the physical economy is
located in the fact that America succumbed
to post-in ustrial society policies 35 years
ago.
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Financial processes split from
physical wealth product' on

by Anthony K. Wikrent

T

he financial deregulation of the past
three decades has decoupled finan
cial processes from the underlying
real physical economy, allowing financial
turnover to increase 43,000% from 1 956 to
1 990, while real economic output and con
sumption, per capita, per operative, and per
household, have fallen by one-third to one
half. Even the greatly flawed measure of
national income accounting, Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)-which fails to adequately
differentiate between productive economic
activity, and parasitical economic activity
has only increased 1 3-fold, compared to the
430-fold increase in financial turnover (see
Figure 1).
In 1 956, when the U.S. GDP was $425 .2
billion, the total turnover in U.S. financial
markets-the total value of all buying and
selling of assets in all types of financial mar
kets, both primary (initial offerings) and sec
ondary-was $534.0 billion, just 2 5 . 6 %
larger than GDP. The correspondence, close
to one to one, between GDP and financial
turnover, reflected the fact that most finan
cial transactions were generated-i.e. , called
into being-by some need of the real, physi
cal economy.
By 1 990, U.S. GDP had grown to $5 .546
trillion, but the total financial turnover
fueled by the removal of restrictions intend
ed to steer financial flows into productive
economic activities, and the development of
entirel y new financial instruments which
simply did not exist in I 956-had grown to
$226.922 trillion, 41 times more than GDP.
Financial transactions no longer bore any
relation to the needs of the real physical
economy; indeed, with the development of
financial derivatives (such as futures and
options), financial transactions were calling

EIR

other financial transactions into being, in a
self-feeding process of speculation, arbi
trage, and usury.
The decoupling of finance from the real
economy i s c learly seen in the foreign
exchange market. Figure 2 shows the rela
tionship between U . S . foreign exchange
trading, and U . S . i mports and exports of
physical goods. It clearly shows the sudden
shift in the relationship between 1 970 and
1 980. In the 1 950s and most of the 1 960s,
the c onversion of the dollar into other
national currencies was driven almost entire
ly by actual foreign trade, or travel. In addi
tion to imports and exports, there were also
the receipts of investment income from
overseas ; payments of investment income

from the United States to overseas; net mili
tary transaction -U. S . military assistance
to other countr es; other types of services
that Americans aid for overseas; and remit
tances, pension , and other transfers from
the United Stat s to other countries (which
occurs, for exa pIe, if a retired U.S. citizen
living in Costa Rica has his or her Social
Security chec , or c orporate retirement
check, sent to C sta Rica).
There w a s at thi s t i m e no forei g n
caused by speculation. In
exchange tradi
its research, EI 's economics staff found an
article titled "S es of Foreign Currency at
New York Dr p ; Good Exchange Rates
Abroad Cited'"
the Wall Street Journal of
June 1 1 , 1 959. he article is devoted entirely

�
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of imports, plus exports, plus international

FIGURE 3
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part of the equity markets. The

The figures for U . S . foreign exchange

market is comprised of the New

trading shown in Table 1 , in 1 980 and 1 990,

to a discussion of the need for travellers to

are based on actual survey measurements of

cy of the overseas country to which they are

A p r i l 1 9 7 7 , the Fed s u r v e y e d , for o n e

exchange their dollars for the foreign curren

travelling. There is no mention, or even hint,

of any other reason for foreign exchange to

measured by how high the

Industrials Average has risen.

Exchange; the American Stock

; the N a t i o n a l A s s o c i ation of

the market by the U . S . Federal Reserve. In

Quotation System (NAS

market, rather

month, trading a t 4 4 banks, probably repre
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senting around 98% of all foreign exchange

take place. The assertion that there was no

activity in the United States at that time. The

s u c h as the M i d w e s t S to c k

further validated by a number of books from

daily foreign exchange trading in the United

were 1 ,774 companies Ested

foreign exchange trading caused by foreign

year, that is about $ 1 .2 trillion. After 1 977,

specul ative trading in foreign exchange is

around the same time, all of which deal with

travel, importing and exporting, and remit
tances overseas. i

The nu mbers for foreign exchange in

1 956, 1 960, 1 963, 1 966, and 1 970, in

Table

1 are calculated by adding the dollar value

the Pacific Stock Exchange.

survey found that there was $4. 8 billion in

York Stock Exchange; 859 on

States. Multiplied by 244 working days in a

4, 1 3 2 on NASDAQ, and a
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on
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foreign exchange activity every third year,
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the study was done. Figure 3 shows the actu

companies that have issued

al results of the Federal Reserve surveys

TABLE 1

Dollar va lue of trading in U.S. financ ial markets
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public stock in the United States. The Dow
Jones is actually a weighted average; that is,
it is adjusted to account for things like stock
splits of the companies used for the index,
since Dow-Jones , publisher of the Wa ll
Street Journal, began the average in 1 884.
Why is it that the U.S. economy is sup
posedly measured by this Dow-Jones indus
trials average, which actually is looking at
an absurdly small part of the financial mar
kets? Could it be that the powers and princi
palities that have created, and feed off, this
maelstrom of financial turnover, would have
the American publk remain ignorant of the
true, monstrous size of the financial mar
kets?
Hard data are also available, since 198 1 ,
for the turnover in the U . S . government
securities market, which is comprised of
Treasury bills, Treasury notes, and Treasury
bond s . The data come from the Federal
Reserve B ank of New York, which must
track this market, so it has some idea of
what it is doing, since it is the entity, though
privately owned (i.e., not owned by the U.S.
government), that is charged with carrying
out, by buying and selling U.S. government
securities, the monetary policy of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve.
In addition, there are also data available
for 1 949, from a study of all U.S . over-the
counter sec urity m arkets done by the
Wharton School o f the U n i v e r s i t y of
Pen n s y l v a n i a , and p u b l i s h e d i n 1 9 5 8 .
Wharton surveyed brokers and securities
dealers, during the last three months of
1 949. 5 There are also data for 1 957, when a
scandal in the U . S . government securities
markets caused the Treasury Department
and the U.S. Federal Reserve to undertake
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another survey of this particular market. 6
To obtain figures for 1 956, 1 960, 1 963,
1 966, 1 970, and 1 980, EIR used a computer
generated "exponential fit" of the data avail
able for 1 949, 1 957, and 1 98 1 -94. The result
is portrayed in Figure 4. As can be seen, just
using the exponential fit to estimate the fig
ure for 1 980 would yield a figure that was
probably twice the actual amount, so another
exponential fit was done, using only the data
for 1 98 1 -94. B ut, even if the EIR estimates
are off by a factor of 1 00%, it is clear that
the error would be insignificant compared to
the hyperbolic growth exhibited by the real
data, fro m 1 9 8 1 - 9 4 , i n relation to the
amount of trading actually measured in 1 949
and 1 957.
The data for turnover in the futures mar
kets in 1 970, 1 980, and 1 990, are based on
the n umber of contracts traded, which i s
reported b y the organized exchanges, such
as the Chicago Board of Trade, the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, and the New York
Commodity Exchange.? To obtain the dollar
value of turnover, EIR multiplied these num
bers by the average value per contract for
1 978-80, which was calculated by ACLI
Research in 1 98 1 . The figures for earlier
years were estimated on computer-generated
exponential fit of data from 1 960-70, with
1 960 set at $ 1 65 billion, half the 1 970 fig
ure, on the basis of a graph accompanying
the ACLI data, which showed that the num
ber of futures contracts traded in 1 96 1 and
earlier years was about half the number trad
ed in 1 970. 8
Are these estimates for turnover in the
U . S . futures markets accurate? Figure 5
shows the number of futures contracts trad
ed, by type, from 1 970 to 1 993. Note that
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"financials" fu es contracts, based on such
things as interes rates, currencies, or equity
indices, simpl did not exist in the early
I 970s. Since the late 1 860s, futures trading
during an entire century was based on agri
cultural commo ities. But after the City of
London pulled t e plug on the world's fixed
exchange rate system in 1 97 1 , and after the
Bank of Englan , and then the U.S. Federal
Reserve, deregu ated interest rates in the late
1 970s, financial contracts came to dominate
the futures mar�ets. The average value for
interest rate con tracts is around 10 times that
of agricultural and other commodities, while
the average V a e of currency contracts is
twice that of a ricultural and other com. g, the number for 1 990 is
modities. If an
probably too 10 , since an average price in

l

p
?
l

f.�

A note on our sources
The graphic in this S pecial Report
were p repary d u s i n g two princ ipal
s o u rc e s . Th e market basket, l abor
force , and r� l ated c h arts are drawn
from the EIR economics database (con
sisting of rou hlY 500 tables), built up
over the las 1 5 years , to c over the
United S tate from the 1 700s to the
present, and 137 other nations from the
1 960s to the I 990s. Data come from
many agencie , including the U.S. gov
ernment, U. ., OECD, and industry
and trade groups.
Data for f!p ancial charts come from
government, U .N. (IMF, World B ank,
GATT, WT )' private banking , and
research agen ies.
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1 978-80 is used.

F i n a l l y, b e g i n n i n g in mid- 1 99 3 , the

Chicago Mercantile Exchange itself began

to release figures of the nominal value of

o .
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79

84

89

94

foreign exchange markets were so huge, that

trading in

market could be quadrupled, with a hardly

turnover

the EIR estimate of the state and local bond
noticeable increase in the sum of financial

had set a new monthly record of 1 3 .466 mil

were outlawed in the United S tates in the

value of $ 8 . 8 trill i o n . By late 1 994, this

o p e n i n g of the C h i c a g o B o ard O p t i o n s

trillionP

1 995, the CME boasted that its total volume

are taken from the same source as data for

turnover

contracts traded, worth nearly $200 trillion.

The market for mortgage derivatives is

lion contracts traded, representing a dollar

monthly value had doubled. On. Jan. 3 ,

for 1 994 had jumped 54%, to 226. 3 million

Soon thereafter, the CME ceased to provide

a figure for the dollar value of contracts

trade d . 9 T h i s , for j u s t one leading U . S .

futures market. While the CME traded 1 03 .9

million c o n trac t s , from January to June
1 995, its rival, the Chicago Board of Trade,

traded 1 09 . 7 million contracts. The New
York Mercantile Exchange traded 39.2 mil

1 930s, and were not re-introduced until the

Exchange i n 1 97 1 . Data for 1 980 and 1 990

turnover in the equity market. l l

data

for

1 987-9 1 ,

for

"Institutional Trading of Corporate Debt,"

mortgages, it w a s not until 1 98 1 that Fannie

Mae created the first mortgage-backed secu

rities by pooling together hundreds of sepa

increasing financial turnover. 1 2

OTe swaps, forwards,

market. The Wharton study fi gures show

ments, all derivatives, that have been created

be conser

Finally, there i s a line for Over-the

l i o n . Fro
increased

other $2.622 trillion, to $ 1 0.5 1 0

r
p as obliterated any connection

How t i s v a s t i n c re a s e i n fi n a n c i al

between t e real economy and the financial

1figure 6 shows that, as the various

turnover.

money ha almost disappeared as a compar

ative perc ntage of fmancial turnover. This
is hardly

urprising, as almost anything in

per arrnu

are the norm, is going to shrink

growth 0 financial turnover, which grew
29.4% per annum from 1 980 to 1 990.

PerhaPf more interesting is the collateral
growth of financial turnover has

damage

inflicted

��

or the relationship between money

just unde

one-third of GDP, meaning that

since 1 980. Many of these instruments are

more tha

three times a year. Put another

tailored for the purchasers, and supposedly

apparently little turnover. On the other hand,
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fnnion, an increase of $2.452 tril
{n 1 9 9 0 to 1 9 9 1 , t h i s fi g u re

to $7.888

optio n s . These are new financial i n stru

size of the corporate bond market. By 1 990,
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outstanding increased from $5 .436 trillion,

GDP. As Figure 7 shows, around

there is not much of a liquid secondary mar

the U.S. government securities, futures, and

From 1 989 to

ominal value of OTC derivatives

supply an

vative, ElR arbitrarily chose to set the state

and municipal bond market at two-thirds the

xchange-traded instruments, par

dramatica y in comparison to the monstrous

C o u n t e r ( O T C ) s w a p s , for w a rd s , a n d

the corporate bond market, but to

90

to $3 . 1 trillion in 1 989, suggests how large

s t u d y, no data w e r e a v a i l a b l e for the

that this market was nearly twice as large as

80

the real w rId, where growth rates of 2-6%

and options

turnover in the state and municipal bond

70

rate mortgages into one financial instrument.

from the Securities Industry Association. 10

Except for 1 949 data from the Wharton

I

financial bubble s have ballooned, actual

is the demand for new instruments to fuel

and

66

Mae) had created a secondary market i n

another computer-generated exponential fit,
study,

•

o p ti o n s marke t . T h o u g h the F e d e r a l

N a t i o n a l Mortgage A s s o c i ation (Fannie

That this market grew from nothing in 1 98 1 ,

based o n the 1 949 data i n the Wharton

63

system, c<yJ also be seen by comparing M l
money su pply--coin, currency, and check
ing deposits-to both GDP and the financial

an even more recent development than the

lion contracts.

The figure for corporate debt trading is

•

if those markets.

1 990, the

turnover in all markets together.

Options on agricultural commodities

60

ticularly futures and options, driving further

contracts traded at the CME each month. In

November 1 99 3 , the CME boasted that it

•

1 95

1 960, real money in circulation amounted to

the mone

supply was turning over slightly

w ay, one dollar was chasing a little over
,
three doll rs of goods and services in this

ket for these in struments ; hence, there i s

period.

the use of these instruments often begets

had fallen to just 1 5 % of GDP. The money

By 1 9 0, however, M l money supply
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supply was turning over six times each
year-velocity was twice as fast as 20 years
before. Or, to put it another way, one dollar
was chasing six dollars of goods and ser
vices.
Now, the classic defInition of inflation is
too much money chasing too few goods .
Here, we see that the United States had
clearly entered an environment in which
price deflation was to be expected. Yet, the
history of this period is of a terrible war on
price inflation, with the entire middle class
of the United States now threatened with
being wiped out as war casualties.
The stupendous growth of financial
turnover points to the solution to this seem
ing paradox. The fInancial deregulation that
spawned the growth in financial turnover,
' l y all owe d a prIVatizatIOn 0if
aI so eftectlVe
the money-creation power in the economy.

Ml money supply, in effect, was the store of
value, and means of payment. for the ignorant masses. For the financial elite who
attended the racetrack of financial turnover,
new instruments, such as computer-debited
and -credited "investment" accounts were
created, which served the same store of
value and means of payment functions as
Ml money supply.
These privatized money supplies-Iargely outside the control and purview of the
federal government or the Federal
Reserve-in fact grew so explosively during
this period, that the ingredients were indeed
present for the classic recipe for inflation:
too much money, and too few goods (given
the collapse shown in ElR's market baskets).
How, then, was the back of inflation broken?
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By breaking the backs of the middle class
and the poor, in the form of the declining
real personal and household earnings of the
past 20-plus years.
More collateral damage done by the
increase in fmancial turnover, is reflected in
Figures 8 and 9. The graphs themselves are
almost indistinguishable from those showing
the growth of fin a n c i a l turnover. The
increase in debt is merely a reflection of the
fact that more paper has been floated, to
feed the growth in financial turnover. It is
not rea l l y the case that the e x p l o s i v e
increase i n debt since 1 970 is the result of
increasingly hard-pressed households taking
on more debt in a desperate attempt to cling
to a standard of living which is inexorably
eroding. That is certainly occurring, but con
sumer debt as a percentage of total debt
barely changes: 26.3% in 1 960 and 26.0% in
1 990. (Consumer debt as a percentage of
personal disposable income, however, leaps
from 60.8% in 1 960, to 95.8% in 1 990.)
What is the purpose of this massive
turnover? Why is this paper being shuffled
back and forth so quickly by the securities
dealers and speculators? The fact is that
"speculators" have been superseded by new
beasts, "traders." A trader takes large posi
tions in a market for a very short period of
time-sometimes just minutes-hoping to
skim off a relatively small price movement
in that market. A trader is often happy to
skim off a price movement of a mere 1 %, or
even less. One percent of $ 1 billion is $ 1 0
million. One-half o f 1 % i s $ 5 million. Just
one-tenth of 1% of $1 billion is $1 million.
The skimming off of small price movements
from this whirlwind of fInancial turnover is
arbitrage.

In November 1 994, Euromoney maga
zine assembled a group of seven derivatives
specu I ators and traders to taIk about wh at
they were doing, what they thought the
financial markets were doing, and what
computer models they were applying in their
trading. What they had to say sheds light on
how a trader thinks.
Mark Tarpley, chief investment officer of
Quorem C apital Management, noted that
"we're not interested in eqUilibrium, but in
what's going to cause the next price move to
equilibrium."
Nick Idelson, head of quantitative analysis and technical trading for Midland Global
Markets, declared, "Mathematically, there
are still long-term inefficiencies [in the markets]. They just aren't as good as they used
to be. You could still build a portfolio that
would outperform most public futures funds
if you do it carefully. If you can trade every
few days, say.

"I' m not ta ' ng cash equities. We trade
equity indices, a d we trade various futures
and spot foreig exchange, so we can turn
things over to e ploit better short-term inef
ficiencies. When we' re turning things over
quickly, we ' re urning them over several
times a day, ma e even faster. I have here a
number of mod Is, computer models, com
ing through to y pager. You can easily get
three trades in a hour. . . .
"The aim is
make money on a consistent basis. Predi tion of price, for example,
is completely u intersting as far as we' re
concerned. We ant to predict risk/reward
and trade a sens ble portfo]jo across a num
ber of different arkets."
What traders are simply doing, is trying
to skim off a s all percentage price move
ment on a multi ' llion- or multibillion-dol
lar position the have taken in a market.
They tum over billion dollars in paper, and
they are going 0 make a million dollars.
And they are d ing this 50 or 1 00 times ,
ds of times, a year.
sometimes thou
What is the
ect of this skim trading on
? Assume that you have a
the real econo
small country, t e entire economy of which
is based on on] one company: Deere and
C o . , the world s largest manufacturer of
farm and garde y equipment (see Table 2).
At the end of September 1 994, Deere's man
ufacturing oper ons had almost exactly $ 1
debt.
billion in long_t
There are n readily available data for
the turnover of this debt (Deere' s bonds).
However, Figu e 10 shows the daily high
and low of De re ' s stock price for every
trading day in l 94. There is clearly a pat
tern of about 1 % swings in the movement

l
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b
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�

�r

�
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TABLE 2

Deere & Co

dollars in millior s

.

1 993
Long-term ( ebt

1 994
$1 ,073

$6, 479

$7,663

Net profit

$ 1 68

$604

Capital
expenditure�

$204

$230

Research a�
developme t1

$270

$276

I nventories
(balance she,et)

$464

$698

33, 070

34,252

$879

$963

I n s u rance, h alth
care claims nd
benefits

$479

$578

Pension net ost

$ 1 23

$ 1 04

Sales

�
J,

Employmenif

Wage bill

�
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FIGURE 1 0

Deere: daily high and low
price per share
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of the stock's price, especially after April.
But note also that there is always a signifi
cant spread between the high and the low
prices on any one day. This may be as little
as I %, but that is all that a trader is looldng
for, to skim that one-tenth of 1 % .
Now, assume that your small country,
based on Deere and Co., decides to deregulate
its financial markets, and allow speculation,
trading, arbitrage, etc. Assume that the traders
are able to tum over Deere's $ 1 billion in debt
once every month, and skim off one-tenth of
1 %, or $ 1 million. That would be $ 1 2 million
a year that would be extracted from the pro
ductive economy, based solely on Deere' s
production o f farm and garden equipment.
Now assume that the traders are able to
increase the turnover to once every week,
skimming off $1 million a week, or $52 mil
lion a year. What if this had been in 1 993?
Where would that $52 million have come
from? Would it have come out of the $ 1 68
million in net profit?
That would have shrunk your economy's
profit by almost one-third. That would not
have been good for the stock price of Deere
and Co., and it would look very bad for your
stock market index, since Deere is the only
stock in your economy. It might be so bad
for Deere's stock price, that it would destroy
the pattern in the stock price the traders had
identified and come to depend on.
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turnover and the real economy, between
1 95 6 to 1 990, has produced exactly the
same relationship as that of a cancer cell to
its host organism. Originally, the cancer cell
is part of the organism, existing in a one-to
one symbiosis with the cells surrounding it.
But, as the cell turns cancerous, and begins
to replicate itself faster than do the surround
ing cells, a distinct tumor forms. It no longer
exists in symbiosis with surrounding tissue,
but overwhelms surrounding tissues, killing
them off by arrogating to itself a larger and
larger share of the nutrients and oxygen
flowing to that area of the organism.
Were the economy a human patient in a
cancer ward, you would hear the weeping,
as the doctor informed the family that the
tumor had progressed to the point that the
patient had but a few weeks, . perhaps , at
most, months, left to live.
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t should be obvious by this point, that the
process defined by a financial bubble
growing at hyperb o l i c rat e s , w h i c h
depends for i t s existence upon a physical
economy which is shrinking, is a process
which must ultimately collapse.
When most people think of collapses,
they think in terms of sharp drops in stock
markets, runs on banks, devaluations of cur
rencies, hyperinflations, or similar shocks, in
which sections of the financial system are
strained, but the system itself survives.
What i s coming, unless governments
intervene by way of virtually 1 80-degree
policy shifts, is a completely different kind
of collapse-the disintegration of the glob
al economic and financial systems them
selves.
Imagine what might happen, were the
holders of all the financial claims in the bub
ble, to try to cash out at one time. As we
shall see, there isn't nearly enough money in
circulation to cover the claims. That would
leave the financial markets in the unenviable
position of either writing off those claims in
excess of the money supply, or increasing

the money suppl to cover the claims. Either
way, they're doo ed.
The cash-out problem

As we said, here simply isn't enough
money in circul tion to cover the claims.
EIR estimates th t annual financial turnover
has more than d ubled in the last five years,
to about $500 tri ion in 1 995 (see Figure 1).
This is a rough stimate to be sure, but the
process which i describes is such that an
error of 25 % or so would make no differ
ence. After all, the claims couldn ' t have
been cashed out ' 1 990 either.
Note that th turnover is grouped into
two categories , vn-balance-sheet and off
on-balance-sheet catego
balance-sheet.
.
ry is for more tra tional items such as assets
and liabilities, w ereas the off-balance-sheet
figures are whe e you hide the derivatives
and other forms M gambling. As you can see
from Figure 1 , e off-balance-sheet compo
nent of fmancial turnover has been growing
much faster th the on-balance-sheet com
ponent, reflectin the explosion of specula
tion over the last few years.
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Contrast the growth of financial turnover

FIGURE 2

Growth of financial turnover, compared to the physical
economy
index 1 967=1

l

to the rise and fall of our market basket. The

�fket rose

market b

9

until 1 967, then began to

decline s arply, while the financial bubble

prow.

began to

The result, based upon our

f

1 967 mar et basket index, is that turnover
grew by a actor of 1 94 compared to the phys
ical econo y (see Figure 2). This is the post

200
1 50

industrial ociety at work, with a vengeance.
Now

o m p are the growth of a n n u a l

financial urnover t o the growth o f Gross

1 00
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Figure 3). In 1 956,
$ 1 .22 i n financial turnover for

there wa

f GOP, compared to our estimate

every $ 1

p
When fin1ncial turnover increases at such a
rate relatir e to GOP-which itself signifi
of some $ 9 for every dollar in GOP today.

1 980

1 990

cantly ov rstates real economic activity-it

•

should be lear to all that the fmancial world

has beco

�e detached from reality, and that

there is n q economic basis whatever to sup
port this bubble .

The d· s c r e p a n c y b e t w e e n fi n a n c i a l

FIGURE 3
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which gen rates inflation.

Not al of these c l aims are due at any

given tim , however, since fmanciai turnover
any claims which begin and end in

includes

1 990

1 995

•
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year. We estimate that the average

less than

dollar of 0 aims outstanding in U.S. markets
turns ove
amount

bout 20 times a year, with the

0

tstanding at any given point being

about $25

t

·Ilion to $30 trillion.

What, hen, would happen on any given

l

day, if the ho1ders of all $25 trillion in U.S.

FIGURE 4

financial claims tried to cash them in?

Dollars of turnover per dollar of M 1

They ¢Ou ldn ' t . Today the M l money

supply is
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for every
if every
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iust over $ 1 . 1 trillion, or 4.5 cents
lollar of outstanding claims. Even
ollar of M I were used, if every

r

dollar in e ery pocket and checking account

could som;ehow be applied to this payout, it
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over all the claims which expire

on the average trading day. With 244 trading

l

days in a year and $500 trillion in claims,

just over

�

due on th

1 990

1 995

l

2 tri l l ion of those claims come
average trading day. For every

dollar in c aims due, there are only 55 cents
in M l aV lable.

So ev n if all the money in M l were

used-a

tactical, political, and economic
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FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6

Money in U.S. mergers
and acquisitions
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impossibility-there wouldn't be enough to

cover even one day 's claims, much less all

outstanding claims. There is no way to cash

out this bubble, which means the claims are
effectively worthless.

probably couldn ' t make enough wheelbar

rows to hold all the cash people would have
to carry around in such a hyperinflationary
circumstance.

Since the claims can't be cashed out, the

market has three broad options: I ) It could

roll the claims over, putting off dealing with

the problem at the expense of maki n g it

even worse in the long run ; 2) the Federal

Reserve could print enough new cash to

allow for a cash-out; or 3 ) the holders of the
financial claims could take their losses, at
which point the system would effectively

cease to exist.

The first option, rolling over the claims, is

their preferred method. It is this continuous

be paid

today, which is at the heart of the bubble. But

what happens the day this option is no longer

available, and settlement must be made?

1 950

1 960

1 970

Even in 1 980,

90 95

hen the turnover stood at

1� the outstanding stood at

$ 1 7 . 8 trillion a

�b

$890 billion, th

1 980

was only 47 cents in M 1

What, then, about the third option, taking

per dollar of clai s outstanding. For at least
!
the last 1 5 years hen, there has been no way

With just over $ 1 . 1 billion i n M I and

ing up, like a m untain of IOUs, impressive

the losses?
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generating huge paper debts.

A small portion of those paper profits

get cashed out, but the debts j ust get rolled

over. Each time one of these mini-bubbles
popped, the debt was rolled over into new
bubbles, each more detached than its prede

c e s s or from the real economy. The bad
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had $34 billion in assets, of which $ 1 9 bil
lion were loans, a ratio of 55 cents in loans
for every $ 1 in assets. Had this ratio contin
ued ove the entire period (the section
marked "asset trend"), the bank would now
have j US Under $2 1 billion in assets, or
roughly tl o-thirds of what it had in 1 98 1.
Instead, t e bank now has some $ 1 04 billion
in assets, of which loans are just I I %. By
the end 0 1 994, it clearly wasn't a bank any
more (se Figure 17).
Havi g chosen to live by derivatives,
B ankers rust also chose to die by them.
When th Federal Reserve began to raise
interest rates in February 1 994, in a desper
ate attem t to head off losses in the deriva
tives bub Ie its own policies had helped cre
ate, it trig ered a bloodbath (see Figure 18)
The mov killed the mortgage-backed deriv
atives market and its market leader, Kidder
Peabody. Orange County went bankrupt,
Barings f ·led, and S.G. Warburg narrowly
e s c aped he same fate , as the mudslide
claimed ore chunks of the financial sys
tem.
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Thus e have arrived on the edge of the
g down into the abyss. The crash
cliff, s
is comin � , be it in the form of a massive
deflation pf financial claims, or in the form
of a mass've inflation of the money supply.
When th final crash begins, it will move
through t e markets like wildfire, courtesy
of revers leverage and computer technolo
gy. Withi days, unless governments act to
put the sy tern through a formal bankruptcy,
nothing ill be left of the financial system
but ruins, and a new dark age will be upon
us all .
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Women work to rebuild the war-ravaged
city of Berlin. 1 946 . "People will sacrifice
and do hard work. if there is a future in it.
The idea of the future must always control
the present. Not the past. "

Continuedfrom page 24

pure Venetian-style , PhoeniCian-style , Mesopotamian-style ,

the problem in the firm , you knew was the problem . So look

purely speculation-usury society?

into that , immediately. Because , if they knew what they

So, therefore , we 're talking about curing this problem:

problem was , they ' d have worked on it. The fact that the

It ' s not enough to give the baby shoe s ; you have to teach the

problem had been persisting , means that they had something

baby where to wear the m . Otherwise , it ' s not going to solve

wrong in their head . They refused to look at the thing that

the problem . Why did we make the mistake?

was their real problem . So look at what they refused to look
at . That ' s the first place to look in any bankruptc y , whether

Wel l , let ' s go back , let ' s get nasty . I ' ve been gentle all
along ; now , let me get nasty .

of a government or a business firm , or, sometimes , a society .

April 1 2 , 1 945 . President Franklin Roosevelt died: And ,

So, how did this happen to us? Yes , we can explain what

everything , or nearly everything that Franklin Roosevelt

happened . We

know

what happened; but , why did we make

planned to do , in opposition to Churchill , was overturned by

the decision we made as a society , over the period from 1 964

an idiot named Harry Truman , the new President of the Unit

through 1 97 2 , when we went from a workable monetary

ed States .

system (not a good one , but a workable one ) , the so-called

Harry Truman was an idiot who had no understanding of,

fixed exchange rate system , into one which cannot work ,

or interest in foreign policy . Harry would have been happier

the floating exchange rate system, which was establ ished in

if no nations existed outside the United State s , and even parts

1 97 1 -72?

of that he didn ' t like too much . Now , Harry Truman , being

Why did we do that stupid thing? Why did all the govern
ments , at least all the leading ones , participate in that stupid

a fool , was controlled by a number of people in his adminis
tration .

mistake? Why did they ever buy "information theory , " which

One person who controlled him , who was most obviou s ,

is lunacy? That i s , what is called information theory , the

was a fellow called Jimmy B yrnes , w h o came from the Caro

idea that there can be an "information society , " is absolute ,

linas , who was Secretary of State ; and , B yrnes was a com

ciinical lunacy, which only a psychotic mathematician could

plete toady and agent of Prime Minister Winston Churchill .

believe in , and a badly educated one at that .
Why did we do this? Why did we leave a perfectly good ,

The second one , more profoundly influential in institu
tional terms , was the Secretary of War , Henry Stimson . Stim

proven system, with hundreds of years of experience-as a

son was a complete B ritish agent . He was part of the Harri

matter of fact, all history , to show that it was the best system

man crowd , which gave us Bush , also . Complete British

ever devised ; why did we go back to something l ike this ,

agent .
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E . H . Harriman was a supernumerary for the King of
England in control of the Union Pacific Railroad . That ' s
where h i s power came from . H e was actually the front man ,
the mask , worn by the Prince of Wales , King Edward VII , at
meetings of the Union Pacific Railway .
Stimson , with the assistance of a young Faust by the
name of McGeorge Bundy , completely controlled Truman .
Now , the United States , under Franklin Roosevelt , had de
cided that the British , French, and Dutch colonies would all

The argument qfthe World
Federalists was that the only way to
eliminate the nation-state was by
making war so horrible, that nations
will give up their sovereignty, rather
than having tojight war onjustified
iss ues qf warfare. They said that the
only way to bring this about, is to
introduce nuclear weapons as the
new weapon qf war.

be liberated , given independence at the end of the war. As a
result of Winston Churchill ' s control over Truman , none of
them were .
Europe was divided into two parts , East and West , not
by Stalin, but by Churchill . China was destroyed in civil war,
contrary to Roosevelt ' s intent , by Britain . They orchestrated
the whole thing , with the help of Truman . Korea was divided
into North and South . Germany was divided into East and
West , contrary to Stalin ' s specific orders . Stalin wrote all
kinds of notes at a couple of points during the 1 950s , includ
ing the famous "Stalin Note . " He was against the division of
Germany . He would have liked to loot all of Germany , but
he didn 't want to divide it.
And another thing happened . I had a friend who was
directly involved in this . In early 1 945 , the Emperor Hirohito
of Japan was using diplomatic channels in Europe , including
S witzerland and Sweden , and including direct approaches to
Stalin , to attempt to negotiate capitulation of Japan to secure
peace .
The terms which the Emperor proposed to the govern
ment of the United States and other governments , were the
same terms which were imposed by the United States under
Douglas MacArthur in the fall of 1 945 . The negotiations
were conducted through the extraordinary secretariat of the
Vatican Secretary of State , under Pius XII . The negotiator
involved was Monsignor Montini , later known to us as Pope
26
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Paul VI .
My friend , Max Corvo , was at that time the OSS field
chief in Italy, and he was the OSS representative who was
conducting , for the U . S . intelligence services on behalf of
the President , the conduiting of much of this documentation .
Roosevelt was fully aware of this; Japan , obviously, was
aware of it.
But at the end of the war, Churchill sent down two Ameri
cans , one of them the same American who killed Benito
Mussolini to shut him up , so he wouldn' t reveal the fact that
Churchill had been behind him up until 1 9 3 8 . Mussolini had
some papers that would implicate Churchill in causing World
War II , and he wanted to blackmail Churchill for his own
hide ' s sake . And , so, Churchill had the Americans assist him
in getting Mussolini killed , and the papers taken safely to
Churchill, so that the Americans couldn ' t blackmail Britain
on the issues of postwar life .
S o , they sent Allen Dulles down, who did that job . And
they sent him down together with a fellow called James Jesus
Angleton , who later brought in a guy called Jay Lovestone .
And these are the people who shaped much of Italy ' s history ,
to the present time , in that period . Angleton later became sub
director of the CIA for Israeli affairs , for eastern European
affairs , for Vatican relations , and control of Italy . He was a
complete scoundrel .
What these fellows did: They acted immediately to at
tempt to discredit the Pope , and to discredit , especially , Mon
tini , who came under Allied pressure to be withdrawn from
his position , because he was a threat to the policies of the
British , and a threat also to the policies of the incumbent
President of the United States , Harry Truman , a British dupe .
The object of the thing was to bomb Japan; the nuclear
bombing of Japan . Now , why?
If you go back to the British papers on this from the
1 930s , the reason that the British , including Bertrand Rus
sell, cooked up the idea of having the United States build
nuclear weapons (and Russell was the guy who was actually
on top of getting the United States to build the first nuclear
weapons, Bertrand Russell . Russell ' s and H . G . Wells ' s and
Churchill ' s intent , was geopolitical: balance of power) , the
purpose was to eliminate the existence of the nation-state .
Now , how can you eliminate the nation-state? There was
a great deal of discussion of this by the World Federalist
movement and others , during the early part of the century.
Russell was in the leadership of this discussion . It was a fight
which broke out within the Fabian S ociety , in particular.
Their argument was that the only way to eliminate the
nation-state was by making war so horrible , that nations will
give up their sovereignty , rather than having to fight war on
justified issues of warfare . They said that the only way to
bring this about , is to introduce nuclear weapons as the new
weapon of war. To make war so horrible , that nations will
surrender their sovereignty to international arbitration , rather
than go to war.
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The purpose of discrediting the Pope and especially Mon
signor Montini , the purpose of dropping the two bombs on
Japan , had nothing to do with the military situation in Japan .
Japan was surrendering . Japan had to surrender. There was
no possibility that Japan could continue the war. Not a fish
could swim into the islands of Japan , without permission
from the U . S . Navy submarines , or from aircraft (Japan de
pends entirely upon imported raw materials to survive) , be
cause the military blockade by the United States was totally
effective . Virtually no fish could swim out without passing
through a U . S . customs inspector. Japan' s situation militarily
was hopeless; it was going to surrender; if they didn' t wish
to surrender, they had a method of ritual suicide , which is
the way you objected , in Japan , to these kinds of things . You
put a little dagger in your belly , in a ceremonial ritual , and
you die . That ' s the way you object to the Emperor' s
command .

They dropped the bombs on Japan in order to inaugurate
the age of nuclear weapons, of nuclear conflict.
What was the issue? What was Roosevelt' s policy toward
the phenomenon of Stalin in the Soviet Union? What was
Churchill ' s policy?
Churchill ' s concern , the British concern , was this: that if
Roosevelt had lived , Roosevelt would have ensured that after
the peace, the British Empire and the London financial mar
ket, would never again control this planet, that the British
Empire would be dismantled , that a system of nation-states
would exist on this planet, that colonialism would come to a
screeching , immediate halt , and that we would use what
Roosevelt described as American methods , opposed to Brit
ish, Adam Smith methods, as a way of rebuilding an aching
planet .
Germany was never going to build a weapon during the
war. There may be some Germans who thought of building a
nuclear weapon (a German fission weapon was scientifically
possible) , but the means did not exist to do so .
However, before that time , the Soviet Union was already
embarked on a nuclear-weapons program. The Soviet nuclear
program was first established about 1 925 , under V . 1 . Vernad
sky , who was the first to propose this program of nuclear
energy . It was Vernadsky who created the project for devel
opment of nuclear fission weapons in the Soviet Union in the
1 940s . He was the person around whom Stalin built the so
called atom project, and Kurchatov was a professor who was
a protege of Vernadsky , whom Vernadsky recommended to
Stalin to head up the program .
The only nation which was likely to be able to build a
nuclear weapon in the immediate postwar period, was the
Soviet Union . And everybody behind the scenes knew it.
There are even records on the Rand Corporation discussions
of this , that Vernadsky , was "the most dangerous man on
this planet ," because of his scientific capability , which was
considered a threat. Even though Vernadsky personally was
not a very threatening person .
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So, what Britain did, was to enslave the entire planet
to an orchestrated conflict, a nuclear conflict between two
superpowers . This planet, from August 1 946 , through the
fall of the Berlin Wall in 1 989 and beyond, was subjected
to the greatest horror which a general population has ever
experienced in the history of mankind: the horror of total
thermonuclear war.

The cultural paradigm-shift of 1964-72

This fear was used to orchestrate the creation of what
became the counterculture in the United States and Europe
in the 1 960s . You may recall, some of you , how it happened.
Russell, in 1 946 , in the first edition of the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists, published a proposal for the preventive
nuclear bombardment of the Soviet Union, on account of
which the Soviet press had very unpleasant things to say
about Mr. Russell , until 1 95 5 .
The argument Russell made , was , that while the United
States still has (this is 1 946) a monopoly in nuclear weapons ,
the United States should use that monopoly to force Stalin to
submit to world government, and that if Stalin did not agree,
if the Soviet Union did not agree to world government, then
the United States should bomb them into submission with
nuclear weapons . You can guess what effect that had on
Stalin . Stalin said , "The atom program goes ahead, full
speed, at all priorities, no matter what it takes . "
S o that was Russel l' s policy . Russell said, "If w e do not
bomb Russia with nuclear weapons before they develop them
themselves , we ' re going to have to come to a different kind
of agreement on world government with the Soviet Union ,
in order to set up a world government under the United Na
tions, to replace and eliminate sovereign nation-state govern
ments throughout this planet. "
I n 1 95 5 , Khrushchov sent four personal representatives
to a meeting of Bertrand Russel l ' s World Association of
Parliamentarians for World Government conference in Lon
don . Khrushchov agreed to Russell ' s proposal for world gov
ernment. That is, on the basis of a balance-of-power govern
ment, orchestrated by Britain , between two nuclear
superpowers , the United States and the Soviet Union. That ' s
what h e agreed to . Khrushchov ' s agreement led t o a number
of things , including the so-called Camp David meeting with
President Eisenhower.
B ut , some people back in the Soviet Union didn' t like it.
So, the U-2 affair and so forth caused a break in the agree
ment. Then , some ingenious character cooked up, in 1 962,
what became known as the Cuban Missile Crisis . For a few
weeks , essentially two weeks , but a few weeks , the world
was subjected , by the press and the popular imagination , to
the belief that we were at the edge of a full-scale thermonucle
ar war. This was the greatest act of Schrecklichkeit the world
has ever seen. Everything changed.
Now , Kennedy realized that this was wrong , and was
taking steps to change it, because the first New Age war had
Strategic Outlook
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already been planned , by the British and others, in the wake
of the so-called Cuban Missile Crisis . Remember: The Cuban
Missile Crisis was negotiated by Bertrand Russell personally,
from London . In order to bring about agreements which had
been entered into with Khrushchov , in order to fulfill those
agreements , it was decided to have the first New Age war,
which was called the war in Vietnam . It came to be known
as the war in Indochina.
The purpose of this war, was to orchestrate a diplomatic
exercise , which ultimately came to be known as SALT I, the
agreement with China, and the ABM Treaty . These policies
had been established , under Russell ' s direction, by 1 95 8 ,
and they were first announced and agreed to tentatively by
Khrushchov in the context of 1 95 8 , with the Second Quebec
Pugwash conference of 1 95 8 , where Leo Szilard , a Russell
agent, put forth these policies , the policies to which Henry
Kissinger has dedicated what might be called his life .
S o , these were adopted , i n the form o f the ABM and the
SALT I treaties . This was done , together with the agree
ments with China, through the agreements on the Cuban
Missile Crisis , and on the basis of the Vietnam War, as a
bloody bargaining table, for three-way negotiations with the
Soviet Union , and with China.
It was in this context , that the change occurred, to which
we ' ve referred . First of all , think of the baby-boomer genera
tion of the United States . I was happening to describe this to
some people last night . The baby-boomers in the United
States , are essentially cowards . That's why they made such
good anti-war activists . How did they become cowards?
Well , because they 're the children of my generation . My
generation are the younger generation of those who went
to World War II . And my generation was not particularly
cowardly in warfare , but it was very cowardly in economics .
We would have all supported Roosevelt in his proposal
for a non-colonial postwar world . We were of that disposi
tion; until these fellows came back to the United States ,
which was being put artificially into a kind of depression
under Truman ; this was not a spontaneous depression , this
was an artificial one , to take and prevent certain things from
happening which the British didn ' t like . So, the American
who had come out of the Depression of the 1 930s , went back
to the United States after a war, and found himself, once
again, in Depression-like conditions . This broke the morale
of most returning veterans . This produced McCarthyism, in
the following way .
These fellows were , what do you call it-Wendehals
types . They would not breathe unless they looked this way
and that way , to make sure that they were not overheard
saying something which might jeopardize their economic
security, their personal economic or career security . They
became the most cowardly bunch of swine I ever saw . And
these were people with whom I had served in the military
earlier, who I knew in the late 1 940s and early ' 50s . And
they'd all turned into , as the British would say , "bleeding
28
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cowards . "
These were the fathers and the mothers o f the baby-boom
er generation , the "no-pain generation , " the "get me that toy,
daddy ," generation . The politically correct generation: Don't
say or do anything that is not approved . Make sure that 50
people are running with you , before you walk down the
street.
Take these people . Now , at the time of the missile crisis ,
they 're becoming 1 4 , 1 6 , 1 7 , and s o forth , adolescents . A
similar thing happened in Europe , but with different effects .
You hit these people with this spectacle of terror: "The whole
world is going to melt and go away in one big thermonuclear
orgy, any minute now . " You put them through that. You' ve
got the greatest shell-shock case imaginable . What they used
to call shell shock in war, where people would collapse of
accumulated battle fatigue . That ' s what happened.
The myth was then created , that the military is technolo
gy . "Nuclear weapons are technology , they' re military tech
nology . War is bad . Nuclear weapons are impossible . Sci
ence is the enemy . Reason is the enemy . Feeling is what is
important . " A great revival of existentialism; and, thus , we
produced a morally , intellectually defective generation of
baby-boomers , by the combination of the economic coward
ice , the political expression of economic cowardice of their
parents , my generation , added to the impact of the Cuban
Missile Crisis . That ' s what produced the counterculture . As
I say , the effects were also in Europe . I ' m reporting on what
they were in the United States .
Under these conditions , the substitution of feeling , or the
associative , feeling-emotional state , for the cognitive state
of mind , you produce a culturally crippled population. That
is the baby-boomer generation , which , like President Clin
ton , is coming into power in the United States today . That is
the generation in Europe which is in power in Europe today,
in political power , heads of corporations .
You go back to the people I knew , say , in Germany or
France , in the 1 970s , political leaders and others , and those
who are in power today . It' s almost like you are dealing with
a lower species today ! The generational gap of those who are
influenced by one generation and the next generation . It' s like
a different species . They ' re emotional; they ' re not cognitive.
They tend toward virtual reality .
For example , what you get from the official speakers
of Deutsche Bank, or Waigel, on the economic-financial
situation . This is not reality , this is lunacy ! This is virtual
reality . "I have a formula, I can write it on the board . That' s
the truth , that's what i t is . That ' s the way it' s happening . No ,
nothing else is happening . " This is fanaticism , the fanaticism
of a lunatic . In my generation , we weren ' t that bad. Such
lunacy could not happen .
Therefore , that ' s our problem . We have a cultural prob
lem which , in part, dates back to the end of the last war: But ,
that's not the only cultural problem. Let' s g o back further.
Let's go back to the two world wars .
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The role of ' geopolitics '
Why was Hitler brought to power by the British in Germa
ny? This is a tough problem in Germany , because Germans
don 't like to accept that . After you 've been occupied twice,
you don't like to say those things about the British any more .
Hitler was brought to power by the British , because the
British wanted a total destruction of Russia and Germany .
They wanted another war between Russia and Germany
which would be severe enough to eliminate the possibility of
a geopolitical threat �rom the continent of Eurasia again .
That's why Churchill prolonged the war as long as he could .
He wanted Germans and Russians to keep killing each other
as long as possible . That was one of the fights between him
and Roosevelt during the war.
But why did the British do that , at that time? For the same
reason the British organized World War I. Is there anyone

who doesn' t know the British have the sole responsibility for
World War l, for its authorship, and that the German Kaiser
and the Russian Czar were only fools, and that the Austro
Hungarian Emperor was a criminal fool, in that he had a
degree offoolishness which went to criminality ? They were
all only fools . The French were fools; the competent French
were out of power; you had a bunch of British agents over
there , in the form of Clemenceau , people like that. That's
how the First World War was organized .
The Serbians , in the Balkan wars , and World War I, like
the Balkan war we 've just been through : It was organized by
London . Why? To trigger a conflict on the basis of the Eastern
Orthodox Church , the Serbian to the Russian Orthodox
Church, to create , what was called euphemistically , a "pan
Slavic impulse ," to tilt a certain part of the Russian military
and church to influence the Czar to break his relationship
with his cousin , the German Kaiser.
The Austro-Hungarian Emperor was a mess . Everybody
knew that . The German Kaiser was a fool , and the Czar was
a different problem; but , they were cousins ; they had the
same Uncle Bertie, King Edward VII of England . And so,
Germany and Russia were put at each other' s throats , by
getting a war between Russia and Austro-Hungary over the
Balkans , which was a Serbian war, organized by "Uncle
Bertie ," with the aid of French Freemasonic networks , Maz
zinian networks .
Why did they do that? Because , in the 1 890s , through the
influence of Leo XIII , from before the time he was Pope , a
cooperation had developed among France (under the heirs of
Thiers , particularly Gabriel Hanotaux-Hanotaux ' s France,
one might say , or the nationalist party in France , the forerun
ners of de Gaulle); the Germans , von Siemens , and so forth;
Witte in Russia, people like that; the Sun Yat-sen movement
in China; the Meiji Restoration faction in Japan; forces in the
United States: to build a network of railroads from the Atlan
tic Coast of France , to the Indian Ocean , and to the Pacific
Ocean , across from the mainland Eurasia, to the islands north
of Japan , and down into Japan . The included object was to
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get the British out of Asia, entirely .
The British organized World War I , for which they invent
ed the word "geopolitics , " in order to put Russia, France, and
Germany at each other' s throats , and to keep a bloody conflict
among these countries , so that never would the continent of
Eurasia be able to summon the will, the political will , to orga
nize an economic development project which would build the
Eurasian land mass as a center of gravity of the world econo
my , which would mean an end to the British Empire .
Now , some people think the British are a joke today , but
they 're not a joke .
What is the British Empire? First of all , it' s not the people
of England . They can't even read and write , so don 't blame
them for anything . They don 't know what to do . They 're as
dumb as Harry Truman .
The British Empire is an empire in the sense we described
earlier; it is in the sense of certain families who by their nature
are imperial . "Imperial" does not mean a nation-state has an
empire , colonies . That ' s not what an empire means . An em
pire means feudalism , essentially , or something like feu
dalism.
It means you have a system in which people are owned
like human cattle , in which the land that people occupy is
owned , not by a nation , but by a landlord . In which the land
lord is owned by an overlord . And the system of overlords, is
controlled by some executive agency , like a Doge , a Venetian
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Doge or an emperor. This is empire. This means "absence of
nation-state . " It means that, "Well , I ' ll give you this title ,
Duke of this; and, you get that land , you get these peasants
as human cattle , you get all these things . They 're yours ! "
France was not a nation until Louis XI . France was divid
ed . You had the Fronde . There were all these little parts .
You had Burgundy . Different parts were owned by different
people . This kept shifting . Britain owned half of France , or
more than half of France . Because of the feudal structures .
The people did not control their own nation . It was controlled

The British Empire is not the colonies
qf Great Britain. The British Empire is
an international oligarchy whose
pedigree is Venetian, ajinancier
oligarchy, which is centered around
about 5,000 personalities associated
with the British monarchy, who are
bankers, who are speCUlators, who
are things like Royal Dutch Shell,
which is a part qfBritish intelligence.

by a feudal system.
So, you have an imperial system. The British Empire is
not the colonies of Great Britain . The British Empire is an
international oligarchy whose pedigree is Venetian , a finan
cier oligarchy , which is centered around about 5 ,000 person
alities associated with the British monarchy , who are bank
ers , who are speculators, who are things like Royal Dutch
Shell , which is a part of British intelligence . It' s British . It' s
Anglo-Dutch .
What do the British control? The British control (virtual
ly) all of their former colonies. One of our problems we have ,
in trying to defend Nigeria from the British , in fact, is the
fact that the British still exert a great deal of control over
Nigeria, the largest nation in Africa. They educated them;
they control this ; they control that.
The British , in effect , still control India. It' s a more
complicated process , and it' s done through the Indian bu
reaucracy, and through certain very powerful financial inter
ests in India.
The British essentially control the entire former British
Empire . The Queen is the head of state of 16 countries , and
that's not ceremonial . She ' s the head of state . She has the
power to dissolve the parliament . She controls the military
and the intelligence services , as state functions . The intelli
gence services and military do not work for the British Parlia
ment , they work for the British state . She is the head of state .
These are not elected governments; these are govern30
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ments of a permanent bureaucracy . We have some of that
introduced in the United States in the name of "civil service ,"
as a reform. But a permanent bureaucracy which controls the
elected government, is the characteristic of an empire. It' s a
tyranny . The people have no control over it. They say , "You
can ' t fire him , he ' s a civil service bureaucrat. He ' s got a
contract. He runs this part of the government for the rest of
his life . Or he and his cronies . How can you get rid of them?"
It' s a tyranny , in which the people have no power of
recall over the agencies which govern them. The civil service
of Britain , at least all the important parts , the intelligence
services , the military, the administration , the financial sys
tem , is under the control of the Queen . There are 1 6 countries
in this world , in which the Queen directly controls the state
from the top down. And the government is kept like a zoo
that you can go to visit on Saturdays . The real decisions
are made by the state , not by the government. The state
orchestrates the government. It ' s a con show .
The British control the Commonwealth system , which
controls nearly 30% of the world' s population . It controls
one-quarter of the world ' s land area. It controls the over
whelming majority of international financial speculation
through the London market and its auxiliaries . It controls
over 60% of the world ' s precious metals trade . It has the
controlling interest in world strategic mineral s . It controls
the most important part of international trade in food . It
controls the major part of the world' s petroleum trade . And
it controls the culture of most nations .
It influences about half of each of the major parties of
Germany . It controls the majority of the Socialist Party of
france . It owned Fran�ois Mitterrand 1 00 % , or 1 1 0% . It
appears to own Charles Pasqua. Paris is owned by the British ,
psychologically .
Italy is owned by the British today . I can tell you that the
most intelligent members of government in the world are
found in Italy; but , unfortunately, they have no power. Not
that all the governments are good , but if you want to go into
a country and find today the kind of intelligent politician who
you would find in almost every country back in the 1 970s
and 1 960s , Italy is the only place in Western Europe you 'll
find that. You ' ll find intelligent people , but they 're out of
government. They 're in obscure places .
The institutions o f society are n o longer, organically,
working with government . In Italy . Germany, less and less
so . You have party bonzes and bureaucrats controlling na
tions . Not real political factions in the serious sense . Not fac
tions which are related to institutions such as the trade union
movement, the banks , the industries , and so forth , of society.
You have people in political power, party bonzes , who
can ' t think! They ' re nothing but functionaries who take or
ders . They' re like dogs that carry messages in their mouths ,
except , instead of having to take the message out of the dog ' s
mouth , you just look at the dog , and the dog repeats i t , like a
parrot. So that' s the nature of that particular problem .
So, we have to go back to geopolitics; we have to recog-
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nize that the culture which has shaped the past 50 years , was
the culture of thermonuclear balance of power, which came
in two phases . From 1 945-46 , to 1 962-63 , the missile-crisis
negotiations period , and the past 30-odd years , which was
the period of post-industrial devolution of civilization . We
have to recognize , that what happened in 1 945-46 was a
product of the same processes that determined two wars in
this century .
Then , we ask ourselves a fundamental question .

The history of human rights
Look at Figure 2 again , the Europe chart. Ask a basic
question . Wait a minute . Modem European civilization cre
ated the idea of human rights . They didn ' t exist. They existed
in religious terms before then , but not in political terms , not
in institutional political terms . Individual human rights didn ' t
exist until the Fifteenth Century i n Europe; because , there
was a large part of the popUlation that didn ' t have human
rights . They had human-cattle rights .
Jefferson was such a pig , Thomas Jefferson , one-time
President of the United States . He was against slavery , even
though he enjoyed the sexual embraces of his female slaves ;
but, he didn 't think that African-Americans were actually hu
man . But, he argued , explicitly, that one ' s treatment of them
must be humane, even though they 're not quite fully human .
That's not human rights . Either a person' s human , fully
human , or not. And people who were treated as chattels ,
were not given full human rights . Under John Locke , under
British law , under British tradition , there is no such thing as
human rights . The British don ' t recognize human rights .
Locke ' s argument was that property is primary . Locke
had no idea of human freedom. He was against it . He was
against human rights . If a master had a slave , the slave was
property , and the primary right inhered in property , to which
Leibniz was opposed , and which the United States was
founded against. The United States was never based on
Locke , even though Jefferson was . The United States was
based on Leibniz against Locke, on the issue of human happi
ness, as opposed to property . That's the difference between
it and that Confederate Constitution whose Preamble says
"property . " The U . S . Constitution says the general welfare
and posterity.
Why is it that a society which had this principle embodied
in the idea of universal education , not to exclude people into
a category of human cattle , such as serfs , the idea of the right
to participation in scientific-technological progress and its
benefits as a universal right, the development of urban society
to free man from the idiocy of serfdom; how is it that such a
society , with such success , the greatest rate of improvement
in the condition of mankind in all human existence; the great
est culture mankind had ever conceived; how could this great
est of all cultures suddenly go into the cesspool, as it ' s done?
Very simply: Because when we made the revolution, we
didn' t get rid of something . We didn ' t eliminate a disease .
The disease was oligarchism. Not just the oligarchism of the
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feudal landed aristocracy . They were a minor problem: a
pesky problem, an obnoxious problem , but a minor one. We
had a more satanic evil in our midst , called Venice: usury ,
financier oligarchy .
There is no landed aristocracy to speak of in the world
today . The Queen of England is a bourgeois monarch , a
Venetian-style "Dogessa. " She ' s not even really quite hu
man , as her progeny tend to suggest the case might be . She ' s a
bourgeois "Doge . " The Queen of the Netherlands: bourgeois
Doge . The oligarchs of Germany: They 're relics ! Quaint and
nasty . Generally tied to the British. Very British interest.
France , the same thing.
Where ' s your landed aristocracy? The landed aristocracy
disappeared , essentially , in the process of the world wars of
this century . That was the last relic of it. The landed aristocra
cy lost its power with Mettemich , when the Holy Alliance
was overthrown by Lord Palmerston , using his agent Mazzini
and people like that . That was the end of the power of the
landed aristocracy. Mettemich was the last aristocrat of that
type .
Since then , the power of the aristocracy is the financier
aristocracy , and you have people with titles attached to their
names , who are nothing but rewarmed financier aristocrats .
We didn ' t get rid of this evil of oligarchism, the thing of
which the revolution was supposed to purge itself. We did
not establish a society which was based on the prohibition
against usury , that is, against the domination of society by
looting unearned income . We did not eliminate the control
of currency by financier oligarchs . We talk about the private
central banking system , which is sin itself.
We promoted usury , such as this decoupling of finance
from economy illustrates. We allowed great power to be
concentrated in the hands of these evil parasites, the oli
garchs . The power was concentrated in England , in Britain .
Not in the British people . The B ritish people haven' t been
fully human since 1 7 1 4 , when the present monarchy was
established , when the last Englishman who was fighting
against this crap, was essentially defeated politically-Jona
than Swift, Daniel Defoe , and people like that .
The oligarchy made England the base for a new Venice ,
a new lagoon of Venice , in which the world' s financial power
was concentrated in a handful of oligarchs . You have people
who are Italian who are not Italian; they' re part of the British
monarchy . People who are Dutch, Dutch oligarchs; they're
not Dutch , but part of the oligarchy . In the United States ,
we have a whole class of wealthy people: They 're British
oligarchs , part of the British oligarchy . Australia , all
throughout Europe , most of the wealthy people in the wealthy
financial interests in the so-called developing countries: It' s
the same thing . They 're known t o us ; this is a direct rela
tionship .
So you have two societies , like a China society . On the
top , less than a fraction of 1 % : oligarchs , and their lackeys ,
who run their errands for them. On the bottom, the people .
We have allowed London , through the victory of Britain , or
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its participation in victory in wars , to become a sustained
center for the perpetuation of this oligarchical principle .
We have allowed our countries to submit , whether by
conquest , defeat, or what not . The most recent case , of
course , is eastern Europe , where these countries were treated
like conquered countries , occupied territories , where you
could find some scoundrels to work for the occupying author
ities . And , we allowed that to happen. And we now stand on
the verge of what appears to be an apocalypse , the virtual
end of civilization , if we don 't change it .
The problem is , yes , the immediate problem of the past
30 years , the post-industrial tum . That problem is rooted in
the policy of the bipolar world , the nuclear bipolar world,
which is the birth of it, and the terror of 1 962-63 . That was
rooted , in tum , in the geopolitical doctrine of the British ,
which gave us two world wars in this century . That , in tum ,
was rooted in the fact that we failed, in creating this good
society , to rid it of a disease , the most ancient disease of
mankind , political disease of mankind , oligarchism .
We failed to say , effectively, that every human being has
a human right . And the first human right, is the right to be
human . That is the right to be developed in a way which is
consistent with the special nature of man as a creative being .
To be playful in the way Leonardo da Vinci was playful .
The second right, after the first right, is the right to be
allowed to express that humanity; and to express it , means

not merely to enjoy doing something , but to recognize that
life is short, and we 're in a hurry , because we ' re going to die ,
sooner or later: And once we die , our entire life becomes like
a great musical composition , at its best . The composition is
everything good that went into the life , to make its end-result
beneficial to mankind . It' s like a great musical composition ,
at best . That's all we can aspire to be like . The composer dies;
the music lives . The music lives to be a benefit to coming
generations . Therefore , that person ' s life is meaningful . It has
historic meaning for all generations to come , because it has
contributed to the adding and transmission of knowledge to
enable man to be more like man , to be more human .
Thus , our whole life , if we are wise , is to develop our
selves , and to face the challenges of life , in such a way that
we make our whole life a composition, a good composition ,
in the sense of man ' s nature . And every human being must
have the right , both to be recognized as human , and to be
allowed to develop in the way which being human requires .
The right to express oneself, .by making one ' s process of
living a Classical composition , which , when it comes to its
close , is a good composition for the benefit of those who live
after us .
If we establish that principle , let this terrible apocalypse
confronting us be an object-lesson to us and those who come
after us, that never again must we allow such mistakes as
have led us to this point, to occur.
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Why lllankind lllust create a COlllllu
l nity
of peoples based on natural law
by Helga Zepp LaRouche

On Dec. 3, 1 995 , Schiller lnstitute founder Helga Zepp La
Rouche addressed an international conference of the insti
tute, convened in the city of Eltville, Germany . An edited
transcript of her speech follows; subheads have been added.
As Lyndon LaRouche described in great detail yesterday , we
are faced with the situation in which the whole world, and ,
as part of this whole world, in particular we here in Europe ,
are , very clearly, presently on a suicide course . If you look
at the policies of the different governments , it is obvious that
all of them, to different degrees , are unconcerned with the
common good of their nations , the bonum commune, and that
their activities , in recent decades , have switched to what one
could clearly call the malum commune, the common evil .
The governments have , to different degrees , policies which ,
if continued, clearly will lead to the destruction of their na
tions.
Neil Kinnock, the former leader of the British Labour
Party and now a representative of the European Commission ,
just this week made a statement in which he said that the
policies of the European Union are , on the one side , to uphold
the possibility of enlargement to include other members ,
especially from the East , in it, and then , on the other side ,
not doing enough to make this feasible, had created the worst
of both worlds . This is a typical case of British understate
ment, because the present policies of the European Union are
indeed the worst of all possible worlds , and I mean this very
much in the sense of Leibniz .
This is because these governments are doing the exact
opposite of what the best of all worlds requires . There is no
clearer symbol for this, than the Maastricht Treaty , which
has created an automatic austerity mechanism which will
lead inexorably to the death of all nations of Europe . If Maas
tricht is continued, then the conditions of Europe will degen
erate into those existing before the emergence of the nation
state . In a generation or less , the population levels will drop
worldwide to a couple of million people and we will have
feudalism of one kind or another, and in a generation we
could have a collapse of civilization-a society which would
go to hell , in which every value associated with European
civilization would be gone . Already now , it' s not so difficult
to imagine that, if things continue as they are, soon there
will no Classical music ; Classical poetry will be completely
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forgotten; education for everybody , a question of the past;
human rights , elections , health care , the welfare social sys
tem-all these ideas can vanish. And what will be left is a
reduced popUlation of insane , crazy people , armed gangs,
mafias , people just in total chaos .
Maastricht basically already has begun to be applied . It
gives a supranational European government , more and more
power, and , if not overturned, is forcing the national govern
ments more and more to implement austerity , thus eliminat
ing their power as sovereign nation-states . Eventually, you
will have citizens without any representation . We are much
closer to this than people think. Already now , through the
Maastricht Treaty , the European governments have lost all
influence on economic policy, credit policy, trade policy ,
and budget policy . The European Commission is not ac
countable to any government or parliament; it is even forbid
den for this supranational bureaucracy to take advice . As we
warned when this treaty was signed , Articles 1 04 , 1 04a,
105a, forbid explicitly any dirigist credit-creation for anti
depression measures .

Nations disintegrate
You should note what that means: Take the case of Italy .
Right now , because of the Maastricht Treaty , the government
is absolutely forbidden to do anything for the economic de
velopment of the Mezzogiorno (southern Italy) , where there
is 1 5 % to 20% unemployment . Fifty percent of all youth in
this region are unemployed . And , according to Maastricht,
the Italian government is forbidden to do anything to change
that. If this continues , then the collapse of Italy as a nation
as it is right now-again , this is aggressively pushed by the
Lega Nord-is not a question of the distant future . This is
obviously the reason why the Pope , when he gave his speech
in Palermo (Sicily) , made a passionate appeal to keep the
unity of Italy.
How long will France last, with the present policy? Lyn
don LaRouche spoke yesterday , of the hysterical denial of
reality by this government . Under the pressure to conform
with Maastricht , French President Jacques Chirac reversed
all his election promises and is destroying his own govern
ment in implementing the policies of former Finance Minister
Alain Madelin , whom he had kicked out only a couple of
months ago . The French government is doing this because ,
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French workers are
striking against the
austerity demands of the
Maastricht Treaty,
which the French
government isfoolishly
trying to enforce . Shown
here : Striking
railwaymen at a rally on
Dec . 6 in Caen, France .
The banner reads, "Save
and develop public
services . "

they claim that next year the social security system of France
will be bankrupt. That may be true , but if Maastricht prevails,
it will be bankrupt and there will be catastrophic conse
quences for the entire French nation . One can say that Maas
tricht has become the synonym for the malum commune, the
common evil . And it must go .
Look at other situations. Lithuania: Sure , there are still
hospitals in which people can be treated, but there is no food
for the patients , and if a patient does not have relatives to
bring food from the village or the city , the patient has no
food . In the United States: Sure , there are still operations
being practiced , but instead of a hospital stay of about eight
days after an operation , now people are being sent home the
same day . They get good , cheap advice about how to have a
relative watch over them so that no complications occur . .
This all gives you a foretaste of what could happen, if we
have an unprepared , unprevented monetary disintegration of
the entire system in 48 to 72 hours . Nothing would work any
more , and millions and millions of people would die , as a
consequence . From that standpoint, the Maastricht Treaty
is criminal , because it prevents governments from taking
preemptive measures.
Look at other places . Already now , the International
Monetary Fund policies in the former Soviet Union and east
ern Europe have thrown 75 million people into grinding pov
erty , and these are very moderate figures from the Interna
tional Labor Oganization (ILO) and similar official
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institutions . That is about as many people as live i n Germany
today . In Poland , in Hungary , 8% are below the poverty
level . In Romania, in Bulgaria, it is 35% . In Russia, 60% ,
according to the ILO , are living below the poverty level. In
Moscow alone , 60 ,000 youth are homeless . I think that so
far, and this counts only up through November, 200 people
have died in the cold in Moscow , as a result of homelessness .
The life expectancy in Russia has dropped to 56 years for
males , which is lower than that in Pakistan .

Mounting strategic threat
This is clearly the result of the policies of Bush and
Thatcher, and one should listen very carefully, when Gen .
Aleksandr Lebed , in a recent op-ed in the Franlifurter All
gemeine Zeitung, said that right now , as a consequence of
these policies , there is a popUlation reduction in Russia of 1
million people per year, and that only one-third of newborn
babies are even half-way healthy when they are born . Now
that means, that two-thirds of all newborn babies are sick. I
think it makes very clear, that if the present policies are not
changed , Russia is a dying nation . Lebed gave these figures,
and said that during the worst years of World War II , namely ,
in 1 94 1 -42 , the GNP in Russia collapsed 34% . But from
1 992 to 1 995 , the GNP collapsed by 43 %-worse than in the
Second World War. Lebed stressed , that for a certain time ,
people adapt to extreme situations . But if the perspective is
that their whole life will be extreme , then this will lead to
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desperation and aggressivity .
Already now , we see that there are many political forces
in Russia and elsewhere who blame the West . Who could
blame them? The West did betray the East . Lebed warned ,
that if there were a NATO expansion under these conditions ,
the only answer Russia could have , would b e a new military
alliance , to be based again on nuclear deterrence . Others are
portraying NATO as the new existential threat to Russia. It
is clear how we could quickly get into a very dangerous
dynamic .
There was a lot of concern in Italy, Germany , and other
places in Europe , that when the Chirac government came
into office and started the French nuclear tests , this was done
in anticipation of dangerous developments in Russia. At a
recent press conference in Madrid , French Defense Minister
Herve de Charrette told [EIR correspondent] Muriel Mirak
Weissbach , in answer to her question about the consequences
of the free market economy having destroyed the East, that
this was only our opinion , and that in European history there
was allegedly no example of etatisme (statism) and dirigism
leading to an improvement of the economy .
This insanity illustrates the problem . The current French
government would rather prepare , in anticipation of a possi
ble war, their own military arsenal , than change economic
policy ! They would rather have the entire country of France
being tom apart, and pretend this crisis doesn't exist, than
change the economics .
Look at what is happening with the so-called reemer
gence of communism in the East. As Lyn has emphasized ,
we are really not looking at communism in the old form . As
the new Polish President , Alexander Kwasniewski , said in
making the point that he was not really a communist: When
he was in the government of Jaruzelski in the 1 970s , there
were already then very few communists in Poland, but lots
of technocrats , opportunists , and liberals. This happens to be
the truth , and it is all the more true today . Communism in the
old form is dead . It collapsed , because of the axioms it had .
But the problem was , that since the opposition to communism
totally discredited itself, because it was associated with the
free market economy , now , people who used to be in the
power structure , old careerists , are coming to power and they
are coming back .
It is the same phenomenon as in East Germany with the
PDS , or in Hungary , Slovakia , Poland . Many times, these
are not communists , but gangsters . The problem we have
with [new German Social Democratic Party head] Oskar La
fontaine and Gregor Gysi [head of the parliamentary caucus
of the PDS , which replaced the East German communist
party] is not so much that they have a clear ideology . If
you read the scribblings of Lafontaine , they are an eclectic
mixture of praising Bertrand Russell , Kissinger, Marcuse ,
and various other Frankfurt School authors . The problem is,
that Gysi and Lafontaine are making a power move , and they
are calculating that if they have 30 to 40% in different states,
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then this eventually will be sufficient to take power in all of
Germany .
The problem is that the British oligarchy , right now , is
playing all sides . They play the Conservative Revolution;
this is still in place-the idea of total austerity , fascist dicta
torships . But then , their tools , like Gingrich , don ' t function
so wel l , and therefore they are building up other alternatives
at the same time , such as the idea of a Fabian left based on
the ideas of Russell and H . G . Well s . You have a whole
emergence of the so-called New Left-Lafontaine , Gysi ,
Blair, Kwasniewski-who fit this profile. But, unfortu
nately , the British also play the nationalists in many coun
tries , by simple doing exactly the same thing as they did
during the Gulf War with the Arab world . In the case of
Europe , they are using the map of Yalta and Versailles to
play on nationalism and particularism, which can be equally
dangerous .

After the monetary system collapses
What is the situation we confront? The monetary system
will collapse , and nothing will stop it except the kind of
reorganization measures we propose . The problem with
Maastricht is in this context. States which stick to Maastricht
cannot , by law , join with the United States in these kind
of reorganization measures. With Maastricht in existence,
eastern Europe has no chance and will fall back into wilder
ness , and many nations of eastern Europe will disappear.
Maybe , at some point, there will be some feudal rule by
Moscow , but also many West European nations will be
thrown into chaos . The problem is , that all existing structures
are doomed , and the politicians associated with these struc
tures are really dinosaurs , prehistoric creatures who are of
interest only from the standpoint of an archaeological
museum.
The much more fundamental question is this: If an epoch
is coming to an end , and not in the distant future , but now,
what is called modem times is ending. The question is: What
has to replace it, in order to avoid a total catastrophe?
Leibniz , in his New Essays On Human Understanding,
made a very prophetic statement. He warned about the cata
strophic consequences it would have , if British nominalism
were one day to have hegemony in the world . And that is
clearly the case today . Those infected by these empiricist
opinions , who are following their bestial inclinations , he
says, are seducing the minds of others . If they are ambitious ,
they can bring fire to the four comers of the world . The
danger would be , that such opinions could also , step by step ,
get into the minds of those who govern and on whom things
depend . Under those conditions , the public spirit would dis
appear quickly , and the rulers would make fun of those who
care for their nations . In the end , they would suffer the same
evil they were seeking for others , and a necessary subsequent
revolution would heal the people .
I think he must have been talking approximately about
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our time today . We have reached the end of this epoch, and
all the axioms associated with these opinions will be swept
away . But what do we need instead? A positive solution , and
this has been my conviction for at least 1 5 years , and it
becomes deeper as time goes by, can be found only if the
political order is established on the basis of the order of
Creation , on the laws of the universe , on the basis of a univer
sal moral law . This universal moral law is what has been
called , since Plato , natural law-resulting out of the nature
of existence. How can natural law be intelligible? The idea
of natural law is based on the assumption that there is a
natural order, and that this order is intelligible , and that hu
man beings must bring their actions into cohesion with that
order.
In Classical Greece , the idea of an ontological foundation
of morality , that ethics must be connected with the nature of
being , was a common idea. Indeed , it is one of the pillars of
modem civilization . Plato first formulated this idea. He is
the father of the Classical teaching of natural law . He noted
the undeniable fact, that human beings are capable of know
ing the idea of the Good , which is the basis for knowing
natural law .
Augustinus stated the same idea from a Christian stand
point: that God has created the universe according to a well
thought-out concept, which is an order based on reason .
These well thought-out laws of the creation of the world,
from then on were called lex aeterna, eternal law . The created
world , nature , is an ordered system of existences , which is
developing . Man , who is part of this creation , can participate
in and know this order, and recognize how he should behave
in it. Insofar as man participates in the eternal law , it is called
natural law .
All philosophers in the Platonic-Augustinian tradition at
tributed to man this ability to know the Good , deducible from
natural law , and they called this ability to know it , recta
ratio or bona mens or lumen naturale or lumen internum, as
Leibniz called it.
But , even if there was a distortion of the natural law
conception through Luther, Calvin , and Hugo Grotius , it was
Hobbes , but especially John Locke , who launched a total
attack on this idea. Locke really represents the watershed .
From there on, there developed a whole series of epistemolo
gies, which are no longer compatible with natural law . For
Locke' s empiricism, the foundation of morality and law in
an ontological order is impossible , because the verification
principle does not apply .
According to Locke , it is impossible to say anything
meaningful about being , about essence , about existence,
since being as a whole cannot be the object of experience .
For this reason , one can say nothing about the natural order
of existence . One cannot have any verifiable knowledge
about it , and therefore there is no criterion to judge , if a
human action is according to the natural order or not . This is
the crux of the matter. That is essentially the entire argument
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of all the different modem epistemological varieties against
natural law . Nobody has come up with a more convincing
argument than that .
By the same token, the argument goes , from the stand
point of presently accepted science mythologies, i . e . , class
room mathematics , neither the idea of the ontological order
of the universe, nor the deducible idea of a moral behavior
following such an order, is determinable . Also , it is impossi
ble to say anything definite about the nature of man . There
is nothing universal about man; there is only the concrete
individual .

The oligarchical standpoint
From an oligarchical view , the benefit of the rejection of
knowable natural law is obvious. If there is no knowable
common good , there is no knowable common good for soci
ety or for the community of people . Calvin was blatant
enough to just declare the right to steal to be natural law , to
justify his looting . But Locke ' s empiricism was really a much
more fundamental attack on the axiomatic achievements of
the Renaissance idea of the modem nation-state . The com
mon good was no longer knowable , and obviously what you
don' t know , you don ' t have to serve .
The next step , then , was Hume and his infamous Hume' s
Verdict. According t o Hume , from any existence , one cannot
deduce obligations. Karl Rahner, who is still appreciated by
certain forces in the church, in 1 95 5 really said nothing other
than that one could not deduce any binding laws out of empir
ical data. There is no moral obligation following out of that.
But the proponents of natural law are not without their
own problems . It becomes problematic , if the definition of
what is the common good according to natural law does not
start from the totality of mankind , but tries to define so-called
non-negotiable core positions , bona particularia, related to
marriage , family values , rights of parents , and so forth .
There is nothing wrong if these values are also considered,
but it becomes very dangerous if these are the only relevant
ones, as you can see today in the Christian Right in Europe
or in the CDU/CSU [the ruling Christian Democratic party]
in Germany. In the United States, the Christian Right has no .
problem with supporting Oliver North, George Bush, and
similar evil people .
The question of verification is indeed a crucial question ,
from which t o start. Lyn , in his paper about his own discov
ery , I has made a rather remarkable statement, which I really
wish would be taken up by the economists of this world to be
debated , because it touches upon the absolute revolution of
his work . Up until the conceptual breakthrough Lyn made in
the field of physical economics , one could only have approxi
mations in the verification of epistemological truth , so there
was no way to say , with scientific precision , whether some
thing was true or not .
But, as Lyn has demonstrated in all of his work, the
experimental proof lies in the existence of man . The only
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way man can know the laws of the universe is through an
increase of power to command the universe . The ontological
characteristic of this is creative reason . The only way it mani
fests itself is through those fundamental discoveries in natural
science and Classical art that lead to an increase in the poten
tial population density , which is the measurement of man ' s
power over the universe .
That is the closest approximation of a proof there is . The
truth lies in the method of discovery , not in the empirical
reality . The reality lies in the change, as Heraclitus had al
ready said . The fact that the cognitive processes are efficient
in the physical universe , touches upon what Leibniz searched
for all his life , the characteristicum universalis. This charac
teristicum universalis also leads to a method of how to distin
guish truth from falsehood. This is crucial: How do we differ
entiate between knowable truth , and mere opinions? If we
don' t have a criterion to decide that, there is no way we can
talk to each other.
If this is the end of an epoch and all the axioms of current
opinion are swept away , how do we find a language by which
we can communicate with each other, and how can we estab
lish ideas , which are truthful? This is a problem every serious
thinker dealt with . For example , Confucius in the fifth centu
ry B . C . , in a dialogue with his student Dsi-Lu , said the
following: Dsi-Lu came to Confucius and said , "The prince
of We wants to talk to you . He wants to govern with your
help . What should he do first?"
Confucius answered , "First, he must bring his concep
tions into order. " "What ," said Dsi-Lu , "You are not speak
ing about the core of the matter. " Confucius: "How cul
tureless you are, Dsi-Lu ! An intelligent man does not speak
about that of which he knows nothing . When the conceptions
are not in order, the language is not in cohesion with the truth
of things . When the language is not in cohesion with the truth
of things, then people do not fulfill their tasks well . When
people do not fulfill their tasks well, then the customs and
the arts are not flourishing . When the customs and the arts
are not flourishing , then the rulers will not be just . When the
rulers are not just, then the population does not know what
to do . Therefore , an intelligent man wants his language to be
precise and clear. The intelligent man regards it as important,
that everything in his language is precise and clear. "
So, if we want to get rid of flawed axioms of culture ,
which are the reason why this society is doomed , we have to
do what Plato did in his dialogues . We have to do what
Socrates did-to attack the underlying assumptions , to estab
lish reason . We have to create paradoxes . For example , like
the famous sentence by Socrates: "I know (with absolute
certainty) , that I know nothing (with absolute certainty) . "
Leibniz had the same concern . He accused the empiricists
of using defective conceptions , out of which follows nothing .
For example , Newton' s term of an absolute empty space is
such a notion out of which follows nothing , because it' s not
a precise idea, as compared to the idea of a monad, an idea
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expressing already the whole of the universe, as it is.
The same concern guided the pope in his speech on the
50th anniversary of the United Nations , in which he stressed
that we must find a way to discuss the future of man in an
2
understandable language . He said that the universal moral
law which is written in the hearts of man is a kind of grammar ,
which the world needs , in order to begin discussing its own
future . It is interesting , by the way , that the pope takes the
search for freedom-which he says is one of the great powers
of motion in the history of mankind and which is manifest
today in every comer of the world-as a reflection of the
existence of this universal moral law , and of the universal
character of man .

Nikolaus of Cusa
What, therefore , could be such a grammar, with the help
of which we can discuss the common future of mankind?
We must find the philosophical common denominator which
unites mankind , over and above all differences and appar
ently hardened prejudices of the different peoples against
each other. Let ' s look at the ideas of two thinkers who were
both filled with passionate love for the idea of a community
of peoples .
For Nikolaus of Cusa, the community of peoples was
only one aspect of the problem which he worked on the
most throughout his whole life , namely the old Parmenides
problem , the relation between the One and the Many . On the
one side , the different peoples and nations are an expression
of the multiplicity of creation , but they do have an individual
character or essence, to which a transcendental representa
tion corresponds. For Nikolaus, the peoples have as much
natural and inalienable rights as do individual s .
Peoples must b e respected politically , but also united
together in a universal unity . This is possible , says Nikolaus ,
because of the spiritus universorum, the universal spirit
which works in everything created. In the De Docta lgnoran
tia, he says that the whole , the universe ; as the most com
plete , precedes the order of nature . So that everything can be
in everything , quod libet in quo libet.
Peoples and nations are elements of particularization , but
their unity exists before their differentiation . And , he says ,
totality means universality , the unity in plurality . Concor
dance in the macrocosm can only exist if there is a maximum
development of all microcosms . Each nation must relate to
each other, like the members of a family, and wish the best
development of the other. The differentiation of the unity is
necessary , as a matter of fact, welcomed .
All beings , and therefore also all peoples and all nations ,
are supposed to develop their particularities t o the maximum,
but they should not do it by closing themselves off from one
another but , on the contrary , by realizing this great general
unity . Any progress in knowledge , any new scientific ad
vance , accomplished by one nation , should immediately be
made available to all others . Any cultural gap between them
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should be immediately remedied.
In 1 454, in a sermon for the Feast of Epiphany , Nikolaus
gave what has been termed a tremendous eulogy of civiliza
tion . With total excitement, he called the existence of the
free and mechanical art the great donation to mankind. In the
fourth book of the Idiota dialogues , he makes an appeal
for the systematic collaboration of scientists , anticipating a
similar call by Leibniz .
In his experiments with the scale , he aims to found a
better medicine; he develops a way to measure the specific
weight of metals , to measure magnetism, to predict weather

if we want to get rid qfjlawed axioms
qf culture. which are the reason why
this society is doo med. we have to do
what Plato did in his dialogues. We
have to do what Socrates did-to
attack the underlying ass umptions.
to establish reason. We have to create
paradoxes.
patterns and to measure the depths of the oceans . All of these
he sees as contributing to the common good of humanity . He
ends with a passionate appeal to the great leaders of the
world to create scientific and technological institutions for
international cooperation , so that all the discoveries are col
lected so that we can find many still hidden things and dis
cover them more easily . The fact that scientists and artists of
all fields exist in each nation makes it possible for them to
communicate easily , he says.
He also stresses the idea of consensus and representation .
The representative system, i n which the representatives are
obliged to represent the common good , these laws require
extensive consulations , even daily, as he demands in Concor

dantia Catholica .
In the context of his U . N . speech , the pope demanded a
new U . N . charter to define the rights of nations , an equivalent
to the charter on human rights . While many of the concep
tions in the original charter of human rights are noble , the
reality of the United Nations , what they did in Bosnia, in
Rwanda, and many other places around the world, has shown
that they have moved totally away from the original idea.
The reason the United Nations , the European Union , and
similar institutions do not function , is that, from the begin
ning , they were not based on metaphysical convictions and
contained no clear definition of the common good . For Niko
laus, this metaphysical foundation existed , and it led him to a
most interesting conception , the discovery of what nowadays
would be called the "biogenetic fundamental law . "
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Crucial to this method is the double concept , complicatio
explicatio . To illustrate this polarity , several examples from
nature and mathematics are used by him .
In the Docta Ignorantia. he uses the point and the line as
well as the mathematical number One . The line , the plane ,
and the cube unfold progressively out of the indivisible point,
which includes those , not in a quantitative way , but in the
highest simplicity (complicat) . The number one unfolds out
of itself the successive series of numbers . These are , there
fore , already in the One in a complicative way . Concerning
creation , these examples are supposed to be metaphors for
God the Creator, the absolute One , Who develops out of
Himself the ordered multiple manifold of created things in
the universe .
In De Coniecturis. Nikolaus applies his conception of
complicatio-explicatio to the inner complexity of the uni
verse in such a way that the respective higher unit, being
more potent in its being but more simple in its essence ,
includes the subsequent , more complex , but weaker unit as
roots , so to speak, and unfolds this multiplicity out of itself.
For the absolute complicatio. Nikolaus also uses the concept
coincidentia oppositorum (the coincidence of opposites) .

The idea of a Christian evolutionism
Nikolaus combines the idea of creation and development,
into what is really the idea of a Christian evolutionism. Only
that can unfold which virtually already exists , but in greater
simplicity and in richer existence . What unfolds is the effi
cacity , the WirkkraJt. which proceeds from the highest, the
divine , to the lower, weaker in its essence; it is a descensus.
a descent .
The modem notion of evolution thinks in terms of an
ascent , of an upward motion , the evolution of something
higher out of the lower, from the more primitive to the more
complete forms of life . Then , progressio does not mean des
census. but an ascending progress . So, in what sense does
Nikolaus speak about a biological evolution in the modem
sense?
In the first two books in the Docta Ignorantia. he speaks
clearly about the unfolding of the divine unity into an ordered
system of multitude , which he sees as the "world soul ," the
unfolding of the divine spirit and as the complicative princi
ple which orders the entire multitude of things to one unity
in the universe . He sees the "world soul" as necessitas com
pJexionis; everything is rolled up in a ball , a cue , which , in
the course of history , unfolds in space and time .
But, Nikolaus also describes , in De Coniecturis. how the
creaturelikeness ascends upward into spirituality . He empha
sizes that the higher species of life is already dormant in the
lower. In the darkness of vegetative life there is already the
hidden cognitive spiritus intellectualis . This reveals itself,
for example, in the way the branches carry themselves and
the way leaves and shells protect the foods . We find more
signs of understanding among the animal s , he says , whose
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spirit is clearer than that of the plants , because in the senses,
in the power of imagination , but especially in thinking , ratio,
we respectively have clearer and clearer signs of the intellec
tual power.
Nikolaus describes how , in the history of nature , there is a
process from the lowest matter, from inorganic to the organic
life , up to man as the bodily and spiritual being . Conscious
ness, which is only fully there for men , already exists in a
diffuse way in organic life . So he describes both processes
as simultaneous: the coincidence of the descending and the
ascending motions . Since the descent of the spirit and the
ascent of the bodily are identical , spiritum descendere est
corpus ascendere, you must think both together. On the one
side , there is the successive evolution of the species , on the
other side is the ontological primary original causality in
God.
In a most remarkable sermon of Jan . 1 , 1 44 1 , Nikolaus
says that the entire history of mankind repeats itself in a
condensed fashion, recapitulates itself in each individual .
Therefore , the development of the human species in general
obeys the same laws , as are true for the individuals--quod
libet in quo libet-everything participates in each thing .
Even in the smallest thing in the macrocosm , the universe is
somehow already reflected. But it is organized in such a
way that the higher forms of life , because of their superior
unitybuilding power, encompass the lower ones . Man is , on
the one side , imago viva Dei, the living image of God , but
also the world in the small , because he represents the unity
of the universe in its multitude and in all its physical and
spiritual powers , descensive and ascensive , in himself.
Nikolaus , like Leibniz later, had this conception of the
universe . All its species and kinds follow each other, like a
series of numbers , and build a kind of chain from the highest
spiritual being to the lowest , nearly bordering the nothing .
And this represents a value scale , in which the highest species
of the lower kind already coincides with the lowest species
of the next higher kind . On the one side , there is therefore
continuity, but on the other side , there are unbridgeable sepa
rations between the species. Without this principle-that the
higher form enfolds the lower-this gap could not be
bridged . The reason lies in the fact that, in the existing order
of the universe, no individual can exhaust the entire wealth
of being and life of its species , because each individual is
only one, beside all the other individuals , and therefore
remains behind the boundary of its species .
There is also no space between the species in which a
new species could somehow sit in the middle . It is impossible
that an individual could settle in-between, because the meta
physical border area is indivisible . If any individual wants to
fully realize its essence and meaning , it must be more than
only a being of his kind . To fulfill the potentiality of one ' s
own kind, one has t o transcend into the next higher.
Now , this is very fascinating . It is also verifiable . This
metaphysical conception can be proven , because , as the con-
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tinued existence of man demonstrates, the physical universe
is prone to obey the cognitive processes of man . The Cusani
an idea of evolution leads directly to Leibniz ' s i�t(a of the
characteristiCum universalis, to understand all processes in
the universe at once from the standpoint of cognition.

Locke's attack on Cusa
It is my conviction that Cusa ' s work already contains in
it, in essence , all the ideas necessary to solve the political
problems of the world . If you consider the devastating effect
of John Locke in all fields of knowledge , also in natural law ,
it is most interesting that John Locke certainly deployed to
counter Nikolaus ' s influence-even if he never mentions
him . During his time in exile , in Holland , Locke had access
to a collection of Cusa' s works, just before he started to write
his own Essay on Human Understanding . Leibniz, naturally,
understood the evil principles of Hobbes and Locke and the
British empiricists in general , and he countered Locke with
his own Essay on Human Understanding, a devastating cri
tique of Locke .
Leibniz , like Confucius , Plato , and Nikolaus before him ,
is very concerned about the adequacy of conceptions . And
he proposes , therefore , to reduce the sensuous multitude of
the content of consciousness into its simple components , and
then to reassemble them in a more ordered form. He was
trying to find a kind of alphabet of thoughts which was sup
posed to order all possible conceptions-where he again and
again tried to deal with the problem of unity and multitude ,
the One and the Many , as the ordering principle.
He echoes Cusa' s idea of a value scale of species and
powers of species . This "universal characteristic" was sup
posed to become a kind of language in which all ideas and
things would be ordered in a clear fashion , so that different
nation � could communicate with each other in reference to
that language .
Leibniz was convinced that once the universal character
istic was elaborated , one would discover an even deeper
secret about the universe . It is as if God, in giving to mankind
arithmetic and algebra, only wanted to give them a shadow
image of this deeper secret, he said . This touches upon the
idea of lex aeterna, the participation of man in the eternal
law through natural law , and the lumen internum, or that
within man which enables us to understand these laws ever
more precisely , and to bring ourselves in ever greater cohe
sion with creative reason .
Contrary to Locke and all the silly empiricists , this desire
for optimal self-perfection in accordance with the laws of the
universe , is the universal nature of man . So much so, that it
is the human law of life . Creative reason , acting upon the
universe and increasing man ' s power over the universe , is
what Lyn has characterized as the process which functions
in congruence with Riemann ' s series typified by the term
"(n + 1 )/n"-which implicitly corresponds to an enumerable
density of discontinuities for any arbitrary selected interval of
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action . That tenn is a metric which corresponds to a function
expressing continuous increase of potential relative popula
tion density .
This is why Leibniz correctly said that the world is the
best of all possible worlds . Because each discovery increases
the degrees of freedom and therefore furthers the perfecto
generalis of the entire universe . For Leibniz , the result of
creative discovery is the progress in all great arts and scienc
es, which all serve the gioire de Dieu, the honor of God .
Concrete progress in the sciences and the development
of the beautiful arts are , for him, a service to mankind for the
"common best. " His own scientific , political , and diplomatic
initiatives are simply expressions of this: Je suis toujours
pret a tourner mes pensees vers ce grand but. "I am always
ready to tum my thoughts to that great aim of mankind , that
great goal . " This was the central thought of his life , he never
moved away from it .
For Leibniz, the benefits of scientific progress are the
realization of the civitas Dei [the City of God] , and , as for
Nikolaus before him, every concrete discovery-from the
deviation of the magnetic needle and its beneficial conse
quences for navigation , to the comparative study of languag
es as the means to uncover the historical relations between
the Slavic people and the rest of the European people , as
well as just legislation and universal education-all these
elements are important building-blocks toward the "great
goal . "

A new community of nations

The desire for perfection , which Leibniz recognized as
the basic tendency of our existence and which has the univer
sal validity analogous to a law of nature , is , naturally, also
the basis for a new community of nations . Therefore , any
splintering off and different courses of certain nations , cul
tures , and ethnic groups are regarded as a departure from the
harmonia universalis and also the mark of an esprit

sectaire . . . . En ceia, je ne distingue ni nations ni partis
"In this, I do not distinguish any country or party . "
This i s the same idea a s that o f Schiller, who says every
nation has the right to pursue its own interest, but that this
interest can never be against those of mankind as a whole .
The flourishing of arts and sciences is the proof of the desire
for perfection , and , Leibniz says , the country that does this
the best will be the most dear to my heart, because the whole
human species will profit from it and its true richness will be
improved . It is this universal harmony and mutual support
among nations which characterizes humanity and differenti
ates it from bestiality .
Leibniz fought against the separation or isolation into
different domains of life , which started to encompass all
areas as a result of the Enlightenment. He was absolutely
opposed to the specialization of knowledge which is so domi
nant in the academic world today . Against that, he posed
the need for a universal all-sidedness of knowledge as an
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important criterion for perfection . Nikolaus stated the same
idea , he even demanded that all people should know all essen
tial knowledge of their time in order to be able to define the
necessary next step of knowledge . For Leibniz , justitia est
amor sapientis, justice is love of science . This was the high
est principle, not only for law , he said , but for all areas of
life . It was this metaphysical basis of universalism oriented
toward the optimal development of the "common best,"
which was the foundation of his political efforts for an alli
ance among peoples and cultures.
When Russia become more prominent in European poli
tics in the 1 7th century , Leibniz became totally fascinated
with the possibilities Russia presented. For him, the emer
gence of this country opened up completely new options in
the European political theater. He said , like a city one builds
totally from scratch , it can be much better designed and be
much better than one that just keeps adding on pieces . So,
with Russia as the centerpiece and mediator, he proposed a
gigantic plan for worldwide integration of culture , the unifi
cation of the Occident and the Orient.
Through the reports of the Jesuit missionaries , he was
convinced that Chinese culture was guided by the same drive
for perfection as the Christian culture of Europe . In parenthe
ses , it was Leibniz ' s enthusiastic writings which caused the
China excitement of his time . Especially when he discovered
in Peter the Great the kind of science-oriented monarch,
approximating , at least in this respect, his own vision , he
proposed the construction of the land road from Europe
through Russia to China .
He wrote innumerable memos to Peter the Great elaborat
ing how , in this way , one could take the best of what Europe
had produced and that of China and improve both sides .
Russia was in the middle between two cultures , with the
possibilities of both but without the mistakes of past history .
A true integration of East and West , an economy oriented
towards the common best-the implementation of physical
economy based on the idea of a science driver, to use the
modem j argon .
What a vision Leibniz had at the end of the 1 7th century !
The Academy in Berlin represented in the small what Leibniz
wanted to realize in Russia in the greatest dimension: the idea
of the societas as the model and fonn of organization to bring
all scientists together for joint work. Just as he saw Russia as
the middle between Europe and China, he saw Gennany and
Berlin as the middle between Western Europe and the East.
In each case , he saw the same possibility of creative give and
take among all cultures and nations , enabling each one to
unfold all potentialites to the fullest . This is the idea of the
Concordantia Catholica of Cusa applied to the system of
states in the 1 7th century�oncordance in the macrocosm
is only possible through the maximum development of the
microcosms .
Leibniz proposed infrastructure , the construction of wa
terways and canals throughout Russia , a road from North
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Siberia to America, and he wanted to connect the oceans in
that area. All of this was the result of his idea of the develop
ment and improvement of humanitas, the one human species .
In Propagatio Fidei per Scientias, "The Propagation of Faith
through Science ," he writes: "I will take it as my greatest
honor, joy and merit, Your Great Majesty the Czar, to be
able to serve in such a laudable God-pleasing work, because
I am not so much interested in your fatherland or any other
specific nation, but I go after the benefit of the entire human
kind . Because I regard Heaven as my fatherland , and all
well-meaning people as its citizens , I am much more happy
to accomplish much good with the Russians than very little
with the Germans , or the other Europeans. Even if I sit here
in great honor, wealth and calm, this would not benefit others
much because my inclination and passion is directed towards
the common best . "
These remarks reflect the sentence "Justitia est amor
sapientis" -an incredible love for the development of man
kind . If some nations , or some peoples , are too used up to
respond, then let ' s concentrate on those who are open , and
advance mankind in this way .
In his Novissima Sinica, Leibniz describes how he found
some of his own basic ideas of mathematical philosophy
(Dyadik) in the writings of the Emperor Fo Hi , again a proof
of universal human culture uniting peoples and epochs with
each other. If it just were possible to light the lumen internum,
the internal light which is in all human beings as a talent
through the propagatiofidei per scientias then the res publica
re litera rum, the worldwide realm of the mind will be the
result .

The alternative is a new Renaissance
So, we clearly are at the end of an epoch . The writing on
the wall is visible . Worldwide , Rwandas , Bosnias , Chech
nyas: the rule of the mafias and armed gangs, the collapse of
mankind into an even more bestial condition than present
Hollywood movies portray , and they are pretty bestial al
ready . Violence , the survival of the fittest, sexual perversion ,
a return to slavery and to feudalism, and worse . Do we want
this? Or, do we want the outcome of the crisis to be a new
epoch, a Renaissance , freed of the oligarchical flaw of the
past 600 years?
We have to find an agreement among ourselves : What
mankind do we wish to have? It should be obvious that an
agreement concerning the final goals of mankind is the abso
lute necessary precondition for any durable national and in
ternational order. We must find an agreement about the image
of man , the final goal of all human efforts . Do we want an
image of man defined from below , as modem thinking de
fines him , to show his ethnological , anthropological roots ,
proving that man is only a higher ape , like Prince Philip?
As Cusa would say , do we want homo animalis or homo
spiritualis? If we think that the thought model , complicatio
explicatio, has scientific merit, if we think that Leibniz ' s
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ideas that there indeed exists a characteristicum universalis,
then our future is bright. Then we agree that man is indefi
nitely perfectible and that every human being can become
more and more heroic , that is Leibniz' s term for those people
who pursue the "common best" in an uncompromising , vig
orous way .
I think the choice is clear . S ince we are not outside the
universe , but part of it, and therefore determine , at least to a
certain extent, its laws, it is our determination of what should
be the goal of posterity which makes the difference .
There is one other important matter. Love for humankind
is not an abstract matter. If we seriously think that we can
only get out of this mess together, mankind as a whole , that
for the first time mankind sits in one boat-no longer can one
portion live and the rest die-and that therefore we need
universal thinkers like Nikolaus , Leibniz , and LaRouche ,
then we also have to become compassionate with each other.
It is not so difficult these days to find people who are victims
of the present system . They agree that the system must be
changed .
But it is much more difficult to get a representative of the
Ibos in Nigeria to care about the plight of the Hungarian
minorities under conditions of economic breakdown in Ro
mania . Or to get Russian patriots to understand why , without
resolving the problems addressed in the Million Man March
in Washington, Russia has no future . That is tough . But it
has to be done .
The pope is right , we do need a new charter of the rights
of nations . Bosnia has shown that. Rwanda has shown how
urgent it is . But if we agree that the axioms that have led to
this crisis have to go , that it was principally the Enlighten
ment , the evil principles of Hobbes and Locke and the like
that have to go , then we have to reestablish the validity of
natural law . Most important, this new charter has to state that
there is a yardstick for the common good , a scientifically
precise yardstick. And that yardstick is obviously the contin
ued existence of mankind .
I want to leave you with a paradox of the complicatio
explicatio world. If you take a composition of a greatClassi
cal composer such as Beethoven , or the poem of a great poet,
such as Schiller ' s Song of the Bell, and you come to the last
note or the last line and the work is finished , you know it has
been completed. How do you know it is completed? Well , it
is as if it would have been there all along . But the composer
created the composition and, without him, it would not be
there . That is the secret. But it is intelligible .

Notes
I . "On LaRouche ' s Discovery," by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Fidelio, Vol .
I . , Spring 1 994.
2 . The full text of Pope John Paul II ' s Oct . 5, 1 995 address to the U.N.
General Assembly appeared in EIR , Vol. 22, No. 42 , Oct . 20, 1 995 , with
III, No.

an accompanying analysis of "The Pope' s Historic Intervention in America,"
by Helga Zepp LaRouche.
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Worldwide backlash against
the ConselVative Revolution
by Edward Spannaus

The rapid tumble of Newt Gingrich in the United States in
recent weeks , along with the mass strike ferment in Europe
centered in France , represent the two most dramatic manifes
tations of a global reaction against that most reactionary of
movements: the Conservative Revolution.
This backlash is the big story of 1 995 , taken together
with President Clinton ' s war-and-a-half against the British .
While in the arena of foreign policy , Clinton has outflanked
British geopolitical maneuverings in the Balkans , Northern
Ireland, and the Middle East , domestically he has shown a
significant ability to stand up to the murderous budget-cutting
demands of the Conservative Revolution adherents in the
U . S . Congress .
The heritage of the "Conservative Revolution" of the
1 920s and ' 30s , as EIR has documented over this past yearl ,
is today demonstrated most explicitly in the programs of the
Mont Pelerin Society; these policies consist of the most brutal
forms of monetarist austerity and slashing of social services
under the labels of "deficit reduction , " "deregulation ," and
"privatization . "
What Gingrich and French Prime Minister Alain Juppe
are trying to implement is virtually identical to the slash-and
bum policies which the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
has been imposing upon developing countries for years , and
which now are being promoted for Europe under the guise of
the 1 99 1 Maastricht Treaty for European Union , and for the
United States under the guise of "balanced budget" policies.
The same sort of policies have also provoked a backlash
in the countries of the former Soviet bloc , where communist
I . See "Why the Renaissance Must Prevail Over the Conservative Revolu
I , 1 995 ; and "Phil Gramm ' s Conservative Revolution in
America , " EIR, Feb. 1 7 , 1 995 .

tion ," EIR , Jan.
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or reformed communist parties are coming back into power,
in reaction to IMF-dictated "shock therapy" programs which
have devastated the industrial and agricultural capabilities of
those nations .

The 80 % factor
Addressing a conference of the Schiller Institute in Ger
many , in December 1 994 , EIR ' s founder Lyndon LaRouche
spelled out the lessons of the 1 994 U . S . mid-term elections
which had just returned a "Conservative Revolution" -orient
ed Republican majority to the Congress . LaRouche predicted
that the vast majority of Americans would soon come to
realize what the Conservative Revolution represented.
"Eighty percent of the people of the United States will
now soon be aware , consciously , that this is their mortal
enemy, the person who is going to deny them the right to life
by taking away the funds , as pensions, as Social Security
funds , as health care funds , by which they maintain life , "
LaRouche said . "And there will b e a revulsion against the
Conservative Revolution which exceeds anything , in terms
of the passion exhibited during the recent U . S . mid-term
elections . "
Then , LaRouche laid out the battle plan for 1 995-96:
"We are going to destroy, over the period of the next 1 8
months, the Conservative Revolution in America. We 're go
ing to crush it politically. And we will have some help in
doing that, from people who have to join us in crushing it, in
their own vital self-interest . "
I n fact, b y November 1 995 , "Crybaby Newt" had become
an object of public ridicule , and by the beginning of Decem
ber, Gingrich was "benched ," committing himself to take a
lower profile and stop shooting off his mouth so much-a
promise he naturally found difficult to keep .
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The reaction to Gingrich
The first major defeat to the Conservative Revolution
occurred in the 1 994 mid-term elections , with the destruction
of Oliver North' s candidacy for the U . S . Senate in Virginia.
North' s defeat, spearheaded by LaRouche' s associate Nancy
Spannaus, not only kept North out of the Senate-where he
would have been working side-by-side with Phil Gramm
but it also showed sometimes-defeatist Democratic Party ac
tivists what a hard-hitting attack and a determined mobiliza
tion can do .
The next nodal point was Sen . Edward Kennedy ' s (D
Mass . ) speech on Jan . 1 1 , in which he upbraided his fellow
Democrats for running away from the President and from the
issues for which the Democratic Party has traditionally stood .
"If we become pale carbon copies of the opposition and act like
Republicans," he said, "we will lose , and deserve to lose . "
Ten days later, President Clinton told the Democratic Na
tional Committee that they must mobilize for the battles
ahead , and he affirmed the importance and the constitutional
role of the U . S . government, in the face of Gingrich' s calls
for a Jacobin "revolution" against the federal government.
Indeed, after the " 100 Days" ended on April S , almost
none of the "Contract with America" had been enacted into
law . Perhaps the most important defeat suffered by the
Gramm-Gingrich gang was their loss on the Balanced Budget
Amendment. And those measures which were passed in the
House , found much tougher going in the Senate . Indeed , it
was the Republicans' inability to get their drastic cuts in
entitlements through the Congress by normal procedures ,
which led them instead to try to blackmail President Clinton
into accepting them , by their shutting down of the govern
ment in November and again in December.

The reaction builds
During a Dec . 20 , 1 995 radio interview with "EIR
Talks ," Lyndon LaRouche identified three crucial events
which helped to catalyze the reaction which Gingrich' s pro
posals and policies have provoked. First was the Oct . 4-8
visit of Pope John Paul II to the United States , in which
the pope preached against the culture of death. The second
element was the Oct. 1 6 Million Man March, called by Min
ister Louis Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam , and supported
by a broad-based group of African-American leaders . The
third point was the Oct . 25 election of a new leadership
in the AFL-CIO , which , LaRouche indicated , "signalled a
change in AFL-CIO policy , and labor policy more generally,
toward a more combative attitude against the attempt to wipe
out the American wage-earner, effectively , or reduce him to
coolie status . "
These things resulted i n a very rapid rise o f opposition to
Gingrich , LaRouche noted , "and Gingrich is now about as
popular in the United States, as Hitler, or he ' s getting in that
direction , very rapidly . "
The downfall o f Gingrich, LaRouche explained, "is a
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result of the fact that the American people-just as the people
in France who moved against the Maastricht conditionali
ties-do not think we ought to try a Hitler-style , fascist eco
nomics. And that ' s what Gingrich represents: fascist eco
nomics . We 're getting a popular reaction against fascist
economics , as people realize that Gingrich is, in effect, a
mass killer. "

Economics and politics
Similarly, the key issue behind the mass strikes and pro
test marches which paralyzed France in early December is
the austerity measures imposed as conditions of the 1 99 1
Maastricht Treaty , which mandates strict criteria for those
nations which seek to form a European currency union . The
treaty calls for "convergence" arnong member states of their
national inflation rate , public debt level , annual government
deficits (not more than 3% of GDP) , and for "stable" foreign
exchange rates .
Ironically , Maastricht also demanded , in effect, a seven
year balanced budget . Stage One had actually begun in July
1 990 , with coordination of the "convergence criteria, and all
convergence criteria are to be met by the beginning of 1 997.
The specific trigger for the French public sector strikes
was the efforts of Prime Minister Juppe to eliminate the so
called "social welfare deficit" in two years by increasing
taxes, reducing benefits , and raising eligibility requirements
for pensions . Also at issue in the French strike s , as in the
Belgian strikes which followed , were plans to restructure the
State railway system by reducing jobs and benefits-all part
of meeting the Maastricht conditions .
I n a Dec . 7 interview with "EIR Talks , " discussing the
French strikes, LaRouche said that the Maastricht conditions
there should be seen as a continuation of what Gingrich and
others are trying to do in the United States , by imposing
austerity and reducing entitlements .
And in fact, as various sources in Europe had noted , the
smashing of Gingrich , and President Clinton ' s resistance to
murderous cuts in entitlements in the United States , were
important factors in stimulating resistance to austerity mea
sures in France and elsewhere in Europe . "The defeat of
Newt Gingrich . . . has spilled over into Europe ," LaRouche
noted . "And the fact that Newt is getting the boot, in the
United States , has encouraged forces in Europe to resist simi
lar kinds of measures there . All of this occurs somewhat
beyond the power of human will , in the fact that the entire
monetary and financial system in the world is on the verge of
collapsing entirely . "
"That' s not a prediction , " LaRouche said, "that' s a diag
nosis . "
"And a s a matter o f diagnosis , the entire international
monetary system , and [the] financial system attached to it, is
provably on the verge of a total disintegration , " LaRouche
concluded, and this is likely to take place before the next
Presidential election in the United States .
News Analysis
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The Russian Elections

IMF 'reformers'
go down to defeat
by Konstantin George
The Dec . 1 7 elections to Russia ' s State Duma, the lower
house of Parliament , gave a popular mandate for Russia to
stop being subjected to foreign humiliation and reassert itself
as a strong power. A majority of Russians voted for parties
that have profiled themselves as opponents of the failed
"reforms . " Thus , the results can be seen as a serious, if not
yet decisive , defeat for the radical free-market "reform"
policies , conducted on behalf of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) by the government of Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin .
Results released by the Russian Electoral Commission
on Dec . 1 8 broke down the vote , based on 62% of returns
tallied . Four parties cleared the 5% hurdle to enter the Duma:
1 . Communist Party of the Russian Federation (CPRF) ,
led by Gennadi Zyuganov : 2 1 . 9 %
2 . Liberal Democratic Party o f Russia (LDPR) , the party
of Vladimir Zhirinovsky: 1 1 . 1 %
3 . Our Home Is Russia, led by Prime Minister Cherno
myrdin: 9 . 6%
4. The "Yabloko" bloc , led by Grigori Yavlinsky: 8 . 4%
5. Russia' s Democratic Choice , led by Yegor Gaidar:
4.8%
6 . Women o f Russia: 4 . 5 %
7 . Congress o f Russian Communities (KRO) , the slate of
Gen . Aleksandr Lebed , Yuri Skokov , and economist Sergei
Glazyev: 4 . 3 %
8 . "For the U . S . S . R . ," a Communist splinter party: 4 . 2%
9. Party of Workers ' Self-Management: 4 . 1 %
1 0 . Agrarian Party: 3 . 0%
Besides the majority vote against the failed "reform" poli
cies , the voting pattern for parties reflects which forces con
trol the electoral machinery: The CPRF has relatively strong
regional machines , while in the major cities , power is domi
nated by the regime and allied "reformist" parties . The for
mer showed in the scope of the Communist Party ' s victory,
and the second-place showing of the party of extremist Zhiri
novsky . These results occurred at the expense of the KRO .
On the government side , there was the surprisingly high
vote for Chernomyrdin ' s "Our Home" and the Yavlinsky
bloc , which summed to 1 8 % of the vote nationwide , and
the 4 . 8 % for former Prime Minister Gaidar's group , which
the regime may still try to boost over 5% in the final tally .
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Their showing was strictly due to the regime' s control of
the voting in the large citie s . In Moscow , "Our Home"
received 1 9 . 5 % ; Yabloko , approximately 1 5 % ; the CPRF,
1 5 % ; and the Gaidar bloc , 1 1 . 5 % . In St. Petersburg , the
Yavlinsky bloc led with 1 6 . 5 % , followed by the CPRF with
1 3 . 5 % , then Our Home with 1 2 . 5 % , and the Gaidar bloc
at about 1 2 % .
Leaving aside the question o f crude vote-rigging, the
Russian financial and "business" oligarchy threw huge sums
of money into the campaigns of the Chernomyrdin and other
"reform" slate s . The future of this monied caste depends on
the continuance of comprador interests in power, and they
mobilized accordingly . But despite the financial infusions ,
the "reformists" went down to a crushing defeat in the party
list section of the vote , throughout Russia outside the big
cities .
With 2 1 5 of 225 single-seat constituencies counted as of
Dec . 20 , the reported totals were: CPRF, 57 seats; Agrarian
Party , 20; Yabloko , 1 4 ; Our Home , 1 0 ; Democratic Choice,
10; Power to the People , 7; KRO , 5 ; other parties , 23; inde
pendent candidates , 7 3 .

KRO caught i n the pincers
The new Duma will probably not be in a position to act
in a coherent and responsible manner, despite its popular
mandate . The key to such a capability lay in the Congress
of Russian Communities (KRO) bloc , led by patriots of
national stature: General Lebed, Yuri Skokov , and Russia' s
leading dirigist economist , Sergei Glazyev . The KRO ' s
chances t o clear the 5 % hurdle a s late votes come i n were
diminished by the regime ' s commitment to keeping them
out, in which the regime has the assistance of its "Trojan
Horse" in the opposition, Zhirinovsky ' s party . Beyond that,
at least elements of the Communist Party were complicit,
if for no other reason than to pad their own vote , in keeping
the KRO ' s vote below 5 % .
The western media contention that this was a "defeat
for General Lebed , " the KRO ' s star candidate and a 1 996
Presidential contender, is absurd . Lebed won his district
race with 60% of the vote in the city of Tula, an indication
of what can happen in an election , like the Presidential one ,
where the name "Lebed" appears on the ballot and not initials
like "KRO . " Tula is the base for one of Russia' s elite Air
borne Divisions , and Lebed received votes from soldiers
and their families, as well as from industrial workers . As a
center of military industry , Tula is a bellwether for the mood
of this largest single component of the Russian industrial
workforce .
General Lebed charged, after the vote totals came in ,
that the results were "clearly a falsification . " He said he
would investigate "this terrible trickery against myself. "
The failure of the KRO to enter the Duma as a party
will have serious near-term consequences . Had it become
the number-two party in the new Duma after the CPRF, a
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coherent force anchored on a KRO-CPRF alliance could
have used the Duma as the forum for presenting sound
economic reconstruction and modernization policies . This
would have guarded against the danger of the popular man
date against the regime being exploited to launch Russia on
an imperial course based on geopolitical axioms , an alluring
"solution" to the country ' s existential crisis .
What the lack of a strong KRO fraction means can
already be seen in Duma acts before the elections . Zhirinov
sky ' s support was crucial to passage of the Chernomyrdin
government' s 1 996 austerity budget . For all his noise as an
oppositionist, Zhirinovsky to date has backed the regime on
all crucial questions , especially concerning economic and
financial policy .
Another pre-election Duma act was the Dec . 8 resolu
tion , sponsored by CPRF leader Gennadi Zyuganov , calling
for a referendum on restoring the Soviet Union . It failed by
17 votes , but Zyuganov has pledged to re-introduce it in
January in the new Duma. This exercise typifies the extent
of British manipulation of those in the Russian opposition ,
who are inclined by prejudice and nostalgia, to be led to
believe that a "Third Rome" road of geopolitical expansion
should take priority over national reconstruction .
During the election campaign , Zyuganov (somewhat
moderately) and Zhirinovsky (in the extreme) engaged in
populist anti-western attacks , chiefly aimed at the United
States. The contrast of these postures with those of the KRO
highlights another aspect in which the KRO ' s absence in
Parliament will be felt. It is a tribute to General Lebed , that
he did not succumb to the temptation to engage in America
baiting . He rather stressed that Russia's problems with the
"West" would disappear once Russia cleaned its own house
and rid itself of the comprador groups now in power. He
denounced western policies that have humiliated Russia, but
did not attack western nations .

Overture to the 1996 power struggle
Russian Presidential elections are set for June 1 996. The
British oligarchy already has its candidate , Chernomyrdin ,
a s attested i n the Dec . 1 8 London Times, which editorially
called on Yeltsin to step down in favor of the prime minister:
"The man who should draw the main lesson of the election
is President Yeltsin . He should step down . . . . The future
of Russia is no longer bound to the political survival of Mr.
Yeltsin . His own health is still uncertain , and he could now
hand over, with honor, to his protege Mr. Chernomyrdin . "
Speaking o n election day , Yeltsin said that Chernomyr
din would remain as prime minister. But personnel changes ,
likely to be portrayed as "reshuffles" or "shakeups" in the
weeks ahead , will portend the ultimate demise of the govern
ment sometime later in 1 996 , through either a profound
policy shift , or chaos .
Besides the anticipated departure of Foreign Minister
Kozyrev , Deputy Prime Minister Sergei Shakhray is likely
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to leave; he has become an outspoken opponent of the Cher
nomyrdin government , and has Presidential ambitions . Also
likely to go is First Deputy Prime Minister Anatoli Chubais ,
known and hated as "Mr. Privatization , " for his role in the
bargain sale of Russian firms to domestic and foreign private
interests .

Demagogue Zhirinovsky
slanders LaRouche
Vladimir Zhirinovsky , the unstable Russian dema
gogue who heads the Liberal Democratic Party of Rus
sia, slandered American economist and political figure
Lyndon LaRouche , in a book released on the eve of
Russia's parliamentary elections . His publishing a
smear of LaRouche has deepened the conviction in
Russian opposition circles , that Zhirinovsky functions
as a provocateur for hire . Zhirinovsky is already widely
known as "the Le Pen of Russia , " after the French
racist radical .
On page 48 of Zhirinovsky ' s book The Last Blow
Against Russia, released Dec . 1 3 , 1 995 , he writes:
"The outward prosperity of the U . S . is the formal en
trance hall of a bankrupt, who is being chased by his
creditors . Its astronomical debts could not be paid off
by honest work . So, what are they counting on? They
are counting on the U . S . being able , having first liqui
dated our military-political system, to seize our coun
try-first economically , and then politically-and tum
it into a source of profit . In an interview in early 1 995 ,
U . S . Presidential candidate L. LaRouche , the founder
of an international network of research centers , stated
that 'their [the centers ' ] goal is to destroy Russia. ' . . .
If these plans for destroying Russi a ' s economy , liqui
dating its sovereignty and turning it into a motley bunch
of regions ' on their own ' are implemented , ours will be
the lot of colonial appendages for covering the above
mentioned debts of the U . S . Ultimately , America
could seize and sell our land and property to its credi
tors , the world industrial-financial oligarchy . "
The quotation from LaRouche , "Their goal i s to
destroy Russia ," appeared as a headline over excerpts
from an interview with LaRouche , published in the
Moscow newspaper Oppozitsiya on March 1 , 1 994 .
Zhirinovsky and his editors attributed to LaRouche and
his "research centers ," the goal that LaRouche in the
interview had accused leading British figures and the
International Monetary Fund of pursuing , namely , the
looting of Russia.
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A disastrous year for
the House of Windsor
by Scott Thompson and Jeffrey Steinberg
The year 1 995 was bound to be a really bad year for the
British monarchy . The Windsors were reeling from the glob
al circulation of this magazine ' s Oct . 2 8 , 1 994 Special Re
port, "The Coming Fall of the House of Windsor," which
exposed the role of Prince Philip in the genocide in Rwanda,
through his World Wide Fund for Nature; and , for the first
time , revealed the existence of the Club of the Isles , the
agency through which the British royals have steered their
geopolitical games for over a century .
Barely a month into 1 995 , the oldest bank in the City of
London , Barings, went belly-up after a loss of $27 billion
on the Far East derivatives market . The Bank of England
concluded that nothing could be done to save the 300-year
old institution that once formed the financial pillar of the
British East India Company.
The collapse of B arings triggered a series of emergency
takeovers of some of the City of London' s most prestigious
banks . ING Bank of the Netherlands did buy up Barings
for £ 1 ! Next , Swiss Bank Corp. took over S . G . Warburg
in May 1 995 ; Dresdner moved a month later to take over
Kleinwort Benson; and Merrill Lynch bid in July to take
over Smith New Court. Barings and Kleinwort Benson were
personal bankers to the Windsors .
As the result of these maneuvers , and the summer 1 995
bailout of Lloyd ' s of London by the American International
Group (AIG) of Maurice Greenberg , the British Crown not
only lost a bundle of money; it lost partial control over the
City of London , the hub of global offshore finance , to conti
nental European and North American factions within the
Club of the Isles. For the first time since the death of King
Edward VII , the House of Windsor found itself on shaky
ground , even within the factional alignments of European
oligarchical power.

'War and a half' with Clinton
But the biggest rub of 1 995 was the fact that the Clinton
administration refused to repair the "Anglo-American spe
cial relationship . " The President of the United States contin
ued to hammer at some of London ' s prize geopolitical
schemes, taking charge of the entire Bosnia peace effort;
forging ahead with Middle East peace , even after the murder
of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin by a British-inspired
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Jewish assassin cult; and forcing the John Major government
to make concessions toward resolving the Northern Ireland
conflict . When President Clinton traveled to London in No
vember, he told the British Parliament , with ironical humor,
that he still worries that London will attempt to sack and
bum Washington , as it did during the War of 1 8 1 2; and that
he is eternally grateful to his ancestors for leaving the British
Isles and settling in America.
Clinton then proceeded to Belfast, the first American
President to visit Northern Ireland while in office . The day
before the President' s arrival in London , British Prime Min
ister Major, under White House pressure , made some con
cessions that may jump-start the stalled Northern Ireland
peace talks , which had been all but shut down by British
intransigence . While he publicly praised Major for making a
courageous concession to further the negotiations , President
Clinton privately joked that he had given his national security
adviser, Anthony Lake , a bottle of champagne right after
Major' s announcement , further underscoring the fact that
the Northern Ireland peace process is a "Made in America"
product .

Two other blows
The most serious Clinton administration assault upon the
power of the British Crown and the City of London , however,
hit at the heart of the British Commonwealth ' s secret power:
illegal narcotics , the underground economy , and the role of
the British banks in laundering over $ 1 trillion a year in black
market money .
In a speech to the United Nations General Assembly on
Oct . 22, the President denounced the growing power of
organized crime as a threat to all civilized nations . He simul
taneously signed a public Executive Order declaring a state
of emergency over the threat to national security posed by
the Cali Cartel and other drug-trafficking organizations . He
signed a classified Presidential Decision Directive (PDD42) , ordering every cabinet-level agency to join forces to
shut down 50 international money-laundering centers . PDD42 authorized the secretary of the treasury to cut off all
access to the U. S . banking system to any nation that refused
to cooperate in the shutdown of the hot-money centers .
If there were any doubt that PDD-42 had drawn a bead
on London ' s offshore money-laundering empire in such lo
cales as the Cayman Islands , the B ahamas , Hongkong , and
Singapore , those doubts should have been dispelled on Nov .
1 2 , when the Sunday Times of London ' s Washington bureau
chief, James Adams, penned a column admitting that the
Clinton initiative targets London . Not only are the British
Crown colonies of the Cayman Islands and the Turk and
Caicos Islands on the very top of the list of PDD-42 targets;
London itself is also "rapidly becoming the money-laun
dering capital of the world ," he wrote .
Exactly one year before the President' s declaration of a
"national emergency" over the spread of the narco-economy ,
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EIR ' s Special Report had identified the vast offshore banking
apparatus , and control over strategic raw materials, as the
two pillars of power of the Club of the Isles .

Princess Di takes center stage
The British royals were delivered another, potentially
fatal blow , when Princess Diana, the estranged wife of
Charles , Prince of Wales, gave an interview to the BBC ' s
"Panorama" television show , i n which she declared Prince
Charles unqualified to serve as king . Every faction within the
Club of the Isles scrambled to capitalize on the latest bout of
Windsor bashing . Soon, allegations were flying that Princess
Di had made a deal with Margaret Thatcher, whose dislike
of Queen Elizabeth II was well known and barely concealed
by the former prime minister. Further confusion was sown a
week after the BBC broadcast , when the Princess of Wales
appeared with a top official of the British Labour Party on a
public platform , violating all Windsor protocols .
On one level , the Princess Di affair sparked infighting
among Europe ' s oligarchy , which is faced with the greatest
existential crisis in 600 years , as the financial system upon
which they base their power is teetering on the edge of disin
tegration . But, the outbreak of the latest cat-fight among the
Windsors also forced to the surface a more profound revolt
against monarchism and oligarchism-an issue hitherto al
most the exclusive domain of Lyndon LaRouche and EIR .
On Nov . 2 8 , 1 995 , E . J . Dionne , Jr. , a Washington Post
syndicated columnist with close ties to the Clinton White
House , penned an op-ed titled "The King Is Dead ," which
declared open season on the House of Windsor. Dionne ob
served: "The world should be grateful to this Windsor lot for
proving what our American forebears understood long ago:
that republics are better than monarchies , that monarchism
and its philosophical ally, aristocracy , are dead ideas that
deserve to stay dead . "
The significance of the Dionne piece was not missed by
the British oligarchy . Within 48 hours , Lord William Rees
Mogg , the Club of the Isles' chief propagandist against Presi
dent Clinton , wrote a response in the Times of London , de
fending the "hereditary principle . " He observed: "In the 20th
century , the hereditary principle has been widely discredited
in application to human beings, though it is still generally
accepted for racehorses . Yet , the more the scientists discover
about the human brain , the more clear it becomes that brain
structures are genetically determined physical realities , like
our noses or our muscles . . . . Kings are successful both
because they have the necessary mental attributes and be
cause they are trained to be kings. It seems likely that training
on its own cannot produce a great monarch, any more than it
can produce a Derby winner . "
London ' s reply : terrorism
Throughout 1 995 , assets of the British Crown were dis
patched to carry out irregular warfare attacks , all to further
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London ' s geopolitical aims , and especially to destroy the
Clinton Presidency and break up the United States.
A case in point: On March 9 , over strenuous British
objections, President Clinton decided to grant a visa to Irish
Sinn Fein President Gerry Adams . Included in the travel
permit was an invitation to attend a March 1 7 St. Patrick ' s
Day celebration a t the White House . Immediately , the Lon
don Times, the Hollinger Corp . 's Daily Telegraph, and even
the Fabian-aligned Guardian all assailed the Clinton deci
sion , pronouncing it new evidence that the Anglo-American
special relationship is dead-so long as B ill Clinton is in the
White House .
A month later, on April 1 9 , a car bomb leveled the federal
building in Oklahoma City . Although a former U . S . Army
soldier, Timothy McVeigh , was soon arrested and charged
with the crime , U . S . government investigators remain con
vinced that a more sophisticated conspiracy , probably
hatched from abroad , was responsible .
On April 2 1 , just 48 hours after the bombing , the London
Guardian reported that Conservative Party members of Par
liament , "still resentful at the U . S . administration ' s red car
pet welcome for Gerry Adams , the S inn Fein president , in
Washington last month , responded to the Oklahoma bomb
outrage by claiming that it had taught the Americans a
lesson . "
The London Economist followed with a n even more
pointed warning to President Clinton on April 22: "Suddenly
everywhere in America seemed vulnerable . But , of course ,
it has been so for years . America , famously free of terrorism ,
is indeed still as wide open to it as the fundamentalists boast.
. . . And although America ' s leader may take his morning
jog in a daunting phalanx of Secret S ervice agents , cranks
last year found no difficulty in firing on the White House or
crash-diving onto it in small aircraft . "
The other major terrorist attack o f 1 995 , the assassination
of Israel ' s Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin by a member of a
British-sponsored assassin cult, had immediate and grave
consequences for the Mideast peace process upon which
President Clinton has , in part, staked his Presidency . It was
the same assassin network that attempted unsuccessfully, in
February 1 994 , to kill off the peace process between Israel
and the Palestinians , by massacring Islamic worshippers at
the Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron . The networks , includ
ing the Hollinger Corp . , that are behind the Jewish terrorist
underground , have been in the forefront of the assault against
the Clinton Presidency since the beginning of 1 993 .
Apart from the irregular warfare attacks of 1 995 , the
year has been more broadly characterized by global terrorism
coming from a wide range of British-sponsored assets .
Among these are the Aum sect in Japan, which staged a series
of poison gas attacks on the Tokyo subway system; and the
"afghansi" muj ahideen , who have conducted terrorist attacks
worldwide-all conforming to British geopolitical objec
tives .
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Shubeilat or IMF

on trial in Jordan?

by Our Special Correspondent
Jordan was rocked at the beginning of December 1 995 by
several events which augur ill not only for democracy in the
kingdom, but for stability in the entire , strategically crucial
region . On Dec . 9 , a former member of Parliament, indepen
dent Islamist Laith Shubeilat , was arrested , on charges of
lese majeste and undermining the stability of the national
economy and currency . The charges stem , reportedly, from
public remarks made by the Islamist, critical of the policy of
the government .
The arrest comes as the climax of a series of attacks and
counterattacks , which has pitted the government and Crown ,
on the one side , against the opposition , and its symbolic lead
er, Shubeilat , on the other. The opposition has charged that
the normalization process with Israel should not proceed so
fast, or at all , and that economic conditions have worsened ,
not improved , since a peace treaty was signed with Israel in
1 994 . The opposition has blocked normalization , through its
control over the powerful professional associations , or
unions , and has found echoes to its position in the press . As
King Hussein charged in a speech to the military establish
ment on Nov . 9, the Amman summit on economic develop
ment had not been supported adequately inside Jordan . The
unions boycotted the summit , and several forbade members
to have contacts with Israelis . The response of the king , in his
address , was to propose revised laws, to curb political activity
by the unions , and to limit freedom of the press .
The arrest of Shubeilat was meant to decapitate the oppo
sition . It came just days after the Islamist opposition swept
elections in the Engineers ' Union , and as public opinion polls
reported a majority of the popUlation opposed to the peace
treaty with Israel . Thus far, almost all the professional associ
ations , including the Engineers ' Union of which Shubeilat is
president, have rallied to his defense , as have numerous pub
lic figures , calling for his immediate release . In addition to
their protest against the charges brought against Shubeilat ,
which the accused has sworn he is innocent of, his supporters
are charging that the arrest was carried out in unlawful fash
ion , and that members of his family placed under undue
pressure . His wife , Rima , has not been allowed to visit him
in his unheated isolation cell.
What will be on trial is not just Shubeilat the person , or
the opposition to the peace process. Rather, the real issue is
economic policy . If one disregards the factor of ideological
dogmatism , the main reason for popular opposition to the
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peace process, lies in the fact that the expected "peace divi
dend , " in terms of a brighter economic perspective, has not
materialized . The question that is being raised in the Shubei
lat case is: Will Jordan and the entire region be offered up for
looting by the vultures of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and World Bank , as current trends would indicate , or
will it be allowed a future of real economic growth?
The crime Shubeilat committed , was to utter some un
comfortable truths about the reality of IMF schemes which
have been cynically imposed in the name of peace .
In remarks to the press shortly before his arrest, Shubeilat
said that the unions were being threatened with political
curbs , because they "have been leading the struggle of the
professional s , and the masses behind them, to protest the low
living standard , rise of prices , collapse of wages and the
handing of the professionals to foreign investors and Zionists
as cheap labor . " He singled out the Middle East and North
African economic conference held in Amman in late Octo
ber, as the occasion on which the IMF-World Bank looting
approach was heralded . Shubeilat said , "In the Amman con
ference , foreign investors celebrated this ' economic feast'
and the victory of the slogan , ' profit is the absolute value , '
while every other concept o f development which has become
coupled with the term ' social development, ' a nice name
which they mention to the unions , falls apart around that
slogan . They do this in order to prevent anyone from stopping
their looting the country . If the State truly says that the politi
cal conflict is gone and the means of conflict now is econom
ic , then the unions must have a political representation , be
cause they are the people ' s biggest partner and the most
targetted by the conservatives, market economy capital and
the International Monetary Fund . "
Shubeilat had been arrested i n 1 992 and charged with
conspiracy to overthrow the government . Though swiftly
tried by a security court , convicted and given a death sen
tence, later commuted to 20 years ' hard labor, Shubeilat was ,
in the end , pardoned by the king . This time , the situation is
very different . Shubeilat in 1 992 was a maverick parliamen
tarian who was respected by a multitude , but defended by
very few . Today , he is the president of the most powerful of
the nation ' s professional associations , which are far more
influential than the political parties . All have rallied to his
defense . Then , the charges against him were obviously con
trived; the farce was organized to teach him a lesson . Today,
whether the prosecution realizes it or not, it has raised life
or-death issues of economic policy , in the charges it has
brought against Shubeilat: He is being accused of undermin
ing the stability of the national economy , when in point of
fact, it is the IMF policies , rammed through the Parliament,
which have produced that effect . If open debate on these vital
questions can not be guaranteed by the democratic structures
restored by King Hussein in 1 989 , there will not be much of
a perspective for peace , regardless of the treaties signed ,
sealed , and delivered .
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��� A L E R T

ISN'T IT TIME you knew
months , sometimes years , before the rest of
the world , what policy options were in the works?
EIR Alert has its finger on the pulse of London and
Washington , where such skullduggery is devised : We
also present the alternatives, which are being
increasingly discussed in Europe and Ibero�America ,
and reported by our special correspondents. We
cover economics and strategic stories-some of
which will never be published anywhere else.

EIR Alert brings you I 0�2 0 concise news and

background items, twice a week, by first�dass
mail-or by fax (at no extra charge) .
Annual subscription ( United States) : $3, 500.

Make checks payable to:
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Washi ngto n , D . C . 2 004 1 �0390

